ENJOY A WIDE SELECTION OF FASHION NECKLACES, RINGS & BANGLES ONLY AT ZIRCONMANIA.COM

ALL CATALOG PRICES ARE RETAIL

If you own a store and are interested to become an authorized Zirconmania dealer; we strongly suggest you register and submit your store/business credentials. After approval, you'll receive a Trade Account invitation to start buying wholesale. It's that easy!
Please Register at support@zirconmania.com
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Sterling Silver Hand Pendant
SKU: 655P1065
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Hand (Hamsa) Pendant SKU: 655P1065
Price: $37.50

Horizontal Cross Pendant
SKU: 655P1039
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Horizontal Cross Pendant SKU: 655P1039
Price: $37.50

Polished Clover Pendant
SKU: 655P1048
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Clover Pendant SKU: 655P1048
Price: $31.50

Sterling Silver Eye Pendant
SKU: 655P1063
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Blue Eye Pendant, (16"+2") SKU: 655P1063
Price: $37.50

Jewish Star Pendant
SKU: 655P1079
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polish Jewish Star Pendant SKU: 655P1079
Price: $31.50

Polished Knott Pendant
SKU: 655P1083
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polish Knott Pendant SKU: 655P1083
Price: $37.50
Fresh Water Pearl Pendant
SKU: 655P1091
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver w/genuine HQ Fresh Water Pearl Pendant SKU:655P1091
Price: $31.50

Hammered Style Infinity Pendant
SKU: 655P1062
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver hammered style Infinity Pendant SKU:655P1062
Price: $31.50

Oval Top Post Earrings
SKU: 633E0665
Short Description: Large faux Mother of Pearl Tear drop cabochon post earring with Oval DruzyTop Post earrings.
Price: $15.00

Multi-Stone Shapes Cabochon Stones Satin Necklace Set
SKU: 633S0310TQ
Short Description: Multi-Stone shapes Cabochon stones Satin necklace set SKU:633S0310TQ
Price: $34.50

Three Strand Ivory Acrylic Pearl Links Necklace
SKU: 673N7555
Short Description: Three strand ivory acrylic pearl links necklace with cross stations andSt.Benito pendant with togg...Read more
Price: $48.00

Three Strand with Black Faceted Acrylic Necklace
SKU: 673N7557
Short Description: Three strand necklace with black faceted acrylic bead links and crossstations with St.Benito...Read more
Price: $48.00
Glitter Dust Square Hinged Bangle

SKU: 666B5043
Short Description: glitter dust Square hinged bangle gold and black Rhodium electroplatedSKU: 666B5043
Price: $19.50

Stackable three set knuckle Mid ring bands with pave crystal stones

SKU: 622R0105
Short Description: Multi-tone Stackable three set knuckle Mid ring bands with pave crystal stonesSku: 622R0105
Price: $15.00

Large Round Medaloin flower pendant embellished

SKU: 655P6020
Short Description: Large Round Medaloin flower pendant embellished with clear Crystals with substantial 18" Chain.
Sku: ...Read more
Price: $69.00

Artisan Charm Necklace On Rolo Chain

SKU: 673N8553
Short Description: * worn gold/worn silver plating* rolo chain necklace* artisan San Benito & cross charm cluster * tur ...Read more
Price: $42.00

Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Sterling SilverRhodium Electroplate

SKU: PWIRESQ1CT
Short Description: Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Ster ...Read more
Price: $21.00
Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconia by the cubic inch Necklace Rhodium Electroplate. 16” + 2” Extension.

**SKU:** bzbyx30rd

**Short Description:** Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconia by the cubic inch Necklace Rhodium Electroplate. 16” + 2” Extension.

**Price:** $135.00

Electroplated polished hammered chain link necklace with royal blue oval droppendant

**SKU:** 500N-2255

**Short Description:** Electroplated polished hammered chain link necklace with royal blue oval droppendant 500N2255

**Price:** $110.00

Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pavecharming snake 655B0730

**SKU:** 655B-0730

**Short Description:** Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pavecharming snake 655B0730

**Price:** $63.00

Three set electroplated hammered bangles with round crystal stone stations

**SKU:** 610b1000byr

**Short Description:** Three set electroplated hammered bangles with round crystal stone stations 610B1000BYR

**Price:** $36.00

Vintage Artisan Filigree Bangle crafted with lovely electroplated swirls

**SKU:** 532B23336

**Short Description:** Vintage Artisan Filigree Bangle crafted with lovely electroplated swirls making it far from a "plai... Read more

**Price:** $13.00

10MM Sequenced cushion square black diamond crystal stones stretch bracelet 661B384

**SKU:** 661B-384

**Short Description:** 10MM Sequenced cushion square black diamond crystal stones stretch bracelet

**Price:** $33.00
Three row graduated hoop necklace
SKU: 543N11
Short Description: Three row graduated hoop necklace
Price: $30.00

Chain link bracelet with a second strand of round clear beads
SKU: 543B10
Short Description: Chain link bracelet with a second strand of round clear beads
Price: $15.00

Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones
SKU: 610B09
Short Description: Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones, Rhodium or Gold
Price: $15.00

Chain link charm bracelet with dangling faceted stone charms and flowers
SKU: 61B02
Short Description: Chain link charm bracelet with dangling faceted stone charms and flowers
Price: $15.00

Couture vintage inspired chandelier Post earrings with a dangling pave fireball drop
SKU: STE-2737
Short Description: Couture vintage inspired chandelier Post earrings with a dangling pave fireball drop in the center
Price: $141.00

Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Marquise & Rounds "Door knocker" Post Earrings
SKU: STE-9788
Short Description: Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Marquise & Rounds "Door knocker" Post Earrings, finished in electroplate
Price: $120.00
Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Oval Drop Post Earrings
SKU: STE-9195
Short Description: Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Oval Drop Post Earrings, finished in electroplated Rhodium Electroplated...
Price: $102.00

Double layer gold chain necklace with oval pearls and crystal studded barrel fireball bead stations 661N-994X2
SKU: 661N-994X2
Short Description: Double layer gold chain necklace with oval pearls and crystal studded barrel fireball bead stations...
Price: $54.00

Three tone multi strand 36" chain necklace with oval pearls and barrel fireball crystal embellished stations 661N-994
SKU: 661N-994
Short Description: Three tone multi strand 36" chain necklace with oval pearls and barrel fireball crystal embellished...
Price: $54.00

36" Gold Necklace with crystal stone embellished barrel stations 661N-1001
SKU: 661N-1001
Short Description: 36" Gold Necklace with crystal stone embellished barrel stations
Price: $39.00

Gold chain necklace with black diamond crystal studded barrel shape stations 661N-1000
SKU: 661N-1000
Short Description: Gold chain necklace with black diamond crystal studded barrel shape stations...
Price: $36.00

Twisted rope chain necklace with crystal studded barrel bead stations 661N-7832
SKU: 661N-7832
Short Description: Twisted rope chain necklace with crystal studded barrel bead stations...
Price: $45.00
Stainless steel hinged wrap snake bangle paved with high quality crystals. SKU: 677B100

**Short Description:** Stainless steel hinged wrap snake bangle paved with high quality crystals. -Statement Jewel ...

**Price:** $72.00

---

Three Stretch bracelet set made with faceted Glass beads Rundles finished with a string tassel. SKU: 661B385

**Short Description:** Three Stretch bracelet set made with faceted Glass beads Rundles finished with a string tassel

**Price:** $33.00

---

Polished and pave chain link gunmetal bracelet. SKU: 652B-A245GM

**Short Description:** Electroplated gunmetal links complimented by three centered dazzling crystal set pave links, chain...

**Price:** $60.00

---

Elegant and feminine this organically shaped polished gold plated bangle features Round cabochon stations. SKU: 629B82215

**Short Description:** Elegant and feminine this organically shaped polished gold plated bangle features Round cabochon...

**Price:** $19.50

---

Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snakeskin-like texture accent in gold-tone. SKU: 629B-82033

**Short Description:** Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snakeskin-like texture...

**Price:** $19.50

---

Sterling silver filigree design Eternity band ring with channel pave borders. SKU: STR-272

**Short Description:** Sophisticated wide Sterling silver filigree design Eternity band ring with channel pave borders that...

**Price:** $60.00
Fancy floral cluster multi-shape CZ statement bracelet featuring high quality Zirconite cubic zirconia that are prong set and clustered together for a truly decadent piece 603B-206

SKU: 603B-206
Short Description: Fancy Floral Multi-shape CZ Statement Bracelet Bring out the inner royalty in you with this fancy flo ...Read more
Price: $300.00

Fancy Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in a uniformed sophisticated pattern 501B31913

SKU: 501B-31913
Short Description: The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for Every wave ...Read more
Price: $360.00

Fancy Mixed Cut Emerald Green Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in an uniformed sophisticated pattern 501B31913EM

SKU: 501B-31913EM
Short Description: The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for Every wave ...Read more
Price: $360.00

Fancy Mixed Pink Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in an uniformed sophisticated pattern 501B31913PK

SKU: 501B-31913PK
Short Description: The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for every wave your hand ...Read more
Price: $360.00

All-around Curves and swirls Zirconite Cubic Zirconia crafted cut-out filigree pattern sterling silver wide Eternity bandring,str-0266

SKU: STR-0266
Short Description: All-around Curves and swirls Zirconite Cubic Zirconia crafted cut-out filigree pattern sterling silver ...Read more
Price: $78.00
Adjustable wide filigree design ring with pave clovers and cut-out silhouette offloral patterns set in sterling silver.

**SKU:** 638R-2771  
**Short Description:** Adjustable wide filigree design ring with pave clovers that shimmer and shine with Zirconite Cubic zirconia.  
**Price:** $33.00

Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring guard.

**SKU:** STR-0002  
**Short Description:** Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring guard.  
**Price:** $90.00

Decadent gold electroplated ring with a twisted rope band with hematite pave disc shape.

**SKU:** 638R-2309  
**Short Description:** Decadent gold electroplated ring with a twisted rope band that blends into an inlaid round gold and Zirconite Cubic zirconia.  
**Price:** $45.00

Zirconite Cubic zirconia cushion Pave square shape Rhodium Electroplate pendant.

**SKU:** 638P-1676  
**Short Description:** Zirconite Cubic zirconia cushion Pave square shape Rhodium Electroplate pendant.  
**Price:** $42.00

Important 7mm round (36 CT TW) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet Rhodium Electroplate.

**SKU:** 638B-529  
**Short Description:** Important 7mm round (36 CT TW) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet Rhodium Electroplate.  
**Price:** $144.00

Bohemian necklace set featuring a colorful oval dyed stone and tassel pendant.

**SKU:** 687S-6532  
**Short Description:** Bohemian necklace set featuring a colorful oval dyed stone pendant.  
**Price:** $30.00
**Gold and Hematite Multi Chain bead station necklace set with a dangling agate natural stone dyed pendant**

*SKU:* 6875-6025

*Short Description:* 36” Gold and Hematite Multi Chain bead station necklace set with adangling agate natural stonedye...Read more

*Price:* $36.00

---

**36” Three strand necklace with a long crystal studded square ladder pendant finished with a chain tassel and matching earrings.**

*SKU:* 6875-2509

*Short Description:* 36” Three strand necklace with a long crystal studded square ladder pendant finished with a chain tassel and matching earrings...Read more

*Price:* $27.00

---

**Slender chic double wrap crystal pave bracelet**

*SKU:* 6678-48

*Short Description:* Shimmery and sleek Trendy double wrap bracelet with three rows of crystal pave crafted into this...Read more

*Price:* $36.00

---

**Genuine leather multi strand cord cuff bracelet with satin gold tube insert bars finished with a magnetic closure**

*SKU:* 6888-8584

*Short Description:* Genuine leather multi strand cord cuff bracelet with satin gold tube insert bars finished with a magnetic closure...Read more

*Price:* $48.00

---

**Genuine leather multi strand wristband bracelet with a satin gold rectangle embellished with a fine crystal center line**

*SKU:* 6888-9512

*Short Description:* Genuine leather multi strand wristband bracelet with a satin gold rectangle embellished with a fine crystal center line...Read more

*Price:* $48.00

---

**Semi precious faceted Roundel beads stretch bracelet with gold toned center genuine druzy stone.**

*SKU:* 68882234

*Short Description:* Semi precious faceted Roundel beads stretch bracelet with gold toned center genuine druzy stone...Read more

*Price:* $36.00
**Turquoise cushion cut square gold plated tassle earring detailed with crystal stones, finished with fish hook 500E2582**

**SKU:** 500E-2582

**Short Description:** Turquoise cushion cut square gold plated tassle earring detailed with crystal stones, finished with fish hook.

**Price:** $54.00

---

**Long 30” tassle necklace set in hematite and satin gold featuring a Textured Celtic Cross pendant with crystal stone details 500P2507**

**SKU:** 500P-2507

**Short Description:** Long 30” tassle necklace set in hematite and satin gold featuring a Textured Celtic Cross pendant with crystal stone details.

**Price:** $54.00

---

**Textured Antique style Pendant with tassle casting finished in a Hematite and goldsatin with a halo around centered oval crystal 500P2504**

**SKU:** 500P-2504

**Short Description:** Textured Antique style Pendant with tassle casting finished in a Hematite and gold satin with a halo.

**Price:** $60.00

---

**30” necklace features long tassel chain pendant with crystal stone details and gold filigree medallion 500P2493**

**SKU:** 500P-2493

**Short Description:** 30” necklace features long tassel chain pendant with crystal stone details and gold filigree medallion.

**Price:** $66.00

---

**Double Sided 36” Pointed Oval Shape Crystal station necklace featuring a twotone gold and hematite textured filigreedesign 500N2360**

**SKU:** 500N-2360

**Short Description:** Double Sided 36” Pointed Oval Shape Crystal station necklace featuring a twotone gold and hematite.

**Price:** $99.00

---

**Desirable & Trendy 5mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet 689B490**

**SKU:** 689B490

**Short Description:** Desirable & Trendy 5mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite.

**Price:** $45.00
Desirable & Trendy 4mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet 689B489
SKU: 689B489
Short Description: Desirable & Trendy 4mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite C...Read more
Price: $45.00

Gold chain toggle bracelet with black diamond and clear crystal studded barrelshape stations 661B1001
SKU: 661B-1001
Short Description: Gold chain toggle bracelet with black diamond and clear crystal studded barrel shape stations
Price: $18.00

Leverback cushion square dangle earrings in fun opaque pastel colors 661E810
SKU: 661E-810
Short Description: Leverback cushion square dangle earrings in fun opaque pastel colors
Price: $15.00

Classic fine Lariat box chain necklace with double tassle brush ends 661N-7567
SKU: 661N-7567
Short Description: Classic fine Lariat box chain necklace with double tassle brush ends 661N-7567
Price: $45.00

Textured Hematite and Gold tone Crystal stone pave oval station necklace 500P-114
SKU: 500P-114
Short Description: Textured Hematite and Gold tone Crystal stone pave oval station necklace detailed with cut-out filig ...Read more
Price: $84.00

Coral Paradise Necklace & Earrings 622S0939
SKU: 622S0939
Short Description: Aquatic Coral Reef inspired open-work statement bib necklace finished with soft enamel hues overlay ...Read more
Price: $45.00
Large Genuine Baroque Fresh water Pearl on 30'' Sterling Silver chain necklace LNK30P

**SKU:** LNK30P

**Short Description:** Stylish large Genuine Baroque Freshwater Pearl on 30'' fine SterlingSilver chain complimented with ...Read more

**Price:** $75.00

---

Multi Chain Crystal Clover toggle bracelet with CZ’s 681B4770

**SKU:** 681B4770

**Short Description:** Gold plated multi strand bracelet complimented with three centeredcrystal clover stations adornedw ...Read more

**Price:** $60.00

---

Interlocked hammered link charm bracelet with a faceted corner cut diamond seconddrow and dangling multi shape charms

**SKU:** br-01

**Short Description:** Interlocked hammered link charm bracelet with a faceted corner cut diamond seconnderow and danglingm ...Read more

**Price:** $12.00

---

Zirconite by the Yard finished with two extra large genuine Baroque Fresh WaterPearls Necklace lariat.

**SKU:** bzbyx30p36

**Short Description:** 36'' Slip into the "Designer World" with a budget. Zirconite by the Yard finishedwith two extra lar ...Read more

**Price:** $105.00

---

Classic Enamel Rose Flowers and Mother of Pearl (Shell) Stations Necklace Gold Electroplated 36” Chain

**SKU:** 655N40277

**Short Description:** Classic Enamel Rose Flowers and Mother of Pearl (Shell) StationsNecklace Gold Electroplated 36”Cha ...Read more

**Price:** $66.00

---

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set

**SKU:** 65581294

**Short Description:** Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave setwith Zirconite Cubic zirc ...Read more

**Price:** $66.00
Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished wide Bracelet Bangle

**SKU:** 655B1120

**Short Description:** Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished wide Bracelet Bangle, w/three Fine Crystals Pave' Pyram

...Read more

**Price:** $66.00

---

Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Fine Crystals Pave' Topw/Lock to your Heart hanging.

**SKU:** 655B1097

**Short Description:** Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Fine Crystals Pave' Top w/Lock to your...Read more

**Price:** $60.00

---

Classic Stainless steel wide Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Zirconite Cubic zirconia bezel settings Stations, easy Locking Clasp.

**SKU:** 655B1045

**Short Description:** Classic Stainless steel wide Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Zirconite Cubic zirconia bezel se

...Read more

**Price:** $63.00

---

Artisan Epoxy Heart Charm Necklace

**SKU:** 673N8618HT

**Short Description:** * worn gold/antique silver plating * linked turquoise OR white ivory pearl bead necklace with charm

...Read more

**Price:** $33.00

---

Fine Golden Brown Glass Pearls Stretch bracelet Set

**SKU:** 629Bx3P

**Short Description:** Fine Golden Brown Glass Pearls Stretch bracelet Set with Three strands of 4-10mm Glass Pearls knot

...Read more

**Price:** $59.00

---

Glitter Dust Extra Wide Hinged Bangle

**SKU:** 666B5042

**Short Description:** glitter dust Extra wide hinged bangle electroplated

**Price:** $27.00
All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia clover stainless steel Hinged Bangle

**SKU:** 655B1080

**Short Description:** All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia clover stainless steel Hinged Bangle SKU: 655B1080

**Price:** $45.00

Genuine Czech open pearl ends one row Bangle

**SKU:** 629882255

**Short Description:** 2mm genuine Czech crystals open pearl ends Electroplated single row ElasticBangle SKU: 629882255

**Price:** $13.50

Genuine Czech open pearl ends two row Bangle

**SKU:** 629882256

**Short Description:** 2mm genuine Czech crystals open pearl ends Electroplated two row ElasticBangle SKU: 629882256

**Price:** $18.00

Artisan Epoxy Square Charm Necklace

**SKU:** 673N8618SQ

**Short Description:** * worn gold/antique silver plating * linked turquoise OR white ivory pearl bead necklace with charm ...Read more

**Price:** $33.00

Chain necklace with artisan epoxy charm

**SKU:** 673N8600

**Short Description:** Worn gold cable chain necklace with artisan epoxy charm, accented with a French vintage postcard bac...Read more

**Price:** $30.00

Artisan Charm Necklace On Beads

**SKU:** 673N8552

**Short Description:** Artisan cross charm cluster necklace with turquoise OR white pearl accention long, linked ivory pea ...Read more

**Price:** $42.00
Crystal Embellished Large Satin Necklace Set

SKU: 633S0257

Short Description: Crystal embellished large Satin links centered with large Cabochon Ovalstone necklace set SKU: 633S0257...Read more

Price: $37.50

Cabochon Stones Station Long Necklace Set

SKU: 633S0267

Short Description: Classic open design w/rectangular Cabochon stones station long necklaceset SKU: 633S0267

Price: $22.50

Tear Sphere Drop Earrings

SKU: 633E0285

Short Description: Large textured open space w/full Tear sphere Drop earrings SKU: 633E0285

Price: $15.00

Mother of pearl circle with roman numerals Stainless Steel pendant

SKU: 655N1006

Short Description: Mother of pearl circle with roman numerals Stainless Steel pendant SKU: 655N1006

Price: $39.00

Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet

SKU: 655B3054

Short Description: Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet with 3 square enamelstation...Read more

Price: $27.00

Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet

SKU: 655B3053

Short Description: Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet with 3 square enamelstation...Read more

Price: $27.00
36” opulent multi station cascading necklace with enamel
SKU: 655N3103
Short Description: 36” opulent multi station cascading necklace with enamel and Polished four leaf clovers SKU: 655N3103
Price: $42.00

Crystal Pave arrow wrap knuckle Mid ring
SKU: 622R0331
Short Description: Crystal Pave arrow wrap knuckle Rhodium Mid ring SKU: 622R0331
Price: $9.00

Sideway pave cross knuckle Mid ring
SKU: 622R0083B
Short Description: Sideway pave cross knuckle Rose gold Mid ring SKU: 622R0083B
Price: $9.00

Moon and star knuckle mid ring
SKU: 622R0229
Short Description: Pave crescent moon and star open end knuckle Rhodium Mid ring SKU: 622R0229
Price: $9.00

Chevron V shaped stackable Knuckle rings with crystal pave mid ring
SKU: 622R0106
Short Description: Chevron V shaped stackable Knuckle rings with crystal pave mid ring SKU: 622R0106
Price: $15.00

Baroque genuine pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on 30” strand of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads pendant
SKU: 678Nx30
Short Description: Large Baroque genuine pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on 30” strand of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads pendant
Price: $147.00
Baroque Biwa pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on Double strands of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads Pendant
SKU: 678NX2
Short Description: Large Baroque Biwa pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on Double strands of GoldField Rosary style faceted genu...Read more
Price: $147.00

Large Crystal studded Satin curved Disc earrings
SKU: 610E9415
Short Description: Large Crystal studded Satin curved Disc earrings SKU:610E9415
Price: $21.00

Small Opaque Epoxy Round Stone
SKU: 622E229
Tier Price: Use 1 for $6.50 each and save 67%
Short Description: Small opaque epoxy round stone with a three boat shape dangle SKU:622E229
Price: $19.50

Small Fashion Opaque Epoxy Round Stones
SKU: 662E227
Short Description: Small fashion opaque epoxy round stones dangling from large ovalconnected with boat postSKU:662E22...Read more
Price: $18.00

30” Faceted Rundels Crystal Beads Tassel Necklace
SKU: 622N0130
Short Description: 30” FACETED RUNDELS CRYSTAL BEADS TASSLE WITH SATIN GOLD DOMECASTING CAP NECKLACESKU:622N0130
Price: $60.00

Antique Oval Medal Benedict
SKU: 673E7556
Short Description: Antique oval Medal of St. Benedict, set inside a worn gold hammered castingSKU:673E7556
Price: $22.50
Oval Shaped Medal Benedict
SKU: 673N7745
Short Description: 32” Oval shaped Medal of St. Benedict, set in an ornate artisan hammered casting with turquoise beads...
Price: $30.00

Antique Medal Benedict
SKU: 673N7744
Short Description: 32” Antique silver medal of St. Benedict, set in a worn artisan hammered casting on a trendy ball...
Price: $22.50

Acrylic Opaque Turquoise Link Three Strand Necklace
SKU: 673N7556
Short Description: Acrylic opaque turquoise link three strand necklace with cross stations and oval St. Benito pendant...
Price: $48.00

Square base sequenced stretch bracelet
SKU: 633B3021
Short Description: Large Crystal in Square base sequenced stretch bracelet SKU: 633B3021
Price: $30.00

Classic Textured Satin Electroplate Stretch Bangle with 4-faceted Cushion Squarestone stations.
SKU: 652B304052
Short Description: Classic Textured Satin Electroplate Stretch Bangle with 4-faceted Cushion Squarestone stations.
Price: $20.50

Stainless steel enamel ring
SKU: 666R6101
Short Description: Stainless steel enamel diamond shape ring with petal drop shapes on dome
Price: $36.00
Petal dome stainless steel Electroplated ring

**SKU:** 666R6099

**Short Description:** Stainless steel Electroplated ring with crystal petal dome SKU:666R6099

**Price:** $48.00

---

Stainless Steel Electroplated Dome Ring

**SKU:** 666R6097

**Short Description:** Stainless steel electroplated dome ring with oval shape designs SKU:666R6097

**Price:** $39.00

---

High Polished Rose Gold Bracelet

**SKU:** 610B1005

**Short Description:** High polished Rose gold flat curved chain link Bracelet with lobster claw closure. SKU:610B1005

**Price:** $27.00

---

High Polished Silver Flat Curved Necklace with Matching Earrings

**SKU:** 610S1004

**Short Description:** High polished Silver flat curved chain link necklace with lobster claw closure/matching earrings.

...Read more

**Price:** $54.00

---

Multi strand double wrap around faux leather slake bracelet

**SKU:** 679B100

**Short Description:** Multi strand double wrap around faux leather slake bracelet embellished withcolored crystals:679B10

...Read more

**Price:** $18.00

---

Glitter Dust Hinged Dome Bangle

**SKU:** 669B2981

**Short Description:** Glitter Dust Hinged Dome Bangle With Electroplated SKU:669B2981

**Price:** $19.50
Asymmetrical Glitter Dust Bangle  
SKU: 674B1568  
Short Description: Asymmetrical Glitter Dust Bangle  
Accented With Single Row Of Crystals  
Price: $19.50

Glitter Dust Hinged Bangle  
SKU: 674B1565  
Short Description: Glitter Dust Hinged Bangle Accented With Crystals  
Face Off Crescent Ends  
Price: $15.00

Large Hinged Bangle  
SKU: 674B1572  
Short Description: Large Hinged Bangle With Glitter Dust Accented With Double Rows Of Crystals  
Price: $19.50

Vintage Pear Shape Earrings  
SKU: 633E0276  
Short Description: Large Classic Vintage Pear shape Chandelier earrings with clear Crystals  
Price: $30.00

Oval Acrylic Stones Earrings  
SKU: 633E0290  
Short Description: Classic Chandelier earrings with clear faceted Oval Acrylic stones  
Price: $27.00

Oval Acrylic Stones Earrings  
SKU: 633E0289  
Short Description: Classic Chandelier earrings with clear faceted Oval Acrylic stones  
Price: $19.50
**Oval Acrylic Faceted Earrings**

*SKU:* 633E0213  
*Short Description:* Elegant Chandelier large Oval Acrylic faceted stones post gold earrings  
*Price:* $24.00

**Oval Acrylic Faceted Earrings**

*SKU:* 6330641  
*Short Description:* Elegant Chandelier large Oval Acrylic faceted stones post gold earrings  
*Price:* $19.50

**Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold Cross bangle**

*SKU:* 500B1008  
*Short Description:* Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold Cross bangle  
*Price:* $60.00

**Classic Stainless Steel Hinged Bangle with Enamel**

*SKU:* 677B101  
*Short Description:* Classic Stainless Steel Hinged Bangle with Enamel and Gold HQ Crystals  
*Price:* $72.00

**10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings**

*SKU:* 501E-L03871  
*Short Description:* 10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings  
*Price:* $39.00

**Desirable & Trendy 6mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Pave centered tube bar insert**

*SKU:* 689B328  
*Short Description:* Desirable & Trendy 6mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Pave centered tube bar insert  
*Price:* $45.00
Electroplated four point star earrings with centered faceted crystal stone 681E4770
SKU: 681E-4770
Short Description: Electroplated four point star earrings with centered faceted crystal stones surrounded by round cubic...Read more
Price: $42.00

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical pearl earrings 633E0405
SKU: 633E-0405
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical pearl earrings featuring a modest size pearl that co...Read more
Price: $18.00

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical round earrings pave all around with crystal stones 633E0407
SKU: 633E-0407
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical round earrings pave all around with crystal stones,...Read more
Price: $27.00

Classic Double sided Peekaboo style spherical pearl earrings pave all around with miniature pearls. 633E-0650
SKU: 633E-0650
Short Description: Classic Double sided Peekaboo style spherical pearl earrings pave all around with miniature pearls,...Read more
Price: $22.50

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style pave ball and pearl earrings 633E0638
SKU: 633E-0638
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style pave ball and pearl earrings, featuring a modest size crystal...Read more
Price: $21.00

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style half pave ball and pearl earrings 633E0826
SKU: 633E-0826
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style half pave ball and pearl earrings, featuring a modest size cry...Read more
Price: $18.00
Double sided crystal pave flower and pearl U-Cup Earrings 633E-0711

**SKU:** 633E-0711

**Short Description:** Double sided crystal pave flower and pearl You-Cup Earrings, featuring amostest size spherical pearl

**Price:** $18.00

---

Handcrafted Diamond By the Yard chain necklace featuring a centered mother of pearl pendant circled by black and clear crystal stones BZBYXN543

**SKU:** BZBYXN543

**Short Description:** Handcrafted brass Diamond By the Yard chain necklace featuring continuous cubic zircons round bezel

**Price:** $135.00

---

Handcrafted 30'' Round Hoop Five Station Necklace 543X5

**SKU:** 543X5

**Short Description:** Handcrafted 30'' textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed baroque

**Price:** $60.00

---

HANDCRAFTED 30'' ROUND HOOP FIVE STATION NECKLACE 543X5p

**SKU:** 543X5

**Short Description:** Handcrafted 30'' textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed baroque

**Price:** $90.00

---

HANDCRAFTED 30'' ROUND HOOP FIVE STATION NECKLACE 543X5DR

**SKU:** 543X5DR

**Short Description:** Handcrafted 30'' textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed baroque

**Price:** $135.00

---

30'' Faceted Roundels Crystal Beads Tassel Necklace 664S15208

**SKU:** 664S15208

**Short Description:** 30'' Rosary Necklace featuring colorful Faceted Roundel Beads and Crystal Stones with a dangling Jew

**Price:** $45.00
30” Rotary Round-cut Smokey Quartz Gemstones Necklace Set 664S14388
SKU: 664S-14388
Short Description: Stunning 30” gold-plated necklace features round-cut smokey rotating quartz gemstones that are surrounded by ...Read more
Price: $45.00

Genuine leather wrap wristband bracelet featuring a brushed satin plated centered loop hole 688B4241
SKU: 688B-4241
Short Description: Genuine leather wrap wristband bracelet featuring a brushed satin plated centered loop hole that ...Read more
Price: $45.00

Multi Leather Cord Designer Statement 24” Necklace with a polished square metal tube insert 691N5083
SKU: 691N5083
Short Description: Multi Leather Cord Designer Statement 24” Necklace with a polished square metal tube insert featuring a centered ...Read more
Price: $48.00

Multi strand leather cord and metal tubes draped statement necklace. 691N1960
SKU: 691N1960
Short Description: Multi Strand Layered 18” Designer Leather Cord and polished metal tubes Draped Statement Necklace.
Price: $48.00

Multi Strand Leather Cord Designer Draping Tassel Statement Necklace 691N5147
SKU: 691N5147
Short Description: Multi Strand Leather Cord Designer Statement 20” Necklace complimented by a centered knot with alar ...Read more
Price: $54.00

Multi Strand 30” Leather Cord Designer Statement Necklace 691N5107
SKU: 691N5107
Short Description: Multi strand Cord Leather 30” Designer Statement Necklace featuring a centered polished metal tube ...Read more
Price: $48.00
Multi 24" Leather Cord Designer Statement Necklace with a duo of centered Metal Jeweled Square Inserts 691N5104

SKU: 691N5104

Short Description: Multi Leather 24" Cord Designer Statement Necklace with two large polished metal squares jeweled ins...Read more

Price: $48.00

Thin open cuff bangle with elongated clover ends 681B5650

SKU: 681B-5650

Short Description: Thin open cuff bracelet electroplated in gold, finished with a textured halo frame around a semi-pr ...Read more

Price: $30.00

Thin Satin Gold Cuff Bangles with Round Stone Ends 681B5688

SKU: 681B-5688

Short Description: Thin satin gold crafted open cuff bracelets featuring two round gemstones at the opening encircledby ...Read more

Price: $36.00

Dangling Semi-Precious Elongated Earrings 681E5652

SKU: 681E-5652

Short Description: Dangling Fish Hook Earrings electroplated in gold, finished with a textured halo frame around asem ...Read more

Price: $30.00

Centered semi-precious Elongated clover stone complimented Necklace 681N5640

SKU: 681N-5640

Short Description: Centered semi-precious Elongated clover stone complimented by a gold electroplated textured halo...Read more

Price: $30.00

Long 36" Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Station Necklace 681N5643

SKU: 681N-5643

Short Description: Long 36" Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Station Necklace complimented by a gold electroplatedtextu ...Read more

Price: $66.00
Convertible Style Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Tassel Necklace 681N5645

SKU: 681N-5645
Short Description: Convertible style Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Tassel Necklace complemented by a gold electroplate.
Price: $45.00

Petite Curved Satin Chain Link Necklace 681N5701

SKU: 681N-5701
Short Description: Petite 26” Curved Gold Satin Brushed Round Links necklace featuring Rhodium Plated Curved Stations.
Price: $96.00

Elongated Curved Satin Chain Link Necklace 681N5702

SKU: 681N-5702
Short Description: Elongated 32” Curved Gold Satin Brushed Round Links necklace featuring Rhodium Plated Curved Stations.
Price: $114.00

Curved Satin Chain Link Bracelet 681B5703

SKU: 681B-5703
Short Description: Curved Gold Satin Brushed Round Links toggle bracelet featuring a centered Rhodium Plated Curved Station.
Price: $42.00

Queen Elizabeth II Coin Bracelet 500B8649

SKU: 500B-8649
Short Description: Classic all-around Queen Elizabeth II Coin Bracelet polished in gold with amagnetic closure.
Price: $66.00

All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia fine satin textured stainless steel Hinged Bangle 655B1076

SKU: 655B-1076
Short Description: All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia fine satin textured stainless steel Hinged Bangle.
Price: $81.00
Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain
SKU: 500P2507
Short Description: Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain...Read more
Price: $54.00

Gold Toned Pearl Bracelet with Two Tone Coin Stations
SKU: 500B2805
Short Description: Gold toned pearl Bracelet with Two Tone Coin Stations. Toggle clasp.
Price: $60.00

Gold Toned Pearl Necklace with Two Tone Coin Stations
SKU: 500N2805
Short Description: Gold toned pearl Necklace with Two Tone Coin Stations. Lobster clasp.
Price: $135.00

Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Bracelet with Briolette Cut Black Center Stone
SKU: 500B22887
Short Description: Gold and Silver Toned double Link Chain Bracelet with Briolette Cut Black Center Stone. Magnetic clasp...Read more
Price: $69.00
Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Station Necklace with Three Briolette Cut Black Stones
SKU: 500N22887
Short Description: Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Station Necklace with Three Briolette Cut Black Stones
Price: $135.00

Textured Bracelet with 3 paved square stations 500B2697
SKU: 500B2697
Short Description: Textured Bracelet with 3 paved square stations
Price: $75.00

Fine Bracelet with Paved Crystal Bar Stainless Steel 655B1203
SKU: 655B1203
Short Description: Fine Bracelet with Paved Crystal Bar Stainless Steel
Price: $60.00

Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design
SKU: STE3515
Short Description: Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design
Price: $105.00

Fine sterling silver Hoop Earrings Paved with zirconite stone
SKU: STE1457
Short Description: Fine sterling silver Hoop Earrings Paved with zirconite stone
Price: $60.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations Jeweled Turquoise Necklace 667N696X5TQ/R
SKU: 667N696XSTQ/R
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Turquoise Necklace
Price: $105.00
Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations
Jeweled Red Coral
Necklace 667N696D2651X5/R

SKU: 667N696D2651X5/R
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations
Jeweled Red Coral Necklace
Price: $105.00

Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheaming Abalone 5 Stations
Necklace 543N56X5

SKU: 543N56X5
Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheaming Abalone, 5 Stations
Necklace
Price: $105.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations
Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls
Necklace 667N696D4377x5

SKU: 667N696D4377x5
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations
Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls Necklace
Price: $120.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations
Jeweled Protecting Hand
Necklace 677N696EYEx5

SKU: 677N696EYEx5
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations
Jeweled Protecting Hand Necklace
Price: $120.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Station
Double Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls
Necklace 667N696D4377x5

SKU: 667N696D4377x5
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Station
Double Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls Necklace
Price: $120.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations
Double Jeweled dark blue Agate
Necklace 677N696X5D4375

SKU: 677N696X5D4375
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations
Double Jeweled dark blue Agate Necklace
Price: $120.00
Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crystal 5 Stations
Necklace 677N696X5D4284BROWN

SKU: 677N696X5D4284BROWN

Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crystal, 5 Stations Necklace

Price: $120.00

Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crystal 5 Stations
Necklace 677N696X5D4284ROSE

SKU: 677N696X5D4284ROSE

Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crystal, 5 Stations Necklace

Price: $120.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant
Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads or 30” Stainless Steel Gunmetal Chain.

SKU: boho4

Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads or 30” Stainless Steel Gunmetal Chain.

Price: $150.00

Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Pendant on 30” Sterling silver Vermeil fine Chain 543P56V

SKU: 543P56V

Short Description: Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Pendant on 30” Sterling silver Vermeil fine Chain

Price: $45.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings boho11

SKU: boho11

Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings

Price: $75.00

Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Earrings w/Sterling silver Vermeil Wire hook 543E56

SKU: 543E56

Short Description: Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Earrings w/Sterling silver Vermeil Wire hook

Price: $60.00
Stainless Steel Apple I-Watch Simulated Diamond 42MM & 38MM Bezel Case

SKU: iwatch-707
Short Description: With the technological evolution of design, we bring you a custom made stainless steel case built with...Read more
Price: $300.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498
SKU: 696B4498
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498
Price: $78.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358w
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358r
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turquise and White Pearl Bracelet 696B4357
SKU: 696B4357
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turquoise and White Pearl Bracelet 696B4357
Price: $54.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455
SKU: 696B4455
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455
Price: $72.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497
SKU: 696B4497
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497
Price: $78.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239
SKU: 696R4239
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239
Price: $39.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240
SKU: 696R4240
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240
Price: $39.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389
SKU: 696N4389
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389
Price: $60.00

Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536
SKU: 696N4536
Short Description: Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536
Price: $66.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450
SKU: 696N4450
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450
Price: $63.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
SKU: 696N4347bl
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Sheamering Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4391
SKU: 696N4391
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Sheamering Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4391
Price: $72.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406
SKU: 696N4406
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406
Price: $69.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
SKU: 696N4347br
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4404
SKU: 696N4404
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4404
Price: $57.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4549

**SKU:** 696N4549

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4549

**Price:** $63.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4546

**SKU:** 696N4546

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4546

**Price:** $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289

**SKU:** 696B4289

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289

**Price:** $27.00

Fine Sterling Silver Double vision Hoop Earrings Zirconite CZ set 40mm & 50mm STE457

**SKU:** STE457

**Short Description:** Fine Sterling Silver Double vision Hoop Earrings Zirconite CZ set 40mm & 50mm STE457

**Price:** $51.00

Elegant Wide Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82490

**SKU:** 629B82490

**Short Description:** Elegant Wide Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82490

**Price:** $90.00

Charming Cuff Bracelet Paved 629B82747

**SKU:** 629B82747

**Short Description:** Charming Cuff Bracelet Paved 629B82747CR

**Price:** $37.50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>629B82489CR</td>
<td>Elegant Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKU: 629B82489CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short Description: Elegant Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Crystals 629B82489CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price: $60.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629B3797</td>
<td>Trendy large 3 line Shaped infinity crystal pave elastic</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opened cuff bracelet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKU: 629B3797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short Description: Trendy large 3 line Shaped infinity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crystal pave elastic open cuff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bracelet 629B3797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price: $30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701B149503</td>
<td>Exaggerated 9 layer wrap bracelet Magnetic Clasp High Quality</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18K GoldStrand Braid Genuine Leather Charm Bracelet for Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women 701B149503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKU: 701B149503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short Description: Exaggerated 9 layer wrap bracelet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>magnetic clasp high quality 18K goldstrand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>braid genuine leather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price: $45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629B-3796</td>
<td>Trendy Large X Shaped infinity Crystal pave elastic open</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cuff bracelet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKU 629B-3796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price: $24.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zirconite Pave Cubic Zirconia Couture Bracelet
SKU: S0180W095
Short Description: ZIRCONITE LINKS OF BONDAGESubstantial and FullyZirconite Pave Cubic Zirconia CoutureBraceletGold, ...Read more
Price: $675.00

Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square Tennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30129
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square & Round stations RhodiumElectro-plateTennis BraceletSku:B602B30129
Price: $135.00

Zirconite Cubic Zirconia double Triangle Electro-plateTennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30140
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia double Triangle prong set Rhodium Electro-plateTennis BraceletSku:B602B301...Read more
Price: $249.00

Classic Round Gold Electro-plateTennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30015V
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 3MM Clear prong set GoldElectro-plateTennis BraceletSku:B60 ...Read more
Price: $144.00

Classic Round Zirconite Gold Electro-plateTennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30016V
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 3MM Clear Bezel set GoldElectro-plateTennis BraceletSku:B60 ...Read more
Price: $84.00

Rhodium Electro-plateTennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30028
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear open Bezel set Rhodium Electro-plateTennisBracelet ...Read more
Price: $84.00
4MM Clear Prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30030
Short Description: Classic Baggetts Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 4MM Clear Prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
Price: $141.00

4MM Clear Bezel Set Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30133V
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 4MM Clear Bezel set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: B602B30133V
Price: $111.00

2MM Clear Prong Set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: B602B30011
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: B602B30011
Price: $84.00

4x4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet
SKU: B602B30018old
Short Description: Radiant Square Channel set 4x4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet SKU: B602B30018old
Price: $150.00

Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30140
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia double Triangle prong set Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30140
Price: $330.00

3MM Clear Bezel Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30016V
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 3MM Clear Bezel set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30016V
Price: $126.00
4MM Clear Bezel set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**SKU:** 602B30133V

**Short Description:** Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 4MM Clear Bezel set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**Price:** $183.00

---

Rediant Square Gold Classic Tennis bracelet

**SKU:** 602B30017V

**Short Description:** Rediant Square Channel set 3x3mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet

**Price:** $162.00

---

Fancy floral cluster multi-shape CZ statement bracelet featuring high quality Zirconite cubic zirconia that are prong set and clustered together for a truly decadent piece 603B-206

**SKU:** 603B-206

**Short Description:** Fancy Floral Multi-shape CZ Statement Bracelet Bring out the inner royalty in you with this fancy flow... Read more

**Price:** $300.00

---

Fancy Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in a uniformed sophisticated pattern

**SKU:** 501B31913

**Short Description:** The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for every wave... Read more

**Price:** $360.00

---

Fancy Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in a uniformed sophisticated pattern

**SKU:** 501B31913CH

**Short Description:** The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for every wave... Read more

**Price:** $360.00
Fancy Mixed Pink Cubic Zirconia Ornate Bracelet featuring brilliant Marquise and Oval stones in a uniformed sophisticated pattern 501B31913PK
SKU: 501B-31913PK
Short Description: The Fancy Bridal Mixed Cut Cubic Zirconia Bracelet is the perfect statement for every wave your hand...Read more
Price: $360.00

Important 7mm round (36 CT TW) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet Rhodium Electroplate. 638B-529
SKU: 638B-529
Short Description: Important 7mm round (36 CT TW) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet Rhodium Electroplate. 638B-5...Read more
Price: $144.00

Zirconia Set Bracelet
SKU: CorsetBracelet
Short Description: Three panels (2-5/8"W) of Fine Pave Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set Gold Plating on Sterling Silver. ...Read more
Price: $750.00

3-Rows large Radiant Square Classic Couture bracelet
SKU: 602B31086
Short Description: 3-Rows large Radiant Square middle w/Baguette on sides Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Couture bracelet...Read more
Price: $588.00

3x3mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Couture bracelet
SKU: 602B31032V
Short Description: Important 3-Rows Channel set Square Radiant shape 3x3mm Zirconite CubicZirconia Couture bracelet...Read more
Price: $300.00

3MM Clear Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30049V
Short Description: Classic “S” shape bars Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 3MM Clear Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet Sku: 602...Read more
Price: $108.00
Stations Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

SKU: 602B30128

Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square & Square Channel Set

Price: $213.00

Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Classic Couture bracelet

SKU: B602B31086

Short Description: 3-Rows large Radiant Square middle w/Baguette on sides Cubic Zirconia Classic

Price: $360.00

Classic Round 4mm Zirconite Tennis Bracelet

SKU: B602B30166

Short Description: Classic Round 4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Clear prong set Electro-plate Tennis

Price: $336.00

Square Radiant shape 3x3mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Couture bracelet

SKU: B602B31032

Short Description: Important 3-Rows Channel set Square Radiant shape 3x3mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Couture

Price: $300.00

Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Rediant cut Prong set Couture bracelet

SKU: B602B30174

Short Description: Important Graduated emerald shape Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Radiant cut Prong set Couture bracelet

Price: $360.00

Sterling Silver Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

SKU: 602B30126

Short Description: Classic 2-rows Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear prong set Sterling Silver Electro-plate Tennis

Price: $258.00
Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**SKU:** B602B30128

**Short Description:** Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square & Square Channel Set stations Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**Price:** $135.00

---

Classic 2-rows Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**SKU:** B602B30126

**Short Description:** Classic 2-rows Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear prong set Sterling silver Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet

**Price:** $159.00

---

Zirconite Couture Bracelet

**SKU:** 501B0W092

**Short Description:** 501B0W092 ZIRCONITE LINKS OF "BONDAGE" Substantial and Fully Zirconite Pave Cubic Zirconia Couture Bracelet

**Price:** $1,050.00

---

4x4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet

**SKU:** B602B30018

**Short Description:** Radiant Square Channel set 4x4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet SKU: B602B30018

**Price:** $150.00
Interlocking oval link charm bracelet with dangling large size faceted stone shapes  
SKU: 543b04  
Short Description: Interlocking oval link charm bracelet with dangling large size faceted stoneshapes-Charm bracelet  
Price: $15.00

Flat double oval interlocked links with dangling pearl stones  
SKU: 543b06  
Short Description: Flat double oval interlocked links with dangling pearl stones-Flat double ovalinterlocked with dang  
Price: $15.00

Three row flat curved chain link charm bracelet with multi size dangling heartshape charms  
SKU: 543b03  
Short Description: Three row flat curved chain link charm bracelet with multi size dangling heartshape charms-Flat cur  
Price: $15.00

Interlocked rope link charm bracelet with dangling multi shapes  
SKU: 543b-0005  
Short Description: Interlocked rope link charm bracelet with dangling multi shapes finished with a toggle for easy wear  
Price: $15.00

Three row flat double link charm bracelet with multi size dangling shapes  
SKU: 543b07  
Short Description: Three row flat double link charm bracelet with multi size dangling shapes-Bracelet with multi sized  
Price: $15.00

Chain link charm bracelet with a faceted round stone second row  
SKU: 543b08  
Short Description: Chain link charm bracelet with a faceted round stone secondrow-Bracelet with faceted roundstone543  
Price: $15.00
Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones, Gold Finish
SKU: 543b09G
Short Description: Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones, Gold Finish-Dangling med...Read more
Price: $15.00

Round white bone pendant with artisan filigree flower design
SKU: 543P12
Short Description: Round white bone pendant with artisan filigree flower design-Pendant with artisan filigree flower de...Read more
Price: $15.00

Round white bone pendant with artisan filigree two sided design
SKU: 543P13
Short Description: Round white bone pendant with artisan filigree two sided design-Pendant with artisan filigree two si...Read more
Price: $15.00

Rectangle white bone pendant with artisan filigree two sided design
SKU: 543P14
Short Description: Rectangle white bone pendant with artisan filigree two sided design-Pendant with artisan filigree tw...Read more
Price: $15.00

Jumbo Heart Neck
SKU: 610N15
Short Description: Jumbo Heart Neck-Heart Neck610N15
Price: $18.00

Genuine Citrine Triple Necklace
SKU: 610N16
Short Description: Genuine Citrine Triple Necklace-Triple Necklace610n16
Price: $51.00
Champagne Beads

SKU: 610N-6878
Short Description: Champagne Beads-610N-6878
Price: $39.75

Multi strand chain link necklace with round shape

SKU: 610N-6738
Short Description: Multi strand chain link necklace with round shape-Champagne huepearls610N-6738
Price: $39.75

Coral Paradise Necklace & Earrings 622S0939

SKU: 622S0939
Short Description: Aquatic Coral Reef inspired open-work statement bib necklace finished with soft enamel hues overlay
Price: $45.00
**Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations**

- **Jeweled Turquoise**
  - **SKU:** 667N696X5TQ/R
  - **Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Turquoise Necklace
  - **Price:** $105.00

- **Jeweled Red Coral**
  - **SKU:** 667N696D2651X5/R
  - **Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Red Coral Necklace
  - **Price:** $105.00

- **Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone**
  - **5 Stations**
  - **Necklace**
  - **SKU:** 543N56X5
  - **Short Description:** Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone, 5 StationsNecklace
  - **Price:** $120.00

- **Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls**
  - **SKU:** 667N543X5P/R
  - **Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls Necklace
  - **Price:** $105.00

- **Jeweled Protecting Hand**
  - **SKU:** 677N696EYEx5
  - **Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Protecting Hand Necklace
  - **Price:** $120.00

- **Double Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls**
  - **5 Station**
  - **Necklace**
  - **SKU:** 667N696D4377x5
  - **Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Station Double Jeweled Fresh Water PearlsNecklace
  - **Price:** $120.00
Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations
Double Jeweled dark blue Agate
Necklace677N696X5D4375
SKU: 677N696X5D4375
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Double Jeweled dark blue AgateNecklace
Price: $120.00

Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crsyal 5 Stations
Necklace677N696X5D4284BROWN
SKU: 677N696X5D4284BROWN
Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crsyal, 5 Stations Necklace
Price: $120.00

Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crsyal 5 Stations
Necklace677N696X5D4284ROSE
SKU: 677N696X5D4284ROSE
Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crsyal, 5 Stations Necklace
Price: $120.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant
Comes with either 30” dark facetedHematite Beads or 30” Stainless SteelGunmetal Chain.
SKU: boho4
Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark facetedHematite Beads or 30”Stai
Price: $150.00

Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering
Abalone Pendant on 30” Sterling silverVermeil fine Chain 543P56V
SKU: 543P56V
Short Description: Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Pendant on 30” Sterling silverVermeil fine Chain
Price: $45.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings
boho11
SKU: boho11
Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings
Price: $75.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Earrings w/Sterling silver Vermeil</td>
<td>$43E56</td>
<td>Wire hook</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498</strong></td>
<td>696B4498</td>
<td><strong>Short Description:</strong> Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498</td>
<td>$78.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358</strong></td>
<td>696B4358w</td>
<td><strong>Short Description:</strong> Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358</strong></td>
<td>696B4358r</td>
<td><strong>Short Description:</strong> Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turqoise and White Pearl</strong></td>
<td>696B4357</td>
<td><strong>Short Description:</strong> Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turqoise and White Pearl</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455</strong></td>
<td>696B4455</td>
<td><strong>Short Description:</strong> Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455</td>
<td>$72.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497
SKU: 696B4497
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497
Price: $78.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239
SKU: 696R4239
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239
Price: $39.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240
SKU: 696R4240
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240
Price: $39.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358b
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389
SKU: 696N4389
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389
Price: $60.00

Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536
SKU: 696N4536
Short Description: Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536
Price: $66.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450

SKU: 696N4450

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450

Price: $63.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

SKU: 696N4347bl

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406

SKU: 696N4406

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406

Price: $69.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

SKU: 696N4347br

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4404

SKU: 696N4404

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4404

Price: $57.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4549

SKU: 696N4549

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4549

Price: $63.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30" dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4546

SKU: 696N4546

*Short Description:* Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30" dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4546

*Price:* $66.00

---

Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289

SKU: 696B4289

*Short Description:* Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289

*Price:* $27.00
Square Clip Earring
SKU: 610E0424G
Short Description: PAVE SQUARE CLIP EARRING
Price: $39.00

Multirow Hoop Earring
SKU: 631E201G
Short Description: MULTIROW HOOP EARRING
Price: $30.00

2 mm Feather Weight Hoop Earrings
SKU: 637E-14303
Short Description: genuine Czech Clear Crystals Electroplated Feather weight HoopEarrings SKU:637E-14303
Price: $21.00

Oval Top Post Earrings
SKU: 633E0665
Short Description: Large faux Mother of Pearl Tear drop cabochon post earring with Oval DruzyTop Post earrings.
Price: $15.00

Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Sterling SilverRhodium Electroplate
SKU: PWIRESQ1CT
Short Description: Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Sterling SilverRhodium Electroplate
Price: $21.00

Dangling teardrop chandelier earrings with cubic zirconia round stones, finished in sterling silver.
SKU: STE147
Short Description: Dangling teardrop chandelier earrings with cubic zirconia round stones, finished in sterling silver.
Price: $81.00
Three tier graduated half moon earrings with dangling crystal faceted glass stones SKU: STE150

**Short Description:** Three tier graduated half moon earrings with dangling crystal faceted glass stones with embedded cubic stones.

**Price:** $81.00

---

Round basket earring SKU: BASKET

**Short Description:** Round Basket Earring Set Available in rhodium and gold plating SKU: BASKET

**Price:** $30.00

---

Alphabetic Mini Pave Block Letter Earrings SKU: TE6338

**Short Description:** Alphabetic Mini Pave Block Letter Earrings SKU: TE6338

**Price:** $54.00

---

Turquoise cushion cut square gold plated tassel earring detailed with crystal stones, finished with fish hook SKU: 500E2582

**Short Description:** Turquoise cushion cut square gold plated tassel earring detailed with crystal stones, finished with fish hook.

**Price:** $54.00

---

Leverback cushion square dangle earrings in fun opaque pastel colors SKU: 661E810

**Short Description:** Leverback cushion square dangle earrings in fun opaque pastel colors.

**Price:** $15.00

---

Black diamond encrusted oval shape earrings with a textured frame, finished with fish hooks SKU: 625E-358

**Short Description:** Black diamond encrusted oval shape earrings with a textured frame, finished with fish hooks.

**Price:** $15.00
Vintage Elongated Shield Earrings

SKU: 633E0266
Short Description: Vintage elongated shield earrings embellished with clear crystal stones SKU:633E0266
Price: $21.00

Tear Sphere Drop Earrings

SKU: 633E0285
Short Description: Large textured open space with full Tear sphere Drop earrings SKU:633E0285
Price: $15.00

Large Crystal studded Satin curved Disc earrings

SKU: 610E9415
Short Description: Large Crystal studded Satin curved Disc earrings SKU:610E9415
Price: $21.00

Small Opaque Epoxy Round Stone

SKU: 622E229
Tier Price: Use 1 for $6.50 each and save 67%
Short Description: Small opaque epoxy round stone with a three boat shape dangle SKU:622E229
Price: $19.50

Antique Oval Medal Benedict

SKU: 673E7556
Short Description: Antique oval Medal of St. Benedict, set inside a worn gold hammered casting SKU:673E7556
Price: $22.50

Vintage Pear Shape Earrings

SKU: 633E0276
Short Description: Large Classic Vintage Pear shape Chandelier earrings with clear Crystals.
Price: $30.00
Oval Acrylic Stones Earrings
SKU: 633E0290
Short Description: Classic Chandelier earrings with clear faceted Oval Acrylic stones
Price: $27.00

Oval Acrylic Stones Earrings
SKU: 633E0289
Short Description: Classic Chandelier earrings with clear faceted Oval Acrylic stones
Price: $19.50

Oval Acrylic Faceted Earrings
SKU: 633E0213
Short Description: Elegant Chandelier large Oval Acrylic faceted stones post gold earrings
Price: $24.00

2 mm Electroplated Feather weight Hoop Earrings
SKU: 637E14302
Short Description: 30mm Genuine Czech Clear Crystals Electroplated Feather weight Hoop Earrings SKU:637E14302
Price: $18.00

Genuine Druzy Drop Earring
SKU: 543E100
Short Description: Sterling Silver medium size drop earrings embellished with druzy in the center. SKU:543E100
Price: $72.00

2mm genuine all around Czech crystals set Electroplated Hoop Earrings
SKU: 637E14304
Short Description: 50mm diameter, 2mm genuine all around Czech crystals set Electroplated Hoop Earrings SKU:637E14304
Price: $27.00
10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings 501E-L03871

**SKU:** 501E-L03871  
**Short Description:** 10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings...

**Price:** $39.00

---

Electroplated four point star earrings with centered faceted crystal stone 681E4770

**SKU:** 681E-4770  
**Short Description:** Electroplated four point star earrings with centered faceted crystal stone surrounded by round cubic...

**Price:** $42.00

---

Color Flower Earring

**SKU:** 622E0037  
**Short Description:** Color flower earring with center pearl...

**Price:** $42.00

---

Princess Di engagement Halo Earrings

**SKU:** 628E62229  
**Short Description:** Princess Di engagement Set Earring / Brass Hi-intensity Zirconite Cubic Zirconia and synthetic Corundum

**Price:** $45.00

---

Hoop Earrings

**SKU:** 501E33755  
**Short Description:** CRYSTAL FASHION HOOP EARRINGS

**Price:** $24.00

---

Fashion Hoop Earrings

**SKU:** 610E60  
**Short Description:** 60MM FASHION HOOP EARRINGS

**Price:** $15.00
Fashion Hoop Earrings
SKU: 610E70
Short Description: 70MM FASHION HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: 610E70
Price: $18.00

Fashion Hoop Earrings
SKU: 610E40
Short Description: 40MM FASHION HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: 610E40
Price: $12.00

Hoop Earrings
SKU: 599E80
Short Description: 80MM CRYSTAL HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: 599E80
Price: $18.00

Crystal Hoop Earrings
SKU: 599E40
Short Description: 40MM CRYSTAL HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: 599E40
Price: $12.00

Crystal Hoop Earrings
SKU: 599E60
Short Description: 60MM CRYSTAL HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: 599E60
Price: $15.00

Crystal Double Hoop Earrings
SKU: 580E1251
Short Description: FASHION CRYSTAL DOUBLE HOOP EARRING SKU: 580E1251
Price: $45.00
Hoop Crystal Earrings
SKU: 566E70
Short Description: 70MM HOOP CRYSTAL EARRINGS
SKU: 566E70
Price: $24.00

Hoop Crystal Earrings
SKU: 566E60
Short Description: 60MM HOOP CRYSTAL EARRINGS
SKU: 566E60
Price: $24.00

Hoop Crystal Earrings
SKU: 566E50
Short Description: 50MM HOOP CRYSTAL EARRINGS
SKU: 566E50
Price: $18.00

Crystal Earrings
SKU: 566E30
Short Description: 30MM HOOP CRYSTAL EARRINGS
SKU: 566E30
Price: $15.00

Fashion Hoop Earrings
SKU: 501E1122040
Short Description: 40MM PAVE CZ FASHION HOOP EARRINGS SKU: 501E1122040
Price: $141.00

Pave Fashion Hoop Earrings
SKU: 501E1122028
Short Description: 28MM PAVE CZ FASHION HOOP EARRINGS SKU: 501E1122028
Price: $108.00
Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical pearl earrings 633E0405
SKU: 633E-0405
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical pearl earrings featuring a modest size pearl that co ...Read more
Price: $18.00

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical round earrings pave all around with crystal stones 633E0407
SKU: 633E-0407
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style spherical round earrings pave all around with crystal stones, ...Read more
Price: $27.00

Classic Double sided Peekaboo style spherical pearl earrings pave all around with miniature pearls. 633E-0650
SKU: 633E-0650
Short Description: Classic Double sided Peekaboo style spherical pearl earrings pave all around with miniature pearls, ...Read more
Price: $22.50

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style pave ball and pearl earrings 633E0638
SKU: 633e-0638
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style pave ball and pearl earrings, featuring a modest size crystal ...Read more
Price: $21.00

Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style half pave ball and pearl earrings 633e0826
SKU: 633e-0826
Short Description: Classic Double sided peek-a-boo style half pave ball and pearl earrings, featuring a modest size cry ...Read more
Price: $18.00

Double sided crystal pave flower and pearl U-Cup Earrings 633E-0711
SKU: 633E-0711
Short Description: Double sided crystal pave flower and pearl U-Cup Earrings, featuring a modest size spherical pearl ...Read more
Price: $18.00
Fashion Hoop Earrings

SKU: S01E1122048
Short Description: 48MM PAVE CZ FASHION HOOP EARRINGS SKU:S01E1122048
Price: $165.00

Dangling Semi-Precious Elongated Earrings

SKU: 681E-5652
Short Description: Dangling Fish Hook Earrings electroplated in gold, finished with a textured halo frame around asem ...Read more
Price: $30.00

Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design

SKU: STE3515
Short Description: Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design
Price: $105.00

Fine sterling silver Hoop Earrings Paved with zirconite stone

SKU: STE1457
Short Description: Fine sterling silver Hoop Earrings Paved with zirconite stone
Price: $60.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings

SKU: boho11
Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Earrings
Price: $75.00

Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Earrings w/Sterling silver Vermeil Wire hook 543E56

SKU: 543E56
Short Description: Elegant large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Earrings w/Sterling silver Vermeil Wire hook
Price: $60.00
Petal Pattern Electro Plated Ring
SKU: B501R9W159BK
Short Description: 14X12MM FACETED CHAMPAGNE CZ CENTER STONE WITH 3MM CZ'S PETAL PATTERN IN BLACK ENAMEL GOLD TONE
Price: $54.00

Faceted Champagne Electro Plated Ring
SKU: B501R9W159WT
Short Description: 14X12MM FACETED CHAMPAGNE CZ CENTER STONE WITH 3MM CZ'S PETAL PATTERN IN WHITE ENAMEL GOLD TONE
Price: $54.00

16mm Round Electro Plated Ring
SKU: B501R9W185WT
Short Description: 16MM ROUND WHITE CABOCHON GLASS CENTER STONE WITH WHITESCALE PATTERN ENAMEL GOLD TONE RING BRASS
Price: $66.00

Cubic Zirconia Square Ring
SKU: B501R8X144
Short Description: 1MM PINK AND CLEAR "X" CUBIC ZIRCONIA SQUARE RING BRASS/RHODIUM ELECTRO PLATED
Price: $42.00

Cushion Cut Two Tone Fashion Ring
SKU: 574R793
Short Description: 14MM COLOR CUSHION CUT TWO TONE & 160; Fashion Ring SKU: 574R793
Price: $27.00

Oval Stones Fashion Ring
SKU: 589R700260
Short Description: OVAL STONES FASHION RING SKU: 589R700260
Price: $24.00
25mm Pave Color Ring
SKU: TR92924
Short Description: RING 25MM RD CZ+PAVE COLOR BUGS+LEAVES IN S/S SKU:TR92924
Price: $396.00

Mit Shape Color Ring
SKU: TR93089
Short Description: RING MLT SHAPE COLOR CZ’S+RD CTR CZ IN S/S SKU:TR93089
Price: $366.00

Color Flower Ring
SKU: TR93480
Short Description: RING 35X25MM FCT OVAL CZ+PV COLOR FLOWER IN S/S SKU:TR93480
Price: $378.00

Oval Pave Heart Ring
SKU: TR93689
Short Description: RING OVAL COLOR CTR CZ+PAVE HEARTS IN S/S SKU:TR93689
Price: $333.00

Sterling Silver Enamel square ring with centered colored CZ
SKU: 501R37403
Short Description: Sterling Silver Enamel square ring with centered colored CZ SKU:501R37403
Price: $63.00

Stackable three set knuckle Mid ring bands with pave crystal stones
SKU: 622R0105
Short Description: Multi-tone Stackable three set knuckle Mid ring bands with pave crystal stones SKU:622R0105
Price: $15.00
Electroplated Pave Three Tier Hinge Connected Stackable Rings 666R2056

SKU: 666R2056
Short Description: Electroplated Pave Fashion Ring embellished with clear crystal stones with three Attached Stackable

Price: $120.00

Polished Sterling Silver Large X-infinity Plain Slender Ring Band Str-0211

SKU: Str-0211
Short Description: Polished Sterling Silver Large X-infinity Plain Slender Ring Band Str-0211

Price: $36.00

Triple Stackable Rings Set Assortment

SKU: B501RX3
Short Description: Set of Three Stackable Eternity Bands. A chic assortment of multi-shaped filigree pave bands that you

Price: $81.00

Floral Ring with Prong Set Cats Eye CZ and Round Cut Clear CZ Center Stone

SKU: 626R1764
Short Description: Cat eye heart shape petal flower ring with centered cubic zircons

Price: $30.00

Sterling silver filigree design Eternity band ring with channel pave borders STR-272

SKU: STR-272
Short Description: Sophisticated wide Sterling silver filigree design Eternity band ring with channel pave borders that

Price: $60.00

All-around Curves and swirls Zirconite Cubic Zirconia crafted cut-out filigree pattern sterling silver wide Eternity band ring str-0266

SKU: STR-0266
Short Description: All-around Curves and swirls Zirconite Cubic Zirconia crafted cut-out filigree pattern sterling silver wide Eternity band ring

Price: $78.00
Adjustable wide filigree design ring with pave clovers and cut-out silhouette offloral patterns set in sterling silver. SKU: 638R-2771

Short Description: Adjustable wide filigree design ring with pave clovers that shimmer and shine with Zirconite Cubic zirconia set...Read more

Price: $33.00

Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring guard. SKU: STR-0002

Short Description: Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring guard...Read more

Price: $90.00

Decadent gold electroplated ring with a twisted rope band with hematite pave discshape. SKU: 638R-2309

Short Description: Decadent gold electroplated ring with a twisted rope band that blends into an inlaid round gold and ...Read more

Price: $45.00

Crystal Pave arrow wrap knuckle Mid ring SKU: 622R0331

Short Description: Crystal Pave arrow wrap knuckle Rhodium Mid ring...Sk루: 622R0331

Price: $9.00

Sideway pave cross knuckle Mid ring SKU: 622R0083B

Short Description: Sideway pave cross knuckle Rose gold Mid ring...Sk루: 622R0083B

Price: $9.00

Moon and star knuckle mid ring SKU: 622R0229

Short Description: Pave crescent moon and star open end knuckle Rhodium Mid ring...Sk루: 622R0229

Price: $9.00
Chevron V shaped stackable Knuckle rings with crystal pave mid ring
SKU: 622R0106
Short Description: Chevron V shaped stackable Knuckle rings with crystal pave mid ring SKU: 622R0106
Price: $15.00

Stainless steel enamel ring
SKU: 666R6101
Short Description: Stainless steel enamel diamond shape ring with petal drop shapes on dome
Price: $36.00

Petal dome stainless steel Electroplated ring
SKU: 666R6099
Short Description: Stainless steel Electroplated ring with crystal petal dome SKU: 666R6099
Price: $48.00

Stainless Steel Electroplated Dome Ring
SKU: 666R6097
Short Description: Stainless steel electroplated dome ring with oval shape designs SKU: 666R6097
Price: $39.00

Oval Acrylic Faceted Earrings
SKU: 633E0641
Short Description: Elegant Chandelier large Oval Acrylic faceted stones post gold earrings SKU: 633E0641
Price: $19.50

Gold Heart and Clear round Czech crystal on Two Tone message ring
SKU: 566R7676
Short Description: Gold Heart and Clear round Czech crystal on Two Tone message ring with silver exterior hinged ring
Price: $15.00
Gold and Silver Yin Yang symbol on Two Tone message ring  
SKU: 566R7675  
Short Description: Gold and Silver Yin Yang symbol on Two Tone message ring with silver exterior hinged ring and "Best"  
Price: $15.00

Gold Star & Silver Moon Two Tone hinged message ring  
SKU: 566R7702  
Short Description: Gold Star & Silver Moon Two Tone hinged message ring with silver exterior hinged ring and "Believe"  
Price: $15.00

X & O symbols on hinged gold exterior and interior message ring  
SKU: 566R7708  
Short Description: X & O symbols on hinged gold exterior and interior message ring with "Kisses" engraved on interior  
Price: $15.00

Two Gold hearts on hinged gold exterior and interior message ring  
SKU: 566R7706  
Short Description: Two Gold hearts on hinged gold exterior and interior message ring with "Love" engraved on interior  
Price: $15.00

Gold and Silver Pave hearts on hinged gold ring  
SKU: 566R7709  
Short Description: Gold and Silver Pave hearts on hinged gold exterior and interior message ring with "Love" engraved  
Price: $15.00

Silver Cross Two Tone hinged message ring  
SKU: 566R7707  
Short Description: Silver Cross Two Tone hinged message ring with silver cross on silver exterior hinged ring and "Fait"  
Price: $15.00
Gold Dove & Silver Heart Two Tone hinged message ring

SKU: 566R7674

Short Description: Gold Dove & Silver Heart Two Tone hinged message ring with silver exterior hinged ring and "Peace"

Price: $15.00

Gold Cross Two Tone hinged message ring

SKU: 566R7672

Short Description: Gold Cross Two Tone hinged message ring with gold cross on silver exterior hinged ring and "Faith"

Price: $15.00

Gold Electroplate Cocktail Ring

SKU: 666R6093

Short Description: Stainless Steel Mosaic Pattern Gold Electroplate Cocktail Ring

Price: $45.00

2 CT cushion square Zirconite cubic zirconia Halo ring

SKU: 638R2078A

Short Description: 2 CT cushion square Zirconite cubic zirconia Halo ring SKU: 638R2078A

Price: $45.00

2 CT round Zirconite cubic zirconia Halo ring

SKU: 638R2076A

Short Description: 2 CT round Zirconite cubic zirconia Halo ring SKU: 638R2076A

Price: $45.00

Stainless Steel With Rose Gold Crystals Ring

SKU: 644R1390059BKRS

Short Description: Stainless Steel with Rose gold electro-plate embedded with epoxy/enamel and pear shaped jeweled cry

Price: $69.00
Jeweled Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1370049TQ
Short Description: Stainless Steel with Turquoise & #160; embedded with epoxy/enamel and square shaped jeweled crystals ring. ...Read more
Price: $51.00

Stainless Steel Enamel and Pear Ring
SKU: 644R1520011MW
Short Description: Stainless Steel embedded with multi-color flower epoxy/enamel and pear shaped jeweled crystals ring. ...Read more
Price: $51.00

Enamel And Star Shaped Shaped
SKU: 644R1390037BK
Short Description: Stainless Steel embeded with epoxy/enamel and star shaped jeweled crystals ring. SKU: 644R1390037BK
Price: $63.00

Star Shaped Embedded Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1390026TQ
Short Description: Stainless Steel embedded with epoxy/enamel and star shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1390026TQ
Price: $51.00

Star Jeweled Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1390024BK
Short Description: Stainless Steel embedded with epoxy/enamel and star shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1390024BK
Price: $51.00

Gold Electro-Plate Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1390005
Short Description: Tiger motive Stainless Steel with 18K gold electro-plate & #160; embedded with epoxy/enamel and s ...Read more
Price: $51.00
Heart Shaped Jeweled Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1370071
Short Description: Stainless Steel inbeded with epoxy/enamel and heart shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1370071
Price: $63.00

Stainless Steel Pear Shaped Ring
SKU: 644R1370056
Short Description: Stainless Steel embedded with epoxy/enamel and pear shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1370056
Price: $69.00

Stainless Steel with Rose Gold Ring
SKU: 644R1370050RS
Short Description: Stainless Steel with Rose gold electro-plate embedded with epoxy/enamel and square shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1370050RS
Price: $63.00

3 Piece Ring Set
SKU: 666R6018
Short Description: 666R6018 - 3 piece ring set SKU: 666R6018
Price: $39.00

Square Crystals Ring
SKU: 644R1370047BK
Short Description: Stainless Steel with Black embedded with epoxy/enamel and square shaped jeweled crystals ring SKU: 644R1370047BK
Price: $51.00

Tq Cushion Cut Stone Ring
SKU: 589R700235
Short Description: RING TQ+CTR CUSHION CUT STONE SKU: 589R700235
Price: $24.00
Ctr Cushion Cut Stone Ring
SKU: S89R700233
Short Description: RING TQ+CTR CUSHION CUT STONE
SKU: S89R700233
Price: $24.00

Sterling silver turquoise ring with centered dome enamel stone bordered around withpave
SKU: 501R351844
Short Description: Sterling silver turquoise ring with centered dome enamel stone bordered around with pave
SKU: 501R351844
Price: $135.00

Pave Crystal Ring
SKU: 501R0W208
Short Description: enamel color pave&160;crystal ring&160; SKU: 501R0W208
Price: $75.00

Pave Butterflies Ring
SKU: TR93482
Short Description: RING PAVE COLOR FLOWER+ BUTTERFLIES W/OV FCT CZ INS/S SKU: TR93482
Price: $318.00

Pave Fish Stars Ring
SKU: TR93481
Short Description: RING 3X23MM OVA CZ+PAVE FISH STARS IN S/S SKU: TR93481
Price: $294.00

Stainless Steel Ring
SKU: TR93385
Short Description: RING
Price: $300.00
Enamel Pave Star Ring
SKU: STR231
Short Description: RING PINK ENAMEL PAVE CTR STAR IN S/S SKU:STR231
Price: $63.00

Cubic Zirconia Square Gold Tone Ring
SKU: B501R8X144G
Short Description: 1MM PINK AND CLEAR "X" CUBIC ZIRCONIA SQUARE GOLDTONE RING SKU:B501R8X144G
Price: $42.00

Genuine Druzy Ring - Turquoise
SKU: B501R9W196TQ
Short Description: SQUARE GLASS GOLDTONE RING BRASS/GOLD ELECTRO PLATED SKU:B501R9W196TQ
Price: $51.00

Enamel Color Center Fashion Ring
SKU: 603R101
Short Description: ENAMEL COLOR CENTER CZ FASHION RING SKU:603R101
Price: $51.00

Cushion Cut Stone Ring
SKU: 589R700236
Short Description: RING TQ+CTR CUSHION CUT STONE SKU:589R700236
Price: $30.00

Crystal Fashion Ring
SKU: 501RD632
Short Description: SET OF THREE COLOR CRYSTAL FASHION RING SKU:501RD632
Price: $51.00
Goldtone Ring Brass/Gold Electro Plated - Black
SKU: B501R9W196BK
Short Description: BLACK 22X22MM SQUARE GOLDTONE RING BRASS/GOLD ELECTROPLATED SKU:B501R9W196BK
Price: $51.00

Gold Tone Ring
SKU: B501R9W196CRL
Short Description: CORAL 22X22MM SQUARE GOLDTONE RING BRASS/GOLD ELECTROPLATED SKU:B501R9W196CRL
Price: $51.00

ELECTROPLATED POLISHED DOME GLASS COCKTAIL RING
SKU: B501R9W194
Short Description: BRASS/GOLD ELECTRO PLATED SKU:B501R9W194
Price: $60.00

Cabochon Glass Plated Ring
SKU: B501R9W185CRL
Short Description: 16MM ROUND WHITE CABOCHON GLASS CENTER STONE WITH CORALSCALE PATTERN ENAMEL GOLDTONERING BRAS
Price: $66.00

Glass Center Stone Electro Plate Ring
SKU: B501R9W185BK
Short Description: 16MM ROUND WHITE CABOCHON GLASS CENTER STONE WITH BLACKSCALE PATTERN ENAMEL GOLDTONERING BRAS
Price: $66.00

RING ETERNITY BAND COMMON PRONGS 4MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA
SKU: RC38
Short Description: RING ETERNITY BAND 4MM COMMON PRONGS ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBICZIRCONIA SET IN STERLING SILVERRHODIUM E
Price: $60.00
Engagement Set Ring

SKU: 626R1210SR

Short Description: Princess Di engagement Set Ring / BrassHi-intensity Zirconite CubicZirconia and syntheticCorundum

Price: $30.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239

SKU: 696R4239

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696R4239

Price: $39.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240

SKU: 696R4240

Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Ring 696R4240

Price: $39.00
Rose Fashion Medallion Necklace
SKU: B501N37566bkg
**Short Description:** Zirconite Gold-tone Black Cateye Rose Fashion Medallion Necklace
16”Multi-Station chain with ...Read more
**Price:** $120.00

Multirow Fashionable Necklace
SKU: 631N181G
**Short Description:** MULTIROW FASHION NECKLACE SKU:631N181G
**Price:** $75.00

Multirow Fashion Necklace
SKU: 631N101G
**Short Description:** MULTIROW FASHION NECKLACE SKU:631N101G
**Price:** $45.00

Tibetan Buddha Prayer Wood Beads
Necklace
SKU: N532N11197
**Short Description:** Tibetan Buddha Prayer wood Beads Necklace (Mala)Inspired by JuliaRobert's character’s in the “EatP ...Read more
**Price:** $18.00

Double Sided Pave Crystal Necklace Set
SKU: 610N256XX
**Short Description:** "DAISY" DOUBLE SIDED PAVE CRYSTAL 42" LONG NECKLACE & EARRINGSSET GOLD or SILVER TONE ...Read more
**Price:** $84.00

Pave Crystal Long Necklace
SKU: 610N256X
**Short Description:** "DAISY" DOUBLE SIDED POLISHED PAVE CRYSTAL 42" LONG NECKLACE & EARRINGS SET GOLD or SILVER ...Read more
**Price:** $45.00
Multi-Light Satin Gold Necklace  
**SKU:** 622N413  
**Short Description:** 36" SATIN GOLD NECKLACE WITH MULTI-LIGHT TURQUOISE COLORS ROUND SKU:622N413  
**Price:** $36.00

Matte Pave Clear Crystals Necklace  
**SKU:** RN1234  
**Short Description:** MATTE PAVE CLEAR CRYSTALS 17" WITH 2" EXTENSION SKU:RN1234  
**Price:** $28.50

Acrylic Geometric Shape And Gold Trims Necklace  
**SKU:** 63350238  
**Short Description:** Geometric Shape+Gold Trims Earring/Necklace Set SKU:63350238  
**Price:** $45.00

Queen Elizabeth II Medallion Necklace  
**SKU:** 500N8447TT  
**Short Description:** 18” Two tone Queen Elizabeth II medallion necklace SKU:500N8447TT  
**Price:** $57.00

Multi-Stone Shapes Cabochon Stones Satin Necklace Set  
**SKU:** 63350310TQ  
**Short Description:** Multi-Stone shapes Cabochon stones Satin necklace set SKU:63350310TQ  
**Price:** $34.50

Three Strand Ivory Acrylic Pearl Links Necklace  
**SKU:** 673N7555  
**Short Description:** Three strand ivory acrylic pearl links necklace with cross stations and St. Benito pendant with toggles ...Read more  
**Price:** $48.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image 1" /></td>
<td>Three Strand with Black Faceted Acrylic Necklace</td>
<td>673N7557</td>
<td>Three strand necklace with black faceted acrylic bead links and crossstations with St. Benitopendan</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image 2" /></td>
<td>Round Medalion Stainless Steel Necklace with Earrings Set</td>
<td>6725129180</td>
<td>Round (1 1/2&quot;) Medalion 2-Tone Glitter dust center stainless steel necklace with earrings Set. SKU:</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image 3" /></td>
<td>Round Stainless Steel Necklace with Earrings Set</td>
<td>6725129181</td>
<td>Round (1 1/2&quot;) Double layer Medalion 2 Tone Glitter dust background stainlesssteel necklace with ea</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image 4" /></td>
<td>Gold Glitter Dust Stainless Steel Necklace with Earrings Set</td>
<td>6725127384</td>
<td>Round (1 1/2&quot;) Medalion 2 Tone gold Glitter dust stainless steel necklace with earrings Set. SKU:67</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image 5" /></td>
<td>Round Double Stainless Steel Necklace with Earrings Set</td>
<td>6725127304</td>
<td>Round (1 1/2&quot;) Double layer Medalion 2 Tone Glitter dust background stainlesssteel necklace with e</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image 6" /></td>
<td>60&quot; Long pearl and color stone crystal necklace</td>
<td>629N12634</td>
<td>60&quot; Long pearl and color stone crystal necklace Sku:629N12634</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Artisan Charm Necklace On Rolo Chain
SKU: 673N8553
Short Description: * worn gold/worn silver plating* rolo chain necklace* artisan San Benito &cross charm cluster * tur
Price: $42.00

Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconia by the cubic inch Necklace Rhodium Electroplate.16" + 2" Extension.
SKU: bzbyx30rd
Short Description: Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconiaby the cubic inch NecklaceRhod
Price: $135.00

Electroplated polished hammered chain link necklace with royal blue oval droppendant
SKU: 500N-2255
Short Description: Electroplated polished hammered chain link necklace with royal blue oval droppendant 500N2255
Price: $110.00

Three row graduated hoop necklace
SKU: 543N11
Short Description: Three row graduated hoop necklace 543N11
Price: $30.00

Satin textured 48" long Glass Pearls designer necklace with toggle closurefinished in brass base.
SKU: 501N30920-48
Short Description: Satin textured 48" long Glass Pearls designer necklace with toggle closurefinished in brass base.-
Price: $75.00

Double layer gold chain necklace with oval pearls and crystal studded barrel fireball bead stations 661N-994X2
SKU: 661N-994X2
Short Description: Double layer gold chain necklace with oval pearls and crystal studded barrelfireball bead stations
Price: $54.00
Three tone multi strand 36" chain necklace with oval pearls and barrel fireball crystal embellished stations 661N-994

**SKU:** 661N-994

**Short Description:** Three tone multi strand 36" chain necklace with oval pearls and barrel fireball crystal embellished

**Price:** $54.00

36" Gold Necklace with crystal stone embellished barrel stations 661N-1001

**SKU:** 661N-1001

**Short Description:** 36" Gold Necklace with crystal stone embellished barrel stations

**Price:** $39.00

Gold chain necklace with black diamond crystal studded barrel shape stations 661N-1000

**SKU:** 661N-1000

**Short Description:** Gold chain necklace with black diamond crystal studded barrel shape stations

**Price:** $36.00

Twisted rope chain necklace with crystal studded barrel bead stations 661N-7832

**SKU:** 661N-7832

**Short Description:** Twisted rope chain necklace with crystal studded barrel bead stations

**Price:** $45.00

Gem by the Yard "30" stylish necklace with 7 genuine dyed stations in between Goldfield manipulated wire and faceted dyed beads

**SKU:** 678Nx7

**Short Description:** Gem by the Yard "30" stylish necklace with 7 genuine dyed stations in between Goldfield manipulated wire and faceted dyed beads

**Price:** $75.00

Bohemian necklace set featuring a colorful oval dyed stone and tassel pendant

**SKU:** 687S-6532

**Short Description:** Bohemian necklace set featuring a colorful oval dyed stone and tassel pendant

**Price:** $30.00
Gold and Hematite Multi Chain bead station necklace set with a dangling agate natural stone dyed pendant 687S6025

**SKU:** 687S-6025

**Short Description:** 36” Gold and Hematite Multi Chain bead station necklace set with adangling agate natural stonedye  

**Price:** $36.00

36” Three strand necklace with a long crystal studded square ladder pendant finished with a chain tassel and matchingearrings. 687S2509

**SKU:** 687S-2509

**Short Description:** 36” Three strand necklace with a long crystal studded square ladder pendant finished with a chain tassel  

**Price:** $27.00

Long 30” tassel necklace set in hematite and satin gold featuring a Textured CelticCross pendant with crystal stone details 500P2507

**SKU:** 500P-2507

**Short Description:** Long 30” tassel necklace set in hematite and satin gold featuring a Textured Celtic Cross pendant  

**Price:** $54.00

Textured Antique style Pendant with tassel casting finished in a Hematite and goldsatin with a halo around centered ovalcrystal 500P2504

**SKU:** 500P-2504

**Short Description:** Textured Antique style Pendant with tassel casting finished in a Hematite and gold satin with a halo  

**Price:** $60.00

30” necklace features long tassel chain pendant with crystal stone details and gold filigree medallion 500P2493

**SKU:** 500P-2493

**Short Description:** 30” necklace features long tassel chain pendant with crystal stone details and gold filigree medallion  

**Price:** $66.00

Double Sided 36” Pointed Oval Shape Crystal station necklace featuring a two tone gold and hematite textured filigree design 500N2360

**SKU:** 500N-2360

**Short Description:** Double Sided 36” Pointed Oval Shape Crystal station necklace featuring a two tone gold and hematite  

**Price:** $99.00
Classic fine Lariat box chain necklace with double tassel brush ends 661N-7567

**SKU:** 661N-7567

**Short Description:** Classic fine Lariat box chain necklace with double tassel brush ends 661N-7567

**Price:** $45.00

Textured Hematite and Gold tone Crystal stone pave oval station necklace 500P-114

**SKU:** 500P-114

**Short Description:** Textured Hematite and Gold tone Crystal stone pave oval station necklace detailed with cut-out filig... Read more

**Price:** $84.00

Coral Paradise Necklace & Earrings 62250939

**SKU:** 62250939

**Short Description:** Aquatic Coral Reef inspired open-work statement bib necklace finished with soft enamel hues overlay ... Read more

**Price:** $45.00

Brushed satin gold necklace with round multi color stone stations 652N-TNR13

**SKU:** 652N-TNR13

**Short Description:** Brushed satin gold necklace with round multi color stone stations 652N-TNR13

**Price:** $36.00

Zirconite by the Yard finished with two extra large genuine Baroque Fresh Water Pearls Necklace lariat.

**SKU:** zbbyx30p36

**Short Description:** 36” Slip into the “Designer World” with a budget. Zirconite by the Yard finished with two extra l... Read more

**Price:** $105.00

Classic Enamel Rose Flowers and Mother of Pearl (Shell) Stations Necklace Gold Electroplated 36” Chain

**SKU:** 655N40277

**Short Description:** Classic Enamel Rose Flowers and Mother of Pearl (Shell) Stations Necklace Gold Electroplated 36” Cha... Read more

**Price:** $66.00
Artisan Epoxy Heart Charm Necklace

SKU: 673N8618HT

Short Description: * worn gold/antique silver plating * linked turquoise OR white ivory pearlbead necklace with charm

Price: $33.00

Artisan Epoxy Square Charm Necklace

SKU: 673N8618SQ

Short Description: * worn gold/antique silver plating * linked turquoise OR white ivory pearlbead necklace with charm

Price: $33.00

Chain necklace with artisan epoxy charm

SKU: 673N8600

Short Description: Worn gold cable chain necklace with artisan epoxy charm, accented with a French vintage postcard

Price: $30.00

Artisan Charm Necklace On Beads

SKU: 673N8552

Short Description: Artisan cross charm cluster necklace with turquoise OR white pearl accentson long, linked ivory pea

Price: $42.00

Crystal Embellished Large Satin Necklace Set

SKU: 633S0257

Short Description: Crystal embellished large Satin links centered with large Cabochon Ovalstone necklace set SKU: 633S0257

Price: $37.50

Cabochon Stones Station Long Necklace Set

SKU: 633S0267

Short Description: Classic open design w/rectangular Cabochon stones station long necklaceset SKU: 633S0267

Price: $22.50
Mother of pearl circle with roman numerals Stainless Steel pendant

**SKU:** 655N1006  
**Short Description:** Mother of pearl circle with roman numerals Stainless Steel pendant  
**Price:** $39.00

36” opulent multi station cascading necklace with enamel

**SKU:** 655N3103  
**Short Description:** 36” opulent multi station cascading necklace with enamel and Polished open four leaf clovers SKU:65...Read more  
**Price:** $42.00

Baroque genuine pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on 30” strand of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads pendant

**SKU:** 678Nx30  
**Short Description:** Large Baroque genuine pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on 30” strand of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads pendant  
**Price:** $147.00

Baroque Biwa pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on Double strands of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads Pendant

**SKU:** 678NK2  
**Short Description:** Large Baroque Biwa pearl (29x15mm) Pendant on Double strands of Gold Field Rosary style faceted genuine beads Pendant  
**Price:** $147.00

Small Fashion Opaque Epoxy Round Stones

**SKU:** 662E227  
**Short Description:** Small fashion opaque epoxy round stones dangling from large oval connected with boat post SKU:662E22...Read more  
**Price:** $18.00

30” Faceted Rundels Crystal Beads Tassel Necklace

**SKU:** 622N0130  
**Short Description:** 30” FACETED RUNDELS CRYSTAL BEADS TASSLE WITH SATIN GOLD DOMECASTING CAP NECKLACE SKU:622N0130  
**Price:** $60.00
Oval Shaped Medal Benedict
SKU: 673N7745
Short Description: 32” Oval shaped Medal of St. Benedict, set in an ornate artisan hammered casting with turquoise beads.
Price: $30.00

Antique Medal Benedict
SKU: 673N7744
Short Description: 32” Antique silver medal of St. Benedict, set in a worn artisan hammered casting on a trendy ball chain.
Price: $22.50

Acrylic Opaque Turquoise Link Three Strand Necklace
SKU: 673N7746
Short Description: Acrylic opaque turquoise link three strand necklace with cross stations and oval St. Benito pendant.
Price: $48.00

High Polished Silver Flat Curved Necklace with Matching Earrings
SKU: 61051004
Short Description: High polished Silver flat curved chain link necklace with lobster claw closure and matching earrings.
Price: $54.00

Opaque Acrylic Necklace And Earrings Set
SKU: 633S0794
Short Description: Triple layer multi Opaque Acrylic stones gold necklace and earrings.
Price: $36.00

Turquoise Enamel And Crystal Necklace
SKU: 633S0664
Short Description: Daisies flower necklace and earrings. Coated with fine turquoise enamel and crystal pav’re eye.
Price: $42.00
**Gold Link Electroplated Earring And Necklace Set**

**SKU:** 664S0030  
**Short Description:** LARGE ROUND ENAMEL COLORED+ GOLD LINK ELECTROPLATED EARRING/NECKLACE SET  
**SKU:** 664S0030  
**Price:** $48.00

**Gold Electroplated Earring And Necklace Set**

**SKU:** 664S-0026  
**Short Description:** LARGE SQUARE ENAMEL COLORED + GOLD LINK ELECTROPLATED EARRING/NECKLACE SET  
**SKU:** 664S-0026  
**Price:** $48.00

**Chain Electroplated Necklace**

**SKU:** 664N-0005  
**Short Description:** LARGE CABLE LINK CHAIN ELECTROPLATED NECKLACE  
**SKU:** 664N-0005  
**Price:** $84.00

**Round Acrylic And Gold Earring And Necklace Set**

**SKU:** 633S0660  
**Short Description:** Round White/Black Large Acrylic+Gold Electroplated Cable Earring/Necklace Set  
**SKU:** 633S0660  
**Price:** $33.00

**Round Acrylic And Gold Earring And Necklace Set**

**SKU:** 633S0660  
**Short Description:** Round White/Black Large Acrylic+Gold Electroplated Cable Earring/Necklace Set  
**SKU:** 633S0660  
**Price:** $33.00

**Crystals Electroplated Elastic Collar Necklace**

**SKU:** 637NX3  
**Short Description:** 2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open ends 3-rows&160; Electroplated Elastic Collar Necklace. Fits up to...Read more  
**SKU:** 637NX3  
**Price:** $102.00
Geniune Electroplated Elastic Collar Necklace

SKU: 637NK2
Short Description: 2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open ends 2-rows Electroplated Elastic CollarNecklace. Fits up to 18".
Price: $69.00

Electroplated Elastic Collar Necklace

SKU: 637N-0014
Short Description: 2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open ends rhodium Electroplated Elastic CollarNecklace. Fits up to 18".
Price: $39.00

Scattered Multi Evil Eyes Wrap Bracelet

SKU: 652B0050
Short Description: &l#160;GENUINE SUEDE 6 TIME WRAP BRACELET OR LONG NECLACE W/SCATTERED MULTI EVIL EYES
Price: $39.00

Double Beads Crystal Necklace

SKU: 655N1
Short Description: &l#160;CRYSTAL BEADS DOUBLE NECLACE WITH FLOWERS SKU:655N1
Price: $48.00

Electroplated Polished Pendant

SKU: 629P11816
Short Description: Silvertone Gothic Cross "Faith" Charm Necklace SKU:629P11816
Price: $18.00

Ribbed Satin Finish Necklace

SKU: 633S0012
Short Description: 633S0012 18x25mm Oval bezel+1mm crystal bars+ribbed satin finish necklace(2" extender)+8x8mm ovalb
Price: $147.00
Bezel Crystals Choker Necklace
SKU: 633S0011
Short Description: 24x24mm Square bezel+5row 6-7mm round bezel crystals choker necklace(2” extender) with 8x8mm square...Read more
Price: $168.00

Fine Crystals Oval pave Stations 30” Necklace
SKU: 580N0185
Short Description: Fine Crystals Oval pave Stations 30” Necklace SKU:580N0185
Price: $42.00

Long Necklace with Earring Set
SKU: 610S255/16
Short Description: DAISY” ENAMELED 16” LONG NECKLACE &amp; EARRING SET SKU:610S255/16
Price: $36.00

Zirconite Cubic Pendant
SKU: 626P0494SR
Short Description: Princess Di engagement Set! Hi-intensity Zirconite Cubic Zirconia and synthetic Corundum Sapphire for...Read more
Price: $39.00

Couture Oval Zirconite Halo Necklace
SKU: 628N5099
Short Description: Couture Oval Zirconite Halo Necklace Graduated all around Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated SKU:...Read more
Price: $300.00

Rhodium ElectroPlated Cubic Necklace
SKU: ZBYX30R
Short Description: Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace sterling silver base rhodium electro-plated
Price: $114.00
Handcrafted 30” Round Hoop Five Station Necklace 543X5

SKU: 543x5

Short Description: Handcrafted 30” textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed stones. ...Read more

Price: $60.00

HANDCRAFTED 30” ROUND HOOP FIVE STATION NECKLACE 543X5p

SKU: 543x5P

Short Description: Handcrafted 30” textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed baroque ...Read more

Price: $90.00

HANDCRAFTED 30” ROUND HOOP FIVE STATION NECKLACE 543X5DR

SKU: 543X5DRZ

Short Description: Handcrafted 30” textured round modest hoop necklace connected with five perfectly stationed baroque ...Read more

Price: $135.00

30” Faceted Roundels Crystal Beads Tassel Necklace 664S15208

SKU: 664S-15208

Short Description: 30” Rosary Necklace featuring colorful Faceted Roundel Beads and Crystal Stones with a dangling Jew ...Read more

Price: $45.00

30” Rotary Round-cut Smokey Quartz Gemstones Necklace Set 664S14388

SKU: 664S-14388

Short Description: Stunning 30” gold-plated necklace features round-cut smokey rotating quartz gemstones that are suru ...Read more

Price: $45.00

Multi Leather Cord Designer Statement 24” Necklace with a polished square metal tube insert 691N5083

SKU: 691N5083

Short Description: Multi Leather Cord Designer Statement 24” Necklace with a polished square metal tube insert featuring ...Read more

Price: $48.00
Multi strand leather cord and metal tubes draped statement necklace. 691N1960

**SKU:** 691N1960  
**Short Description:** Multi Strand Layered 18" Designer Leather Cord and polished metal tubes Draped Statement Necklace.  
**Price:** $48.00

Multi Strand Leather Cord Designer Draping Tassel Statement Necklace 691N5147

**SKU:** 691N5147  
**Short Description:** Multi Strand Leather Cord Designer Statement 20" Necklace complimented by a centered knot with alar.  
**Price:** $54.00

Multi Strand 30" Leather Cord Designer Statement Necklace 691N5107

**SKU:** 691N5107  
**Short Description:** Multi strand Cord Leather 30" Designer Statement Necklace featuring a centered polished metal tube.  
**Price:** $48.00

Multi 24" Leather Cord Designer Statement Necklace with a duo of centered Metal Jeweled Square Inserts 691N5104

**SKU:** 691N5104  
**Short Description:** Multi Leather 24" Cord Designer Statement Necklace with two large polished metal squares jeweledins.  
**Price:** $48.00

Centered semi-precious Elongated clover stone complimented Necklace 681N5640

**SKU:** 681N-5640  
**Short Description:** Centered semi-precious Elongated clover stone complimented by a gold electroplated textured halo...  
**Price:** $30.00

Long 36" Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Station Necklace 681N5643

**SKU:** 681N-5643  
**Short Description:** Long 36" Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Station Necklace complimented by a gold electroplated...  
**Price:** $66.00
Convertible Style Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Tassel Necklace 681N5645

**SKU:** 681N-5645

**Short Description:** Convertible style Elongated Semi-Precious Clover Tassel Necklace complemented by a gold electroplate... Read more

**Price:** $45.00

Petite Curved Satin Chain Link Necklace 681N5701

**SKU:** 681N-5701

**Short Description:** Petite 26” Curved Gold Satin brushed Round Links necklace featuring Rhodium Plated Curved Stations... Read more

**Price:** $96.00

Elongated Curved Satin Chain Link Necklace 681N5702

**SKU:** 681N-5702

**Short Description:** Elongated 32” Curved Gold Satin brushed Round Links necklace featuring Rhodium Plated Curved Stations... Read more

**Price:** $114.00

Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain 500P2507

**SKU:** 500P2507

**Short Description:** Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain... Read more

**Price:** $54.00

Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain 500P2509

**SKU:** 500P2509

**Short Description:** Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Cross Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain... Read more

**Price:** $54.00

Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain 500P2508

**SKU:** 500P2508

**Short Description:** Vintage Tassel Black and Gold Pendant Necklace Micropaved With Cubic Zirconia on an Anchor Link Chain... Read more

**Price:** $54.00
Gold Toned Pearl Necklace with Two Tone Coin Stations
SKU: 500N2805
Short Description: Gold toned pearl Necklace with Two Tone Coin Stations. Lobster clasp
Price: $135.00

Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Station Necklace with Three Briolette Cut Black Stones
SKU: 500N22887
Short Description: Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Station Necklace with Three Briolette Cut Black Stones
Price: $135.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations Jeweled Turquoise Necklace
SKU: 667N696X5TQ/R
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Turquoise Necklace
Price: $105.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations Jeweled Red Coral Necklace
SKU: 667N696D2651X5/R
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Red Coral Necklace
Price: $105.00

Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone 5 Stations Necklace
SKU: 543N56X5
Short Description: Bold and Beautiful large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone, 5 Stations Necklace
Price: $105.00

Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls Necklace
SKU: 667N543X5P/R
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Fresh Water Pearls Necklace
Price: $105.00
**Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations**
Jeweled Protecting Hand Necklace

**SKU:** 677N696EYEx5  
**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Jeweled Protecting Hand Necklace  
**Price:** $120.00

**Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Station**
Double Jeweled Fresh Water PearlsNecklace 667N696D4377x5

**SKU:** 667N696D4377x5  
**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Station Double Jeweled Fresh Water PearlsNecklace  
**Price:** $120.00

**Boho with a Modern Twist 5 Stations**
Double Jeweled dark blue Agate Necklace 677N696X5D4375

**SKU:** 677N696X5D4375  
**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist, 5 Stations Double Jeweled dark blue AgateNecklace  
**Price:** $120.00

**Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form**
Crstal 5 Stations Necklace677N696X5D4284BROWN

**SKU:** 677N696X5D4284BROWN  
**Short Description:** Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crstal, 5 Stations Necklace  
**Price:** $120.00

**Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form**
Crstal 5 Stations Necklace677N696X5D4284ROSE

**SKU:** 677N696X5D4284ROSE  
**Short Description:** Bold and Beautiful large faceted Free Form Crstal, 5 Stations Necklace  
**Price:** $120.00
Thin Gold tone Enamel Bangle
SKU: 501b5339BLKG
Short Description: Zirconite Black Thin Goldtone Classic Detailed Hinged Enamel Bangle with Safety Catch ALSO ...Read more
Price: $39.00

Hinged Enamel Bangle
SKU: 501b41902
Short Description: Zirconite Green Thick Goldone Classic Detailed Hinged Enamel Bangle with Safety Catch ALSO ...Read more
Price: $45.00

2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open Ends Gold Electroplated Elastic Bangle (2 1/8” width). One size fits most!
SKU: 637BX3MT
Short Description: Set of three (2mm) genuine Czech Crystals Open Ends Gold Electroplated Elastic Bangle (2 1/8” width) ...Read more
Price: $40.50

14mm Three-Tier Gold Polished Wide Bangle
SKU: 631B14G
Short Description: Three-Tier Interlocked & Flexible Highly Polished 18K Gold Electro-Plate 14Mm Wide Omega Style Bangle ...Read more
Price: $72.00

Vintage Artisan Filigree Bangle crafted with lovely electroplated swirls
SKU: 532B23336
Short Description: Vintage Artisan Filigree Bangle crafted with lovely electroplated swirls making it far from a "plain" ...Read more
Price: $13.00

Brushed Satin wide open cuff bangle with a centered epoxy turquoise stone adorned with vintage designs
SKU: 500B1545
Short Description: Brushed Satin wide open cuff bangle with a centered epoxy turquoise stone adorned with vintage design ...Read more
Price: $49.50
Stainless steel hinged wrap snake bangle paved with high quality crystals stations SKU: 677B100

**Short Description:** Stainless steel hinged wrap snake bangle paved with high quality crystals stations. -Statement

**Price:** $72.00

---

Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snakeskin-like texture accent in gold-tone SKU: 6298-82033

**Short Description:** Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snakeskin-like texture. -Read more

**Price:** $19.50

---

Glitter Dust Extra Wide Hinged Bangle SKU: 66685042

**Short Description:** Glitter dust Extra wide hinged bangle electroplated

**Price:** $27.00

---

All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia clover stainless steel Hinged Bangle SKU: 655B1080

**Short Description:** All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia clover stainless steel Hinged BangleSKU: 655B1080

**Price:** $45.00

---

Glitter Dust Hinged Dome Bangle SKU: 669B2981

**Short Description:** Glitter Dust Hinged Dome Bangle With Electroplated SKU: 669B2981

**Price:** $19.50

---

Asymmetrical Glitter Dust Bangle SKU: 674B1568

**Short Description:** Asymmetrical Glitter Dust Bangle Accented With Single Row Of CrystalsSKU: 674B1568

**Price:** $19.50
Glitter Dust Hinged Bangle
SKU: 674B1565
Short Description: Glitter Dust Hinged Bangle Accented With Crystals Face Off Crescent
Price: $15.00

Large Hinged Bangle
SKU: 674B1572
Short Description: Large Hinged Bangle With Glitter Dust Accented With Double Rows Of Crystals
Price: $19.50

Square station Jeweled and textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base Bold bangle
SKU: 655B2120
Short Description: Square station Jeweled and textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base Bold bangle
Price: $60.00

3 Gold Pave Twisted Bracelet
SKU: 633b0190
Short Description: Color Coated 5 Row Twisted Cable Alloy Bracelet with 3 Gold Pave' Single Bar insets with 2mm Crystal
Price: $36.00

5 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE SKU: 637B0514
SKU: 637B-0514
Short Description: 5 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE. ONESIZE FITS ALL. (2 1/8" width; 9/16"
Price: $54.00

3 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE. ONESIZE FITS ALL.
SKU: 637B0314
Short Description: 3 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE. ONESIZE FITS ALL. (2 1/4" width; 1/4"
Price: $36.00
2 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE.

SKU: 637B-0214

Short Description: 2 ROWS OF 2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS ELASTIC COIL BANGLE. ONESIZE FITS ALL (2 1/4" width; 1/4"

Price: $21.00

All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia fine satin textured stainless steel Hinged Bangle

SKU: 655B-1076

Short Description: All around Zirconite Cubic zirconia fine satin textured stainless steel Hinged Bangle

Price: $81.00
Electroplated 2 Intertwined Necklace
SKU: 629P11833
Short Description: Two Tone "Love" Intertwined Heart Charm Necklace SKU:629P11833
Price: $18.00

Crystal Rhodium Electroplated Necklace
SKU: 629P11829
Short Description: Two Tone "Hope" Heart, Key and Cross Charm Necklace SKU:629P11829
Price: $21.00

Rhodium Electroplated Charm Necklace
SKU: 629P11821
Short Description: Two-Tone Three Key "Hope" Charm Necklace SKU:629P11821
Price: $18.00

Key Pendant Necklace
SKU: 629P12121
Short Description: Key Pendant Necklace SKU:629P12121
Price: $18.00
Key Pendant Necklace
SKU: 629P12124
Short Description: Key Pendant Necklace SKU:629P12124
Price: $18.00

Key Pendant Necklace
SKU: 629P12125
Short Description: Key Pendant Necklace SKU:629P12125
Price: $18.00

Key Pendant Necklace
SKU: 629P12126
Short Description: Key Pendant Necklace SKU:629P12126
Price: $18.00

Key Pendant Necklace
SKU: 629P12127
Short Description: Key Pendant Necklace SKU:629P12127
Price: $18.00

Fashion Key Pendant
SKU: 629P1212
Short Description: 629P1212
Price: Starting at: $18.00

4-Leaf key pendant.
SKU: 638P1215
Short Description: 4-Leaf key pendant SKU:638P1215
Price: $65.00
Alhambra key pendant. SKU: 659P11758

Short Description: Alhambra key pendant SKU:659P11758

Price: $65.00

Petal Key Pendant. SKU: 659P17808

Short Description: petal key pendant SKU:659P17808

Price: $65.00

Classic Moon Stone Two Tone Pendant

SKU: 666P4028W

Short Description: Classic Moon stone Cabochon Clover two tone Pendant w/thick Cable 16"+2"chain SKU:666P4028W

Price: $42.00

Sterling Silver Hand Pendant

SKU: 655P1065

Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Hand (Hamsa) Pendant SKU:655P1065

Price: $37.50

Horizontal Cross Pendant

SKU: 655P1039

Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set horizontal Cross Pendant SKU:655P1039

Price: $37.50

Polished Clover Pendant

SKU: 655P1048

Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Clover Pendant SKU:655P1048

Price: $31.50
Sterling Silver Eye Pendant
SKU: 655P1063
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Blue Eye Pendant (16"+2") SKU:655P1063
Price: $37.50

Jewish Star Pendant
SKU: 655P1079
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Jewish Star Pendant SKU:655P1079
Price: $31.50

Polished Knott Pendant
SKU: 655P1083
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Knott Pendant SKU:655P1083
Price: $37.50

Fresh Water Pearl Pendant
SKU: 655P1091
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver w/genuine HQ Fresh Water Pearl Pendant SKU:655P1091
Price: $31.50

Hammered Style Infinity Pendant
SKU: 655P1062
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver hammered style Infinity Pendant SKU:655P1062
Price: $31.50

Hearthrob Signal Electroplate Pendant 659P4640
SKU: 659P4640
Short Description: High polished hearthrob signal electroplate pendant 659P4640
Price: $30.00
All "Bling-Bling" Crystal embellished necklace
SKU: 501n21543
Short Description: Fashion crystal studded necklace with centered "Bling-Bling" for a trendy fun look!
Price: $33.00

Zirconite Cubic zirconia cushion Pave square shape Rhodium Electroplate pendant. 638P-1676
SKU: 638P-1676
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic zirconia cushion Pave square shape Rhodium Electroplate pendant.
Price: $42.00

Designer pendant w/hinged bail top enhanced with large Free-form Biwa pearl in the center, embellished by clear and black diamond crystals 543P105
SKU: 543P-105
Short Description: Designer pendant w/hinged bail top enhanced with large Free-form Biwa pearl in the center, embellish ...
Price: $48.00

Designer Pendant with Hinged Bail
SKU: 543P101
Short Description: Designer pendant w/hinged bail top enhanced with large Free-form Biwa pearl in the center, embellish ...
Price: $75.00

Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia baguettes Heart Pendant
SKU: 655P1256
Short Description: Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia baguettes Heart (1/2") w/slider chain (16"+2") Pendant SKU: ...
Price: $72.00

Cabocho Pears Two Tone Pendant
SKU: 666P4021
Short Description: Classic 4-sided Cabochon Pears two tone Pendant w/thick Cable 16"+2" chain SKU:666P4021
Price: $42.00
Rhodium Electroplated Matte Pendant

SKU: 629P11813

Short Description: Silvertone Heart Lock and Key “Love” Charm Necklace SKU:629P11813

Price: $18.00

Czech glass crystals Pendant

SKU: 629P11805

Short Description: Silvertone Book of Secrets and Crystal Charm Necklace SKU:629P11805

Price: $18.00

Multi-shapes Electroplated Pendant

SKU: 629P11811

Short Description: Two Tone “Cherish” Three Piece Multi-Shapes Whimsical Charm Necklace SKU:629P11811

Price: $24.00

Crystals Dragonfly Electroplated Polished Necklace

SKU: 629P11827

Short Description: 5x2mm Crystals Dragonfly Electroplated Polished Charm with Chain Necklace SKU:629P11827

Price: $18.00

Electroplated Charm Key Pendant

SKU: 629P11819

Short Description: 2-pc Heart Lock & Key Electroplated Charm with Chain Necklace SKU:629P11819

Price: $18.00

Crystal Rhodium Electroplated Pendant

SKU: 629P11815

Short Description: Silvertone Triple Heart and Crystal “Love” Charm Necklace SKU:629P11815

Price: $18.00
Rhodium Electroplated Pendant

SKU: 629P11818
Short Description: Silvertone Peace Charm Necklace SKU:629P11818
Price: $18.00

Heart Electroplated Pendant

SKU: 629P11810
Short Description: Multi-Tone Three Open Heart "Love" Charm Necklace SKU:629P11810
Price: $18.00

Small Heart Rhodium Electroplated Polished Pendant

SKU: 629P11812
Short Description: Silvertone Swirl Heart "Love" Charm Necklace SKU:629P11812
Price: $18.00

Steel Braded Cable Bracelet

SKU: 580B505
Short Description: Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/ Pearl SKU:580B505
Price: $54.00

Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant
Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads or 30" Stainless Steel Gunmetal Chain.

SKU: boho4
Short Description: Jeweled Boho with Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30" dark faceted Hematite Beads or 30"Stai ...
Price: $150.00

Elegent large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Pendant on 30" Sterling silver Vermeil fine Chain 543P56V

SKU: 543P56V
Short Description: Elegent large Pear 2-tone sheamering Abalone Pendant on 30" Sterling silver Vermeil fine Chain
Price: $45.00
PDF Catalog Print > Fashion Pendants

Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389

SKU: 696N4389
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Shimmering Jeweled Abalone Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4389
Price: $60.00

Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536

SKU: 696N4536
Short Description: Oversized Jeweled Agate Boho with a Modern Twist Pendant Comes with either 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4536
Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450

SKU: 696N4450
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Wing Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4450
Price: $63.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

SKU: 696N4347bl
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406

SKU: 696N4406
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4406
Price: $69.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347

SKU: 696N4347br
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark faceted Hematite Beads 696N4347
Price: $66.00
Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4404
SKU: 696N4404
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Horn Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads
Price: $57.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4549
SKU: 696N4549
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads
Price: $66.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads 696N4546
SKU: 696N4546
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Feather Pendant Comes with 30” dark Faceted Hematite Beads
Price: $63.00
Oxidized Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622b0007bd
Short Description: [style1 font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: x-small;][style2 text-align: center]...Read more
Price: $45.00

Wood Beads
SKU: woodBeye
Short Description: 12pcs assorted 8mm wood beads adorned with sterling silver & glassy eyes charm to steer away bad...Read more
Price: $126.00

Wrap Around Omega Bracelet
SKU: 610B0424G
Short Description: WRAP AROUND OMEGA BRACELET
SKU: 610B0424G
Price: $60.00

Multirrow Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 631B201G
Short Description: MULTIROW STRETCH BRACELET
SKU: 631B201G
Price: $45.00

Tibetan Buddha Prayer Wood Beads
Necklace
SKU: N532N11197
Short Description: Tibetan Buddha Prayer wood Beads Neckace (Mala) Inspired by Julia Roberts's character's in the "EatP...Read more
Price: $18.00

Crystal Stone Bracelet
SKU: 622B0195
Short Description: THREE STRAND W/BZ SET CRYSTAL STONES BRACELET SKU: 622B1095
Price: $21.00
Daisy Bracelet

**SKU:** 610B2568

**Short Description:** DAISY 7” BRACELET WITH 2” EXTENSION MLT-CLR, BLK, TQ, OR, LIME GREEN, WHITE

**Price:** $48.00

---

Sliver Coin Chain Fashion Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0025

**Short Description:** MTL-CLR, BLK, TQ, OR, LIME GREEN, WHITE

**Price:** $48.00

---

Sliver Dial Fashion Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0035

**Short Description:** MTL-CLR, BLK, TQ, OR, LIME GREEN, WHITE

**Price:** $48.00

---

Round Shaped Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0034

**Short Description:** MTL-CLR, BLK, TQ, OR, LIME GREEN, WHITE

**Price:** $48.00

---

Sliver and Gold Tone Fashion Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0022

**Tier Price:** Use 1 for $20.00 each and save 67%

**Price:** $60.00

---

Sliver Tone Fashion Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0022BD

**Short Description:** MTL-CLR, BLK, TQ, OR, LIME GREEN, WHITE

**Price:** $60.00
Graduated Toggle Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0028

**Tier Price:** Use 1 for $12.00 each and save 67%

**Short Description:** 580B0028 - two tone square graduated toggle bracelet SKU:580B0028

**Price:** $36.00

---

Toggle Clasp Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0012

**Short Description:** 580B0012 - Two tone chain with multi color charms, toggle clasp braceletSKU:580B0012

**Price:** $54.00

---

Crystals And A Locking Finish Wrap Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B1171BR

**Short Description:** 633B1171BR - ROSE GOLD CORDED MACRAME WRAP BRACELET W/ROSE GOLD BEADS, PAVE'D CRYSTALS AND A LOCKING...

**Price:** $42.00

---

Brown Corded Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B1171G

**Short Description:** BROWN CORDED MACRAME WRAP BRACELET W/ GOLD BEADSSKU:633B1171G

**Price:** $42.00

---

Rose Gold Corded Macramae Wrap Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B1171RG

**Short Description:** 633B1171RG - ROSE GOLD CORDED MACRAME WRAP BRACELET W/ ROSE GOLD BEADS, PAVE'D CRYSTALS AND A ...

**Price:** $42.00

---

Silver Beads Wrap Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B1171GRY

**Short Description:** 633B1171GRY - BLACK CORDED MACRAME WRAP BRACELET W/SILVER BEADS, PAVE'D CRYSTALS AND A LOCKIN...

**Price:** $42.00
Cuff Bracelet With Oval Center W/ Crystals
SKU: 580B113
Tier Price: Use 1 for $30.00 each and save 67%
Short Description: CUFF BRACELET WITH OVAL CENTER W/CRYSTALS SKU: 580B113
Price: $90.00

Elastic Cord Bracelet
SKU: 655B1031
Short Description: High Polished Stainless Steel and Colored Double Elastic Cord Bracelet w/Crown Engraved Heart and E...Read more
Price: $22.50

Mesh1 Buckle Mesh Bracelet
SKU: Mesh1
Short Description: Mesh1 Buckle Mesh Bracelet With Double Heart SKU: Mesh1
Price: $15.00

Mesh2 Buckle Mesh Bracelet
SKU: Mesh2
Short Description: Buckle Mesh Bracelet With Heart SKU: Mesh2
Price: $15.00

Buckle Mesh Bracelet
SKU: Mesh3
Short Description: Buckle Mesh Bracelet With Cross SKU: Mesh3
Price: $15.00

Mesh4 Buckle Mesh Bracelet
SKU: Mesh4
Short Description: Buckle Mesh Bracelet With Lock & Key SKU: Mesh4
Price: $15.00
Multi Color Bracelet
SKU: 644146
**Short Description:** Multi Color Bracelet SKU: 644146
**Price:** $60.00

Omega Style Bangle Bracelet
SKU: 644B025
**Short Description:** Three-tier Interlocked & expandable multi-tone highly polished 18K gold electro-plate Stainless steel
**Price:** $66.00

Omega Style Bangle Bracelet
SKU: 644B026
**Short Description:** Three-tier Interlocked & expandable multi-tone highly polished 18K gold electro-plate Stainless steel
**Price:** $66.00

Snake Stretch Multicolor Bracelet
SKU: 644B027
**Short Description:** BRACELET SNAKE STRETCH MULTICOLOR SKU: 644B027
**Price:** $45.00

Omega Style 3 Bangle Set Bracelets
SKU: 644B-174
**Short Description:** Expandable multi-tone highly polished 18K gold electro-plate Stainless steel Omega style 3-bangle set
**Price:** $66.00

Omega Style 3 Bangle Set Bracelet
SKU: 644B175
**Short Description:** Expandable multi-tone highly polished 18K gold electro-plate Stainless steel Omega style 3-bangle set
**Price:** $66.00
Omega Style 3 Bangle Set Bracelet
SKU: 644B176
Short Description: Expandable multi-tone highly polished 18K gold electro-plate Stainless steel Omega style 3-bangle set
Price: $66.00

Roman Numbers Bangle Bracelets
SKU: 644B390064
Short Description: ROMAN NUMBERS BANGLE BRACELETS
Price: $90.00

Multi Color Bracelet
SKU: 644B183
Short Description: BRACELET
Price: $45.00

Roman Numbers Bracelets
SKU: 644B390082
Short Description: Roman Numbers SKU:644B390082
Price: $90.00

Versace Design Bracelets
SKU: 644B390083
Short Description: Versace Design SKU:644B390083
Price: $90.00

Pray In Spanish Bracelets
SKU: 644B390084
Short Description: Pray in Spanish SKU:644B390084
Price: $90.00
Multi Color Bangle
SKU: 644R188
Short Description: Multi Color Bangle SKU: 644R188
Price: $36.00

Fashion jewelry cubic zirconia and diamond stimulant
SKU: 644R192
Short Description: 644R192
Price: $24.00

Gold Electroplated Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 633B0432
Short Description: 25x25mm Black/White Emerald Cut Acrylic Gold Electroplated Stretch Bracelet SKU: 633B0432
Price: $30.00

Gold Trims Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 633B0433
Short Description: White Round Acrylic+Black10Mm Ball Tassel With Gold Trims Stretch Bracelet SKU: 633B0433
Price: $30.00

Crystal Flower Bracelet White And Black
SKU: 633B0477
Short Description: White/Black Color Coated Crystal Flower Stretch Bracelet SKU: 633B0477
Price: $33.00

Faceted Genuine Beads
SKU: 543B589X3
Short Description: 12mm faceted genuine beads SKU: 543B589X3
Price: $36.00
Electroplated Alloy Skull Beads
SKU: 657B34624
Short Description: Electroplated Alloy Skull beads macramed together with black cord. SKU: 657B34624
Price: $12.00

Skull beads black cord macrame with electroplated adjustable alloy fastener. SKU: 657B34626
Short Description: Skull beads black cord macrame with electroplated adjustable alloy fastener. SKU: 657B34626
Price: $12.00

Pave Link Metal Bracelet
SKU: 657B3409
Short Description: PAVE LINK METAL BRACELET BAND SKU: 657B3409
Price: $66.00

Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base Bold bangle
SKU: 500B9402BKG
Short Description: textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base Bold bangle SKU: 500B9402BKG
Price: $60.00

Shamballa Gold Skull Braided Bracelet
SKU: 633B1199G
Short Description: 8mm polished round gold plated beads on shamballa skull braided bracelet SKU: 633B1199G*RHODIUM
Price: $45.00

Metal Ball Rondell Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622B0298
Short Description: Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine ovalshaped glass stone.
Price: $22.50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>622B0298G</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine ovalshaped glassstone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622B0299</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine squareshaped glassstone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622B0299G</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine squareshaped glassstone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622B0300</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine rectangleshaped glass stone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622B0300G</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine rectangleshaped glass stone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622B0310G</td>
<td>Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine clovercasting shaped glass stone</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...Read more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Metal Ball Rondell Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 622B0310

Short Description: Textured metal ball rondell stretch bracelet centered with a fine clovercasting shaped glass stone...Read more

Price: $22.50

---

Rose Gold Classic Stainless steel Rounded profile bangle 655B1109RG

SKU: 655B1109RG

Short Description: Classic Stainless steel high polished bangle with a fully rounded profile and hinge for easy access,...Read more

Price: $69.00

---

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pavécharming snake 655B0730

SKU: 655B-0730

Short Description: Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pavécharming snake 655B07...Read more

Price: $63.00

---

Three set electroplated hammered bangles with round crystal stone stations

SKU: 610B1000BYR

Short Description: Three set electroplated hammered bangles with round crystal stone stations 610B1000BYR

Price: $36.00

---

10MM Sequenced cushion square black diamond crystal stones stretch bracelet 661B384

SKU: 661B-384

Short Description: 10MM Sequenced cushion square black diamond crystal stones stretch bracelet

Price: $33.00

---

Chain link bracelet with a second strand of round clear beads 543B10

SKU: 543B10

Short Description: Chain link bracelet with a second strand of round clear beads

Price: $15.00
Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones 610B09

SKU: 610B09
Short Description: Multi strand chain link charm bracelet with a strand of round clear stones, Rhodium or Gold Finish
Price: $15.00

Chain link charm bracelet with dangling faceted stone charms and flowers

SKU: 61B02
Short Description: Chain link charm bracelet with dangling faceted stone charms and flowers. Charm bracelet with dangling...
Price: $15.00

Satin textured 36” long Glass Pearls designer necklace with toggle closure finished in brass base.

SKU: 501N30920-36
Short Description: Satin textured 36” long Glass Pearls designer necklace with toggle closure finished in brass base.
Price: $60.00

Three Stretch bracelet set made with faceted Glass beads Rundles finished with a string tassel 661B385

SKU: 661B385
Short Description: Three Stretch bracelet set made with faceted Glass beads Rundles finished with a string tassel
Price: $33.00

Polished and pave chain link gunmetal bracelet

SKU: 652B-A245GM
Short Description: Electroplated gun metal links complimented by three centered dazzling crystal set pave links, chain...
Price: $60.00

Elegant and feminine this organically shaped polished gold plated bangle features Round cabochon stones. 629B82215

SKU: 629B82215
Short Description: Elegant and feminine this organically shaped polished gold plated bangle features Round cabochon stones...
Price: $19.50
Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snakeskin-like texture accent in gold-tone 6298-82033

**SKU:** 6298-82033

**Short Description:** Shimmering centered oval jeweled designer style bracelet bangle finished with a snake skin-like texture

**Price:** $19.50

---

Slender chic double wrap crystal pave bracelet 6678-48

**SKU:** 6678-48

**Short Description:** Shimmery and sleek Trendy double wrap bracelet with three rows of crystal pave crafted into this sleek and stylish bracelet

**Price:** $36.00

---

Genuine leather multi strand cord cuff bracelet with satin gold tube insert bars finished with a magnetic closure 6888-8584

**SKU:** 6888-8584

**Short Description:** Genuine leather multi strand cord cuff bracelet with satin gold tube insert bars

**Price:** $48.00

---

Genuine leather multi strand wristband bracelet with a satin gold rectangle embellished with a fine crystal center line 68889512

**SKU:** 6888-9512

**Short Description:** Genuine leather multi strand wristband bracelet with a satin gold rectangle embellished with a fine crystal center

**Price:** $48.00

---

Semi precious faceted Roundel beads stretch bracelet with gold toned centered genuine druzy stone. 68882234

**SKU:** 6888-2234

**Short Description:** Semi precious faceted Roundel beads stretch bracelet with gold toned centered genuine druzy stone

**Price:** $36.00

---

Desirable & Trendy 5mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet 6898490

**SKU:** 6898490

**Short Description:** Desirable & Trendy 5mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite beads

**Price:** $45.00
Desirable & Trendy 4mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet 689B489

SKU: 689B489

Short Description: Desirable & Trendy 4mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite C.  
Price: $45.00

Gold chain toggle bracelet with black diamond and clear crystal studded barrel shape stations 661B1001

SKU: 661B-1001

Short Description: Gold chain toggle bracelet with black diamond and clear crystal studded barrel shape stations  
Price: $18.00

Multi Chain Crystal Clover toggle bracelet with CZ's 681B4770

SKU: 681B-4770

Short Description: Gold plated multi strand bracelet complimented with three centered crystal clover stations adorned with Zirconite Cubic zirc.  
Price: $60.00

Interlocked hammered link charm bracelet with a faceted corner cut diamond secondrow and dangling multi shape charms  
SKU: br-01

Short Description: Interlocked hammered link charm bracelet with a faceted corner cut diamond second row and dangling multi shapes.  
Price: $12.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set  
SKU: 655B1294

Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set with Zirconite Cubic zirc.  
Price: $66.00

Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished wide Bracelet Bangle  
SKU: 655B1120

Short Description: Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished wide Bracelet Bangle, w/three Fine Crystals Pave' Pyram.  
Price: $66.00
Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Fine Crystals Pave' Topw/Lock to your Heart hanging.

**SKU:** 655B1097

**Short Description:** Classic Stainless steel Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Fine CrystalsPave' Top w/Lock to your heart hanging.

**Price:** $60.00

---

Classic Stainless steel wide Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Zirconite Cubiczirconia bezel settings Stations, easy Locking Clasp.

**SKU:** 655B1045

**Short Description:** Classic Stainless steel wide Hinged high polished Bracelet Bangle, Zirconite Cubiczirconia bezel settings Stations, easy Locking Clasp.

**Price:** $63.00

---

Fine Golden Brown Glass Pearls Stretch bracelet Set

**SKU:** 629Bx3P

**Short Description:** Fine Golden Brown Glass Pearls Stretch bracelet Set with Three strands of 4-10mm Glass Pearls knotted.

**Price:** $9.00

---

Genuine Czech open pearl ends one row Bangle

**SKU:** 629B82255

**Short Description:** 2mm genuine Czech crystals open pearl ends Electroplated single row ElasticBangle SKU:629B82255

**Price:** $13.50

---

Genuine Czech open pearl ends two row Bangle

**SKU:** 629B82256

**Short Description:** 2mm genuine Czech crystals open pearl ends Electroplated two row ElasticBangle SKU:629B82256

**Price:** $18.00

---

Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted bracelet

**SKU:** 655B3054

**Short Description:** Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet with 3 square enamel stations.

**Price:** $27.00
Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet

**SKU:** 655B3053

**Short Description:** Magnetic Closure Stainless steel Twisted 2tone cable stackable bracelet with 3 square enamel stations

**Price:** $27.00

---

Square base sequenced stretch bracelet

**SKU:** 633B3021

**Short Description:** Large Crystal in Square base sequenced stretch bracelet SKU: 633B3021

**Price:** $30.00

---

Classic Textured Satin Electroplate Stretch Bangle with 4-faceted Cushion Squarestone stations.

**SKU:** 652B304052

**Short Description:** Classic Textured Satin Electroplate Stretch Bangle with 4-faceted Cushion Squarestone stations.

**Price:** $20.50

---

High Polished Rose Gold Bracelet

**SKU:** 610B1005

**Short Description:** High polished Rose gold flat curved chain link Bracelet with lobster claw closure. SKU: 610B1005

**Price:** $27.00

---

Multi strand double wrap around faux leather slake bracelet

**SKU:** 679B100

**Short Description:** Multi strand double wrap around faux leather slake bracelet embellished with colored crystals 679B10

**Price:** $18.00

---

Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold Cross bangle

**SKU:** 500B1008

**Short Description:** Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold Cross bangle SKU: 500B1008

**Price:** $60.00
**Classic Stainless Steel Hinged Bangle with Enamel**

*SKU:* 677B101  
*Short Description:* Classic Stainless Steel Hinged Bangle with Enamel and Gold HQ Crystals

*Price:* $72.00

---

**Desirable & Trendy 6mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Pave centered tube bar insert**

*SKU:* 689B328  
*Short Description:* Desirable & Trendy 6mm bead Mesh Bangle Bracelet, hand crafted with Magnetic closure and Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Pave centered tube bar insert

*Price:* $45.00

---

**Wide faux Leather Crystal jeweled Modern Bracelet**

*SKU:* 666B-9209  
*Short Description:* Wide (2") faux Leather Crystal jeweled Modern Bracelet with Magnetic lock

*Price:* $36.00

---

**Skulls charm double wrap leather bracelet**

*SKU:* 675B074  
*Short Description:* FINE LEATHER DOUBLE WRAP BRACELET WITH MULTI SKULL CHARMS POLISHED GOLD PLATE.

*Price:* $27.00

---

**Scattered Multi Evil Eyes Wrap Bracelet**

*SKU:* 652B0050  
*Short Description:* GENUINE SUDE 6 TIME WRAP BRACELET OR LONG NEClACE W/SCATTERED MULTI EVIL EYES

*Price:* $39.00

---

**Stretchable pave wide bracelet**

*SKU:* 622B0327  
*Short Description:* All around pave wide stretchable bracelet with clear baguette crystals Rhodium plated.

*Price:* $25.50
Plate buckle double wrap Leather bracelet

SKU: 675B045
Short Description: FINE LEATHER DOUBLE WRAP BRACELET WITH POLISHED GOLD PLATE. SKU: 675B045
Price: $30.00

Square Cross Double Wrap Leather Bracelet

SKU: 675B034
Short Description: FINE LEATHER DOUBLE WRAP BRACELET WITH SQUARE CROSS POLISHED GOLD PLATE. SKU: 675B034
Price: $30.00

Jeweled center leather bracelet

SKU: 675B126
Short Description: European Classic Jeweled center Leather bracelet SKU: 675B126
Price: $24.00

Mother of Pearl Butterfly charm Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 655B26
Short Description: Mother of Pearl Butterfly charm Black onyx faceted 4mm beads Stretched Bracelet SKU: 655B26
Price: $36.00

Mother of Pearl Hamsa charm Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 655B25
Short Description: Mother of Pearl Hamsa charm Black onyx faceted 4mm beads Stretched Bracelet SKU: 655B25
Price: $36.00

Mother of Pearl Heart charm Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 655B24
Short Description: Mother of Pearl Heart charm Black onyx faceted 4mm beads Stretched Bracelet SKU: 655B24
Price: $36.00
Link and chain leather bracelet

SKU: 675B068
Short Description: FINE LEATHER BRACELET WITH BRAIDED LINK CHAIN AND CHARM DROPS POLISHED GOLD PLATE.
Price: $27.00

12MM Pave Fireball Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 5898603047
Short Description: 12mm Pave fireball stretch bracelet
Price: $48.00

10MM Pave Fireball Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 5898603046
Short Description: 10mm Pave fireball stretch bracelet
Price: $42.00

8MM Fireball Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 671B2331
Short Description: 8MM FIREBALL STRETCH BRACELET
Price: $45.00

3MM Gold Bead Bracelet with Outline

SKU: 671B1764
Short Description: 3MM GOLD BEAD BRACELET WITH OUTLINE OF HAMSA OUTLINED WITH COLORED STONES
Price: $15.00

3MM Gold Bead Bracelet

SKU: 671B1761
Short Description: 3MM GOLD BEAD BRACELET WITH ENAMELED OUTLINE AND CRYSTALS ONEVIL EYE
Price: $15.00
3MM Gold Bead Bracelet  
SKU: 671B1760  
Short Description: 3MM GOLD BEAD BRACELET WITH ENAMELED HEART SHAPE INSIDE HAMSA  
Price: $15.00

6MM Crystal Jeweled Center Line Stretch Bracelet  
SKU: 622B0351  
Short Description: 6MM plastic beads with crystal jeweled center Line stretch braceletSKU:622B0351  
Price: $15.00

4MM Crystal Jeweled Round Center Stretch Bracelet  
SKU: 622B0350  
Short Description: 4MM plastic beads with crystal jeweled Round center stretch braceletSKU:622B0350  
Price: $15.00

4MM Crystal Jeweled Eye Shaped Center Stretch Bracelet  
SKU: 622B0344  
Short Description: 4MM opaque glass faceted beads with crystal jeweled Eye shaped centerstretch bracelet SKU:622B0344  
Price: $18.00

4MM Plastic Gold Crystal Jeweled Shaped Center Stretch Bracelet  
SKU: 622B0343  
Short Description: 4MM plastic gold beads with crystal jeweled Eye shaped center stretchbracelet SKU:622B0343  
Price: $19.50

4-5MM Faceted Opaque with Center Stretch Bracelet  
SKU: 622B0342  
Short Description: 4-5MM faceted opaque glass beads with crystal jeweled Bull's eye centerstretch braceletSKU:622B034  
Price: $18.00
Love Knot Centerpiece Bracelet
SKU: 633B1353
Short Description: Rounded Leather cord with open/close Infinity love knot centerpiece
Price: $12.00

Oval Links Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 633B0616
Short Description: Elegant Alternating large solid formica and gold oval links stretch bracelet
Price: $36.00

Faceted Acrylic Beads Multi Bracelets
SKU: 633B0594
Short Description: Faceted acrylic beads multi bracelets with crystal runnels connected with chains and ribbon design...
Price: $30.00

Crystals Row Metal Bracelet
SKU: 633B0187A
Short Description: Alloy open ended single row metal message bracelet+exterior channel2mm Czech SKU:633b0187A
Price: $12.00

Row Metal Bracelet
SKU: 633B0186A
Short Description: Alloy open ended single row metal message bracelet+exterior channel2mm Czech SKU:633B0186A
Price: $12.00

Metal Message Bracelet
SKU: 633B0185A
Short Description: Alloy open ended single row metal message bracelet+exterior channel2mm Czech. Crystals SKU:633B0185
Price: $12.00
Row Metal Message Bracelet
SKU: 633B0184A
Short Description: Metal message bracelet+exterior channel 2mm Czech. CrystalsSKU:633B0184A
Price: $12.00

Pave Message Bracelet
SKU: 633B0181
Short Description: pave message bracelet+exterior channel 2mm Czech. CrystalsSKU:633B0181
Price: $15.00

Exterior Channel Pave Message Bracelet
SKU: 633B0180
Short Description: pave message bracelet+exterior channel 2mm Czech. CrystalsSKU:633B0180
Price: $15.00

Single Row Pave Message Bracelet
SKU: 633B0179
Short Description: pave message bracelet+exterior channel 2mm Czech. CrystalsSKU:633B0179
Price: $15.00

Charm Link Bracelet
SKU: 501BL01229
Short Description: CHARM LINK BRACELET SKU:501BL01229
Price: $39.00

Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B0206
Short Description: Flower shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp braceletSKU:667B0206
Price: $27.00
Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B0205
Short Description: Circle shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B0205
Price: $27.00

Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B0202
Short Description: Heart shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B0202
Price: $27.00

Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B068
Short Description: Square shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B068
Price: $27.00

Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B091
Short Description: "X" shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B091
Price: $27.00

Twisted Cable Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B080
Short Description: Cross shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B080
Price: $27.00

Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 667B059
Short Description: Diamond shaped inserts on a twisted cable magnetic clasp bracelet SKU:667B059
Price: $27.00
Jeweled, textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold bangle

SKU: 500B9759
Short Description: textured Satin hinged oval Alloy base wide Bold bangle SKU: 500B9759
Price: $60.00

Multi Link Strand Casting Bracelet

SKU: 657B2981
Short Description: FINE CRYSTAL EMBEDDED BARS ON MULTI LINK STRAND CASTING BRACELET SKU: 657B2981
Price: $42.00

Fine Multi Link Strand Bracelet With Center Oval

SKU: 657B1810
Short Description: FINE MULTI LINK STRAND BRACELET WITH CENTER OVAL SHAPE INSERT EMBEDDED SKU: 657B1810
Price: $28.50

Embedded Dome Bracelet

SKU: 657B0318
Short Description: FINE CRYSTAL EMBEDDED DOME BRACELET CONNECTED WITH MULTILINK STRANDS WITH LOBSTER CLASP SKU: 657B0318
Price: $36.00

Classic 3-Bangle Set

SKU: 657B3411
Short Description: Fine multi-jewels stations Textured Classic 3-bangle Set. SKU: 657B3411
Price: $27.00

Fine textured Satin finish hinged oval bold bangle.

SKU: 500B9403
Short Description: Fine textured Satin finish hinged oval bold bangle. SKU: 500B9403
Price: $45.00
12mm Fossil style Beads with Crystal Pave Skull Stretch Bracelet

**SKU:** 622B0232

**Short Description:** 12mm Fossil style Beads with Crystal Pave Skull Stretch Bracelet SKU:622B0232

**Price:** $22.50

---

Daisies Flower Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B0477.

**Short Description:** Daisies flower bracelet Coated with fine enamel SKU:633B0477

**Price:** $33.00

---

Single Crystal Metal Bracelet

**SKU:** 633B0188A

**Short Description:** Alloy open ended single row metal message bracelet+exterior channel2mm Czech.

**Price:** $12.00

---

Pave Crystal Twisted Cable Bracelet

**SKU:** 667B080.

**Short Description:** 3-pave crystal accents cross inserts in twisted cable bracelet with magnetic closure brass base

**Price:** $27.00

---

Flower Inserts Twisted Cable Bracelet

**SKU:** 667B0206

**Short Description:** 3-pave crystal accents flower inserts in twisted cable bracelet SKU:667B0206

**Price:** $27.00

---

Gold Electroplated Twisted Cable Bracelet

**SKU:** 667B0203

**Short Description:** 3-pave crystal accents oval inserts in twisted cable bracelet with magnetic closure brass base rose

**Price:** $27.00
Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 664B1112
Short Description: ENAMEL COLORED GOLD ELECTROPLATED STRETCH BRACELETS
Price: $24.00

Stackable Bracelets
SKU: 664B0459
Short Description: 5PC SET 2TONE ENAMEL GOLD ELECTROPLATED STACKABLE BRACELETS
Price: $22.50

Faux and Gold Electroplated Trims Bangles
SKU: 617B9024
Short Description: FAUX LEATHER+GOLD ELECTROPLATED TRIMS BANGLES
Price: $15.00

Gold Electroplated Bangle
SKU: 617B4328
Short Description: ENAMEL GOLD ELECTROPLATED BANGLES
Price: $19.50

Faux and Gold Electroplated Trims Bangles
SKU: 617B9024
Short Description: FAUX LEATHER+GOLD ELECTROPLATED TRIMS BANGLES
Price: $15.00

Stretch Wide Bracelet With Pave Crystal Bar
SKU: 622B0039
Short Description: Highly Polished Fashion Stretch Wide Bracelet With Pave Crystal Bar
Price: $48.00

Center Hinged Bangle
SKU: 655B20047
Short Description: Rounded Corners stainless steel wide w/double cubic zirconia buggetts set center hinged Bangle
Price: $57.00
Rounded Corners Stainless Steel Center Hinged Bangle

SKU: 655B20080

Short Description: Rounded Corners stainless steel wide w/cubic zirconia set center hinged Bangle. SKU: 655B20080

Price: $48.00

Facing off round Mother of pearl Stainless steel flexible hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle

SKU: 655B0118

Short Description: 655B0118 - Facing off round Mother of pearl Stainless steel flexible hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle. SKU: 655B0118

Price: $60.00

Fireballs Stations Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 622B0178CNGCR

Short Description: Gold beads w/crystal jeweled fireballs stations stretch bracelet SKU: 622B0178CNGCR

Price: $18.00

Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 622B0169CHCR

Short Description: Jeweled center line Chocolate stretch bracelet SKU: 622B0169CHCR

Price: $19.50

Xoxo Center Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 622B0086GDMIN

Short Description: Glass beads w/crystal jeweled XOXO center stretch bracelet SKU: 622B0086GDMIN

Price: $15.00

Sparkle Crystal Top Bangle

SKU: 655B20008

Short Description: Wide elegant hinged stainless steel Sparkle Crystal top Bangle SKU: 655B20008

Price: $63.00
Hinged Stainless Steel Bangle  
SKU: 655B23  
Short Description: 655B23 - Fine curved cubic zirconia top set hinged Stainless steel Bangle. SKU: 655B23  
Price: $39.00

Hinged Buckle Bangle  
SKU: 655B166  
Short Description: 655B166 - Adjustable in size hinged Buckle bangle, stainless steel. Fits. SKU: 655B166  
Price: $39.00

Fine Cuff Bangle  
SKU: 655B80003  
Short Description: 655B80003 - Facing off Bear in circles Stainless steel flexible hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle. SKU: 655B80003  
Price: $60.00

Facing off Daizy Mother of pearl Stainless steel hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle  
SKU: 655B20089  
Short Description: Facing off Daizy Mother of pearl Stainless steel hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle. SKU: 655B20089  
Price: $36.00

Facing off hearts Mother of pearl Stainless steel Hinged hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle.  
SKU: 655B20088  
Short Description: Facing off hearts Mother of pearl Stainless steel Hinged hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle. SKU: 655B20088  
Price: $36.00

Facing off round Crystal pave Stainless steel flexible hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle.  
SKU: 655B204  
Short Description: Facing off round Crystal pave Stainless steel flexible hi-polished fine Cuff Bangle. SKU: 655B204  
Price: $93.00
Gun Metal Plated Cross Crystal Bracelet
SKU: 622B0166A
Short Description: Stay stylish and rock a fabulous gun metal plated beaded stretch bracelet with a cross bedazzled with ...Read more
Price: $19.50

2MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS OPEN ENDS GOLD ELECTROPLATED ELASTIC BANGLE.
SKU: 637B-10
Short Description: 10 rows, 2mm genuine Czech Crystals Clear Crystals Open Ends Electroplated Elastic Bracelet #16 ...Read more
Price: $135.00

4MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS OPEN ENDS ELASTIC BANGLE.
SKU: 63781410
Short Description: 10 ROWS OF 4MM GENUINE FINE CZECH CRYSTALS OPEN ENDS GOLD ELECTROPLATED ELASTIC BANGLE. ONE SIZE FIT ...Read more
Price: $120.00

Stainless Steel enamel touched teddy bear open bangle
SKU: 655B4017
Short Description: Stainless Steel enamel touched teddy bear open bangle SKU: 655B4017
Price: $27.00

Vinyl Slap Bracelet
SKU: 655B001RDG
Short Description: Vinyl Slap Bracelet w/ High Polished Silver Stainless Steel End Cover &Belt Loop type Holder Fa ...Read more
Price: $42.00

Vinyl Slap Bracelet
SKU: 655B001ORG
Short Description: Vinyl Slap Bracelet w/ High Polished Silver Stainless Steel End Cover &Belt Loop type Holder Fa ...Read more
Price: $42.00
Vinyl Slap Bracelet
SKU: 655B001BK
Short Description: Vinyl Slap Bracelet w/ High Polished Silver Stainless Steel End Cover
Price: $42.00

Cable Stackable Bracelet
SKU: 655B4026
Short Description: Rhodium Electroplated Stainless Steel Cable Stackable Bracelet
Price: $33.00

Double Cable Stackable Bracelet
SKU: 655B3529
Short Description: Rhodium Electroplated Stainless Steel Double Cable Stackable Bracelet
Price: $45.00

Corded Macramae Wrap Bracelet
SKU: 633B1171BLK
Short Description: BLACK CORDED MACRAMAE WRAP BRACELET W/ SILVER BEADS, PAVE'D CRYSTALS AND A LOCKING FINISH
Price: $42.00

Magnetic Clasp Bracelet
SKU: 580B0027
Short Description: 580B0027 - Two tone, two row of gold chains, round center crystals, magnetic clasp bracelet
Price: $51.00

Crystal Pave Medallion Bracelet
SKU: 580b0010
Short Description: Crystal Pave Medallion drop rope chain link bracelet finished with a magnetic clasp for easy wear
Price: $49.50
Toggle Clasp Bracelet

SKU: 580b0014
Short Description: 580B0014 - 3 small squares, with two tone, toggle clasp bracelet SKU: 580B0014
Price: $45.00

Magnetic Clasp Bracelet

SKU: 580b0011
Short Description: 580B0011 - Round silver links pave, magnetic clasp SKU: 580B0011
Price: $60.00

Magnet Clasp Bracelet

SKU: 580b0038
Short Description: 580B0038 - magnet clasp bracelet SKU: 580B0038
Price: $60.00

Magnetic Clasp Bracelet

SKU: 580b0016
Short Description: 580B0016 - 3 squares bracelet, magnetic clasp SKU: 580B0016
Price: $45.00

Stretch Color Bead Bracelet

SKU: 580b0036
Short Description: 580B0036 - 12mm stretch color bead bracelet with pear shaped crystal pave' charms SKU: 580B0036
Price: $27.00
Natural Metal Bracelet

**SKU:** 622B0285BEG

**Short Description:** NATURAL METAL BRACELET W/PAVE

**Price:** $45.00

Gold Tone Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B0020G

**Short Description:**

**Price:** $54.00

Steel Braded Cable Bracelet

**SKU:** 580B503

**Short Description:** Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/three Heart Shape Zirconite Charms SKU:580B503

**Price:** $54.00

Large Crystal Jeweled Bracelet

**SKU:** 622B0101

**Short Description:** Genuine Gray leather w/crystal studed stations and large crystal jeweled center line wrap bracelet ...Read more

**Price:** $42.00

Oval Crystal Leather Bracelet

**SKU:** 622b0119

**Short Description:** LEATHER BRACELET WITH OVAL CRYSTAL N EVIL EYE SKU:622b0119

**Price:** $39.00

Leather beaded wrap bracelet

**SKU:** 610B8695

**Short Description:** Hip leather wrap bracelet features brown acrylic beading all around with button closure SKU:610B8695

**Price:** $36.00
Magnetic Clasp Bracelets

SKU: 646b85x107

Short Description: 2" Cuffs & #160; & #160; Magnetic clasp-Very hi-tech SKU:646b85x107

Price: $33.00

Enameled Long Necklace

SKU: 6105256/42

Short Description: "DAISY" ENAMELED 42" Long Necklace & EARRING SET Gold and Silver Tone. Also available in multi...

Price: $48.00

Braded Cable Bracelet

SKU: 580B509

Short Description: Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/three Round Shape Zirconite Charms

Price: $54.00

Braded Cable Bracelet

SKU: 580B508

Tier Price: Use 1 for $18.00 each and save 67%

Short Description: Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/three Daisy Shape Zirconite Charms

Price: $54.00

Black Leather Bracelet

SKU: 622b0230

Short Description: BLACK LEATHER BRACELET W/FDL CHARM SKU:622b0230

Price: $15.00

Braded Cable Bracelet

SKU: 580B507

Short Description: Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/three Flower Shape Zirconite Charms SKU:580B507

Price: $54.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Flower Multi-Color Bracelet</td>
<td>622B0194</td>
<td>MULTI-COLOR BRACELET THREE STRAND ROUND CRYSTAL FLOWERS</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Braded Cable Bracelet</td>
<td>580B504</td>
<td>Stainless Steel braded Cable bracelet w/three Butterfly Shape Zirconite Charms</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi Color Stones Bangle Set</td>
<td>622B0197</td>
<td>MULT STRAND BANGLE SET WITH MULTI COLOR STONES</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic Diamond Stimulant</td>
<td>622B0223</td>
<td>BRACELET</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral Square Gold Finish Stretch Bracelet</td>
<td>622B0141</td>
<td>Important 7-rows dome graduated coral square cabochons satiny yellow</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Strand Colored Flower Bangles</td>
<td>622B0163</td>
<td>FOUR STRAND COLOR BANGLES WITH FLOWERS</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three row round stretchable square color stone bracelet

SKU: 622B0072
Short Description: Three row round stretchable square color stone bracelet SKU: 622B0072
Price: $75.00

Flower Cabochons And Pearls Bracelet

SKU: 633B3297
Short Description: Bold red and turquoise Flower cabochons Ivory Resin and Pearls open Cuff Bangle SKU: 633B3297
Price: $36.00

Fashion Cubic Stimulant

SKU: 622B0024
Short Description: &#160;BRACELET
Price: $19.50

Fireball Bracelet

SKU: 623B3526
Short Description: 12mm fireball bracelet SKU: 623B3526
Price: $75.00

Green Eyes Crystals Bangle

SKU: 623b3607
Short Description: Green eyes Cougar Pave Clear Crystals hinged Cuff gold electroplate Bangle SKU: 623b3607
Price: $69.00

Cuff Fashion Bangle

SKU: 580B1526
Short Description: Black Tone Black Crystals Half Pave Spring Cuff Fashion Bangle Size: L: 2 5/8 & #160;inch #160;H: 1 ...Read more
Price: $39.00
Leather Like Band Bracelets
SKU: 646B85X101
Short Description: Leather-like band and square acrylic crystals with heart shaped fold-through lock SKU: 646B85X1
Price: $24.00

Acrylic Fire Ball Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 646B95X103
Short Description: 12mm Acrylic fire Ball Stretch Bracelet SKU:646B95X103
Price: $18.00

Three Set Crystal Bangles
SKU: 610B8544X3
Short Description: THREE SET 2MM CRYSTAL BANGLES SKU:610B8544X3
Price: $30.00

Two Row String Bracelet
SKU: 622B0216
Short Description: TWO ROW ROUNDS IN BETWEEN STRING BRACELET SKU:622B0216
Price: $22.50

Hinge Dome Crystal Bangle
SKU: 62382600
Short Description: 623B-2600 Large rhodium and Pave "Bee Hive" style settings Clear Crystal hinged dome Fashion Bangle SKU:623B-2600
Price: $87.00

Crystals Hinged Dome Bangle
SKU: 623B3683
Short Description: 623b-3683 Rhodium and Pave "Bee Hive" style settings Clear Crystal hinged dome Fashion Bangle SKU:623B3683
Price: $57.00
Steel Braided Cable Bracelet
SKU: 580B500
Short Description: Stainless Steel braided Cable bracelet with three X Shape Zirconite Charms SKU: 580B500
Price: $54.00

2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open Ends Gold Electroplated Elastic Bangle (2 1/8" width). One size fits most!
SKU: 637B0014
Short Description: 2mm genuine Czech Crystals Open Ends Gold Electroplated Elastic Bangle (21/8" width). One size fits most!
Price: $13.50

Gold Cuff Bangle
SKU: 624B0761
Short Description: BOLD AND ELEGANT BLACK RESIN HINGED MAGNETIC GOLD CUFFBANGLE
Price: $66.00

Four Rows Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622B0021
Short Description: 622B-0021 - FOUR ROWS CLEAR BAGUETTES TILES AND SILVER BEADS STRETCH BRACELET SKU: 622B0021
Price: $57.00

Five Rows Gold Beads Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622B0139
Short Description: 622B-0139 - FIVE ROWS SQUARE CABOCHON TILES AND GOLD BEADS STRETCH BRACELET SKU: 622B0139
Price: $45.00

Multi Colour Square Bracelet
SKU: 610B1234
Short Description: Multi Colour Square Bracelet
Price: $36.00
Gold Stackable Bangle Bracelet

SKU: 622B0102

Short Description: Style1 (font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: x-small; text-align: center;)

Price: $36.00

Substantial 5-Row shifted large and small square shape crystal embedded stretch bracelet

SKU: 622B0199

Short Description: Substantial 5-Rows (2/12"H x 31/2"W) of large square crystals stretch bracelet SKU: 622B0199

Price: $72.00

Zirconia Set Bracelet

SKU: CorsetBracelet

Short Description: Three panels (2-5/8"W) of Fine Pave Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set Gold Plating on Sterling Silver. SKU: 622B0199

Price: $750.00

Five Row Gold Plating Bracelet

SKU: 622B0202

Short Description: FIVE ROW GOLD PLATING STRETCH BRACELET SKU: 622B0202

Price: $45.00

Square Crystal Stones Fashion Bangles

SKU: 622B0166

Short Description: FOUR SET FASHION BANGLES WITH SQUARE INSERTS CENTER CRYSTAL STONES SKU: 622B0166

Price: $27.00

Round Crystal Stones Fashion Bangles

SKU: 622B0165

Short Description: FOUR SET FASHION BANGLES WITH ROUND CRYSTAL STONES SKU: 622B0165

Price: $27.00
Beads Stretch Bracelet
SKU: BONE12CZ
Short Description: NATURAL BONE 12MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 1 CUBIC ZIRCONIA FIREBALL & 160 AVAILABLE IN WHITE ORTE
Price: $84.00

Five Set Fashion Bangles With Peridot Crystal Stones
SKU: 622B0150
Short Description: FIVE SET FASHION BANGLES TWO TONE PLATED WITH PERIDOT CRYSTAL STONES
Price: $21.00

Pave Crystal Fashion Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622B0070G
Short Description: FASHION STRETCH BRACELET WITH PAVE CRYSTAL BAR ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK DIAMOND SILVER MATT GOLD MATT SIL
Price: $48.00

Multirow Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 631B32
Short Description: MULTIROW STRETCH BRACELET STORE name: Vionnet Boutique Available at: www.vionnetboutique.com SKU: 631B3
Price: $51.00

Fire Ball Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 61088
Short Description: 8mm gold stone with fire Ball Stretch Bracelet SKU: 61088
Price: $18.00

5 Row Clear Crystals Stretch Bracelet
SKU: 622b0147
Short Description: style1 { font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: x-small; } style2 { text-align: center; } ...Read more
Price: $45.00
Multirow Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 631B16G

Short Description: INTERLOCK MULTIROW STRETCH BRACELET SKU: 631B16G

Price: $87.00

Satin Oxidized Wide Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 622b0134

Short Description: .style1 { font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: x-small; }.style2 { text-align: center; ...Read more

Price: $54.00

Beads Stretch Bracelet

SKU: BONE12X4

Short Description: NATURAL BONE 12MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 4 FIREBALLS AVAILABLE IN WHITE OR TEA COLO...Read more

Price: $54.00

Multirow Stretch Bracelet

SKU: 631B160G

Short Description: 16mm MULTIROW STRETCH BRACELET SKU: 631B160G

Price: $45.00

Beads Stretch Bracelet

SKU: BWOODX4

Short Description: NATURAL WOOD 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 4 SILVER FIREBALLS AVAILABLE IN: BLACK, NATURAL, AND WI...Read more

Price: $36.00

Beads Stretch Bracelet

SKU: BOSEX1TEA

Short Description: NATURAL BONE TEA TONE 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 1 FIREBALL AVAILABLE IN WHITE OR TEA COLO...Read more

Price: $21.00
Beads Stretch Bracelets

**SKU:** BWOODX3B

**Short Description:** A SET OF 3 WOOD 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELETS WITH FIREBALLS: 1 WHITE WITH 1 FIREBALL 1 NAT

**Price:** $72.00

---

Beads Stretch Bracelet

**SKU:** BONEX1W

**Short Description:** NATURAL BONE 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 1 FIREBALL AVAILABLE IN WHITE OR TEA COLOR

**Price:** $21.00

---

Beads Stretch Bracelets

**SKU:** BWOODX3A

**Short Description:** A SET OF 3 WOOD 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELETS WITH FIREBALLS: 1 WHITE WITH 1 FIREBALL 1 NAT

**Price:** $72.00

---

Beads Stretch Bracelet

**SKU:** BWOODX1

**Short Description:** NATURAL WOOD 10MM BEADS STRETCH BRACELET WITH 1 SILVER FIREBALL AVAILABLE IN: BLACK, NATURAL, AND WHITE

**Price:** $15.00

---

Genuine leather wrap wristband bracelet featuring a brushed satin plated centered loop hole 688B4241

**SKU:** 688B-4241

**Short Description:** Genuine leather wrap wristband featuring a brushed satin plated centered loop hole that comes with a semi precious stone and a silver charm

**Price:** $45.00

---

Thin open cuff bangle with elongated clover ends 681B-5650

**SKU:** 681B-5650

**Short Description:** Thin open cuff bracelet electroplated in gold, finished with a textured halo frame around a semi-precious stone

**Price:** $30.00
Thin Satin Gold Cuff Bangles with Round Stone Ends 681B5688

SKU: 681B-5688
Short Description: Thin satin gold crafted open cuff bracelet featuring two round gemstones at the opening encircled by... Read more
Price: $36.00

Curved Satin Chain Link Bracelet 681B5703

SKU: 681B-5703
Short Description: Curved Gold Satin brushed Round Links toggle bracelet featuring a centered Rhodium Plated Curved Sta... Read more
Price: $42.00

X Opened Cuff Bracelet 629B-3796

SKU: 629B-3796
Short Description: Trendy Large X Shaped infinity Crystal pave elastic open cuff bracelet. SKU 629B-3796
Price: $24.00

Queen Elizabeth II Coin Bracelet 500B8649

SKU: 500B-8649
Short Description: Classic all-around Queen Elizabeth II Coin Bracelet polished in gold with amagnetic closure 500B8649... Read more
Price: $66.00

Gold Toned Pearl Bracelet with Two Tone Coin Stations

SKU: 500B2805
Short Description: Gold toned pearl Bracelet with Two Tone Coin Stations. Toggle clasp.
Price: $60.00

Gold and Silver Toned Double Link Chain Bracelet with Briolette Cut Black Center Stone

SKU: 500B22887
Short Description: Gold and Silver Toned double Link Chain Bracelet with Briolette Cut Black Center Stone. Magnetic clasp... Read more
Price: $69.00
Textured Bracelet with 3 paved square stations 500B2697
SKU: 500B2697
Short Description: Textured Bracelet with 3 paved square stations
Price: $75.00

Fine Bracelet with Paved Crystal Bar Stainless Steel 655B1203
SKU: 655B1203
Short Description: Fine Bracelet with Paved Crystal Bar Stainless Steel 655B1203
Price: $60.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498
SKU: 696B4498
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Cuff Bracelet 696B4498
Price: $78.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358w
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Pearl Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358
SKU: 696B4358r
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Red Coral Bracelet 696B4358
Price: $45.00

Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turquise and White Pearl Bracelet 696B4357
SKU: 696B4357
Short Description: Boho with a Modern Twist Braded Leather Jeweled Turquise and White Pearl Bracelet 696B4357
Price: $54.00
**Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455**

**SKU:** 696B4455

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet with Three Jeweled Pearls 696B4455

**Price:** $72.00

**Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497**

**SKU:** 696B4497

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Jeweled Turquoise Ring 696B4497

**Price:** $78.00

**Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358**

**SKU:** 696B4358b

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Bracelet 696B4358

**Price:** $45.00

**Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289**

**SKU:** 696B4289

**Short Description:** Boho with a Modern Twist Protecting Hand Beaded Bracelet 696B4289

**Price:** $27.00

**Elegant Wide Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82490**

**SKU:** 629B82490

**Short Description:** Elegant Wide Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82490

**Price:** $90.00

**Charming Cuff Bracelet Paved 629B82747**

**SKU:** 629B82747

**Short Description:** Charming Cuff Bracelet Paved 629B82747

**Price:** $37.50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elegant Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82489CR</td>
<td>629B82489CR</td>
<td>Elegant Sparkling Cuff Bracelet Paved with Crystals 629B82489CR</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Line Infinity Crystal Pave Elastic Opened Cuff Bracelet 629B3797</td>
<td>629B3797</td>
<td>Trendy large 3 line Shaped infinity crystal pave elastic open cuff bracelet 629B3797</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exaggerated 9 Layer Wrap Bracelet Magnetic Clasp High Quality 18K GoldStrand Braid Genuine Leather CharmBracelet for Men Women 701B149503</td>
<td>701B149503</td>
<td>Exaggerated 9 layer wrap bracelet magnetic clasp high quality 18K goldstrand braid genuine leather</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Flower Design Ring**
SKU: 610R8339
Short Description: 610R8339 Open Faced Flower Design Ring SKU: 610R8339
Price: Regular Price: $24.00, Special Price: $16.80

**Black Diamond Crystal Pave Jumbo Dome Stretch Ring**
SKU: 622R0154bd
Short Description: over-sized dome pave crystals ring SKU: 622R0154
Price: Regular Price: $36.00, Special Price: $25.20

**Oval Bars Ring**
SKU: 622R116
Short Description: RING W/ PAVE OVAL BARS IN GOLD SKU: 622R116
Price: Regular Price: $30.00, Special Price: $21.00

**Stretchable Oxidize Pave Panther Wrap Ring**
SKU: 622R0146
Short Description: Stretchable Oxidize Panther Wrap Ring SKU: 622R0146
Price: Regular Price: $21.00, Special Price: $14.70

**Coral Crystals Ring**
SKU: 622R0010
Short Description: Dome shaped coral crystals ring SKU: 622R0010
Price: Regular Price: $36.00, Special Price: $25.20
Crystal Lines Ring

SKU: 622R0051

Short Description: crystal lines ring, one size fits all SKU: 622R0051

Price: Regular Price: $18.00, Special Price: $12.60

Antique tone Ring

SKU: 622R0094

Short Description: Antique tone Ring SKU: 622R0094

Price: Regular Price: $18.00, Special Price: $12.60

Crystal Ring

SKU: 622R0140

Short Description: 'Gator' Crystal Ring SKU: 622R0140

Price: Regular Price: $24.00, Special Price: $16.80

Black Crystals Goldtone Ring

SKU: 622R0083

Short Description: Round Black Crystals Goldtone Ring SKU: 622R0083

Price: Regular Price: $37.50, Special Price: $26.25

Clear Crystals Goldtone Ring

SKU: 622R0052

Short Description: Clear Crystals Goldtone Ring SKU: 622R0052

Price: Regular Price: $21.00, Special Price: $14.70

Flower Ring

SKU: 622R0037

Short Description: FLOWER RING SKU: 622R0037

Price: Regular Price: $24.00, Special Price: $16.80
Pave Bar Ring

**SKU:** 622R0020

**Short Description:** RING WITH PAVE BAR SKU:622R0020

**Price:** Regular Price:$21.00, Special Price: $14.70

---

Stretchable 2-Row Disc Ring with crystal stone embedded centers

**SKU:** 622R0028

**Short Description:** Stretchable 2-Row Disc Ring with crystal stone embedded centers SKU:622R0028

**Price:** Regular Price:$18.00, Special Price: $12.60

---

Diamond Fashion Ring

**SKU:** 610R7624

**Short Description:** BLACK DIAMOND FASHION RING ONE SIZE FIT ALL SKU:610R7624

**Price:** Regular Price:$27.00, Special Price: $18.90
**Couture large Curved links Zirconite Necklace**

**SKU:** 582N13386R  
**Short Description:** Couture large Curved links Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia pave set Rhodium Electroplated.  
**Price:** $1,080.00

---

**Couture Important Graduated Pear Zirconite Necklace**

**SKU:** ITN800R  
**Short Description:** Couture Graduated Pear Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Sterling Silver Rhodium Electroplated.  
**Price:** $495.00

---

**Round Zirconite Set Rhodium Necklace**

**SKU:** 602N5002R  
**Short Description:** Round Zirconite set Sterling Silver Rhodium Electroplated tennis Necklace.  
**Price:** $285.00

---

**Graduate Round Necklace**

**SKU:** S41N581  
**Short Description:** Graduate Round Cz Necklace With Clear Pear Cz Drop In Rhodium  
**Price:** $360.00

---

**Couture cluster all around Zirconite Necklace**

**SKU:** 603N100R  
**Short Description:** Couture cluster all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated set (earrings).  
**Price:** $450.00

---

**Graduated round bezeled Zirconite Tennis Necklace**

**SKU:** AN2117R  
**Short Description:** Graduated round bezeled Zirconite Tennis Necklace Cubic zirconia set Sterling Silver Rhodium Electroplated.  
**Price:** $330.00
Couture Graduated Zirconite Necklace Set
SKU: 665S0214
Short Description: Couture Graduated Zirconite Necklace
Set multi-drop Cubic zirconia pave set Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $330.00

Couture cluster graduated all around Zirconite Necklace
SKU: 665S8012
Short Description: Couture cluster graduated all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $435.00

Classic Tennis Necklace Round Zirconite
SKU: 602N50002
Short Description: Classic Tennis Necklace Round Zirconite Cubic zirconia 4-prongs set Sterling Silver Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $330.00

Couture Cushion squares graduated all around Zirconite Necklace
SKU: 665S8017
Short Description: Couture Cushion squares graduated all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $333.00

Couture Multishaped Lariat all around Zirconite Necklace
SKU: 665S8018
Short Description: Couture Multishaped Lariat all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $330.00

Couture all around Zirconite Lariat Necklace
SKU: 665S404
Short Description: Couture all around Zirconite Lariat Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated and earrings
Price: $360.00
Couture Pear&Oval graduated Zirconite Lariat Necklace

SKU: 665S8003

Short Description: Couture Pear&Oval graduated Zirconite Lariat Necklace all around Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated

Price: $240.00

Couture cluster graduated all around Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 665S8007

Short Description: Couture cluster graduated all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated and

Price: $360.00

Couture large Pear center graduated all around Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 665S8025

Short Description: Couture large Pear center graduated all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated

Price: $420.00

Couture double fold Pav'e Center Lariat all around Zirconite necklace

SKU: 665S8027

Short Description: Couture double fold Pav'e Center Lariat all around Zirconite necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated

Price: $240.00

Couture Cluster graduaded all around Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 665S8023

Short Description: Couture Cluster graduaded all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplated

Price: $360.00

Couture Graduated Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 628N5316

Short Description: Couture Graduated Zirconite Necklace all around Round Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated SKU: 628N5316

Price: $180.00
Couture cluster Pastel flowers all around Zirconite Necklace
SKU: 603N112
Short Description: Couture cluster Pastel flowers all around Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplate
Price: $450.00

Raining Diamonds Couture V shaped cluster Zirconite necklace
SKU: 638S00601
Short Description: Raining Diamonds Couture V shaped cluster Zirconite necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium Electroplate
Price: $300.00

Couture multi-shape Halo Zirconite set Lariat Necklace
SKU: 638S00607
Short Description: Couture multi-shape Halo Zirconite set Lariat Necklace all around Cubic Zirconia Rhodium Electro-plat
Price: $435.00

Couture large Oval center drop w/all around double row Zirconite Necklace
SKU: 665S8002.
Short Description: Couture large Oval center drop w/all around double row Zirconite Necklace Cubic zirconia set Rhodium
Price: $450.00

Long sterling silver flower station necklace touched with 2mm round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia stones
SKU: 501N11255
Short Description: Long sterling silver flower station necklace touched with 2mm round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia stones
Price: $264.00

Couture cluster Necklace all around Zirconite
SKU: AN2161
Short Description: Couture cluster Necklace all around Fall colors Zirconite Cubic zirconia set Sterling Silver Rhodium
Price: $420.00
Couture Oval center Halo Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 628N200089
Short Description: Couture Oval center Halo Zirconite Necklace Graduated all around Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $225.00

Couture Cushion Square Halo center Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 628N200087
Short Description: Couture Cushion Square Halo center Zirconite Necklace Graduated all around Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $270.00

Couture Vintage Oval Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 628N5161
Short Description: Couture Vintage Oval Zirconite Necklace Graduated all around Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated
Price: $324.00

Couture ZIRCONITE LINKS OF "BONDAGE"

SKU: 501N0w092BK
Short Description: Couture ZIRCONITE LINKS OF "BONDAGE" Substantial and fully setw/Zirconite Cubic zirconia pav'eGun
Price: $2,280.00
Black Pear Shell Based Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Zirconite Set

SKU: STN4

Short Description: STN4 BLACK PEAR SHELL BASED MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLINGSILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA

Price: $225.00

12MM Dyed Baby Pink Shell, Mother Of Pearl (Mop) Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set

SKU: 5S1N12BPKCZ

Short Description: 5S1N12BPKCZ 12MM DYED BABY PINK SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE

Price: $255.00

16MM Gray Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set

SKU: MOPN16GR

Short Description: MOPN16GR 16MM GRAY SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE

Price: $285.00

12MM Black Shell Based Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Zirconite Set

SKU: MOPN12BK

Short Description: MOPN12BK BLACK 12MM SHELL BASED MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLING SILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA

Price: $225.00

12MM Greenturquoise Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set

SKU: 5S1N12GTQCZ

Short Description: 5S1N12GTQCZ 12MM GREENTURQUEISE, STERLING SILVERRUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET

Price: $255.00
10MM White Shell Mother Of Pear Large Knot In SS And Zirconite Set
SKU: 605N7664
Short Description: 605N7664 10MM WHITE SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLINGSILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SETCLASP LA
Price: $285.00

12MM Faceted Gold Stone Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set
SKU: 543N12GSTCZ
Short Description: 543N12GSTCZ - 12MM FACETED GOLD-STONE, STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA
Price: $255.00

Fashion Jewelry Cubic Zirconia And Diamond Stimulant
SKU: MOPN12GDCZ
Short Description: MOPN12GDCZ 12MM GOLD SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLINGSILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA SKU
Price: $255.00

12MM Faceted Porcelain Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set
SKU: 543N12PORCCZ
Short Description: 543N12PORCCZ 12MM FACETED PORCELAIN, STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA SKU
Price: $255.00

12MM White Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set
SKU: MOPN12WCZ
Short Description: MOPN12WCZ 12MM WHITE SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA SKU
Price: $255.00

12MM Black Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Rundels And Zirconite Set
SKU: MOPN12BKCZ
Short Description: MOPN12BKCZ 12MM BLACK SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA SKU
Price: $255.00
Silver Zirconite Set
SKU: MOPN12PK
Short Description: MOPN12PK  12MM PINK SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP), STERLINGSILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE INU...Read more
Price: $225.00

Fashion Jewelry Cubic Zirconia And Diamond Stimulant
SKU: 551N12TECZ
Short Description: 551N12TECZ 12MM TIGER-EYE STERLING SILVER RUNDELS ANDZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USASKU:551N12TECZ
Price: $255.00

Diamond Stimulant
SKU: 551N30BABYPK
Short Description: 551N30BABYPK 10MM-2-RAW SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP) BABYPINK WITH STERLING SILVER RUNDELESAN ...Read more
Price: $285.00

Sterling Silver Rundels and Zirconite Set
SKU: 543N12ONXCZ
Short Description: 543N12ONXCZ 12MM FACETED ONYX, STERLING SILVER RUNDELS ANDZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USASKU ...Read more
Price: $255.00

12MM Multi Bronze Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Sterling Silver Zirconite Set
SKU: MOPN12MI
Short Description: MOPN12MI 12MM MULTI-BRONZE SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL (MOP),STERLING SILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASPMADE IN ...Read more
Price: $225.00

Rundels and Zirconite Set
SKU: 543N12WFSCZ
Short Description: 543N12WFSCZ 12MM FACETED WHITE FOSSIL SHELL, STERLING SILVERRUNDELS AND ZIRCONITE SET CLASPM ...Read more
Price: $255.00
10MM 2-Raws Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Multi Dark With Sterling Silver Rundles And Crystals Lock
SKU: 551N30MLT
Short Description: S51N30MLT 10MM-2-RAWS SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP) MULTI-DARK WITH STERLING SILVER RUNDLES AND CRYSTALS
Price: $270.00

12MM Glass Pearls With Crystal Clasp
SKU: GLSN12W
Short Description: GLSN12W WHITE 12MM GLASS PEARLS WITH CRYSTAL CLASP & #160; SKU: GLSN12W
Price: $60.00

Sterling Zirconite Set
SKU: 551N12CRYSTAL
Short Description: 551N12CRYSTAL - 12MM FACETED CRYSTALS, STERLING SILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP MADE IN USA SKU: 551N12CRY
Price: $195.00

10MM Shell Mother Of Pearl Mop Multi Light With Sterling Silver Rundles And Crystals Lock
SKU: 551N30
Short Description: S51N30 10MM-2-RAWS SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP) MULTI-LIGHT WITH STERLING SILVER RUNDLES AND CRYSTALS
Price: $285.00

12MM Gray Glass Pearls With Crystal Clasp
SKU: GLSN12
Short Description: GLSN12 GRAY 12MM GLASS PEARLS WITH CRYSTAL CLASP SKU: GLSN12
Price: $60.00

Rundels and Zirconite Set
SKU: MOPN12TQCZ
Short Description: MOPN12TQCZ & #160; 14MM TURQUISE COATED SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP), STERLING SILVER RUNDELS AND ZIRC
Price: $255.00
**Jewelry Cubic Stimulant**

**SKU:** MOPN12MD

**Tier Price:** Use 1 for $75.00 each and save 67%

**Short Description:** MOPN12MD - MULTI-DARK 12MM SHELL BASED MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP),STERLING SILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP...Read more

**Price:** $225.00

---

**Cubic Stimulant**

**SKU:** MOPNGRDW

**Short Description:** MOPNGRDW - WHITE GRADUATING SHELL BASED MOTHER OF PEARL(MOP),STERLING SILVER ZIRCONITE SET CLASP...Read more

**Price:** $225.00
Door Knocker shaped Cubic zirconia pave earrings
SKU: 659E09433
Short Description: Door Knocker shaped Cubic zirconia pave earrings adorned with flower designs.
Cubic zirconia Couture Pendant ...Read more
Price: $96.00

Important Couture Post Earring with Pear centered Zirconite Sapphire
SKU: STE-9338SR
Short Description: Important Couture Post Earring with Pear centered Zirconite Sapphire - Electroplated Rhodium finished.
Price: $105.00

Two tier Classic Cluster Couture Zirconite Post earrings two brilliant Oval center stones
SKU: STE-3452
Short Description: Two tier Classic Cluster Couture Zirconite Post earrings two brilliant Oval center stones, finished in electroplated Rhodium.
Price: $150.00

Classic vintage Style Couture Zirconite Post Cluster Earrings finished in electroplated Rhodium
SKU: STE-9863
Short Description: Classic vintage Style Couture Zirconite Post Cluster Earrings finished in electroplated Rhodium.
Price: $111.00

Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Sapphire, Pear Drop Post Earrings, Finished in electroplated Rhodium
SKU: STE3511SR
Short Description: Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Sapphire, Pear Drop Post Earrings, Finished in electroplated Rhodium.
Price: $123.00

Couture Vintage inspired Chandelier Post earrings with Clear Zirconite Pear drop, finished in electroplated Rhodium
SKU: STE-3365
Short Description: Couture Vintage inspired Chandelier Post earrings with Clear Zirconite Pear drop, finished in electroplated Rhodium.
Price: $120.00
Couture vintage inspired chandelier Post earrings with a dangling pave fireball drop
SKU: STE-2737
Short Description: Couture vintage inspired chandelier Post earrings with a dangling pave fireball drop in the center, ...Read more
Price: $141.00

Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Marquise & Rounds "Door knocker" Post Earrings
SKU: STE-9788
Short Description: Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Marquise & Rounds "Door knocker" Post Earrings, finished in electroplated Rhodium-Electroplating ...Read more
Price: $120.00

Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Oval Drop Post Earrings
SKU: STE-9195
Short Description: Elegant Style Couture Zirconite Oval Drop Post Earrings, finished in electroplated Rhodium-Electroplating ...Read more
Price: $102.00

10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings SKU: 501E-L03871
SKU: 501E-L03871
Short Description: 10CT TW (11mm) Zirconite Cubic Zirconia set in a Fine Wire Bezel setting Lever-back earrings ...Read more
Price: $39.00

Fashion Hoop Earrings
SKU: 501E1122048
Short Description: 48MM PAVE CZ FASHION HOOP EARRINGS SKU: 501E1122048
Price: $165.00

Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings
SKU: 659E2803
Short Description: Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings Pear (4CT) Settings framed in Zirconite Pear & Marquise ...Read more
Price: $186.00
Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings

SKU: 659E10091

**Short Description:** Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings (Top 4CT. Bottom 5CT.) Oval (8CT.) Settings  
**Price:** $120.00

Large Brilliant Couture Post Earrings, Rectangular Emerald shapes

SKU: 659E3563

**Short Description:** Large Brilliant Couture Post Earrings, Rectangular Emerald shapes (Top 6CT. Bottom 12CT.) w/Halo Se  
**Price:** $198.00

Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings facing Pear shapes

SKU: 659E6325

**Short Description:** Large Brilliant Couture Post/French Clip Earrings facing Pear shapes (Top 5CT. Bottom 12CT.) Halo Se  
**Price:** $150.00

Couture Double Oval centers drop Halo Zirconite Post Earrings

SKU: 628E62230

**Short Description:** Couture Double Oval centers drop Halo Zirconite Post Earrings Cubic zirconiaRhodium Electroplated.  
**Price:** $84.00

Classic Couture Tear Drop Post earrings

SKU: 628E5774

**Short Description:** Classic Couture Tear Drop Post earrings  
**Price:** $60.00

Couture Square Halo center Zirconite Chandlier Post Earrings

SKU: 628E200758

**Short Description:** Couture Square Halo center Zirconite Chandlier Post Earrings Cubic zirconiaRhodium Electroplated.  
**Price:** $90.00
Oval Halo center drop Zirconite Post Earrings

SKU: 628E200089
Short Description: Oval Halo center drop Zirconite Post Earrings Cubic zirconia Rhodium Electroplated SKU:628E200089
Price: $54.00

Tear drop Pav'e Zirconite set Post earrings

SKU: 628E5664
Short Description: Tear drop Pav'e Zirconite set Post earrings Cubic zirconia w/Oval center Rhodium Electroplated SKU:628E5664
Price: $45.00

Flower Two Oval Earring

SKU: 529E0450
Short Description: Flower Cz Earring With Two Oval Shape Center Cz'S In Rhodium SKU:529E0450
Price: $243.00

Omega Pear Earring

SKU: EP-615-581
Short Description: Omega Pear Cz Earring With Tear Drop In Rhodium SKU:EP-615-581
Price: $300.00

Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design

SKU: STE3515
Short Description: Earrings with Pear Shape Dangle and Humming Bird Design
Price: $105.00
Silver Gray Oval Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: EP575
Short Description: STERLING SILVER POST 7&5MM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 15X12MM SILVER GRAY OVAL SHELL MOP PEARLS MADE ...
Price: $123.00

14Mm Gold Important Sterling Silver Omega Clip/Post Top Triangle Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: EP597
Short Description: IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER OMEGA CLIP/POST 7X7 TOP TRIANGLE ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 14MM GOLD SHELL MO ...
Price: $165.00

Important Sterling Silver Omega/Clip/Post 4Mm Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: EP574
Short Description: IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER OMEGA/CLIP/POST 4MM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 10MM TURQUISE SHELL MOP PEARLS ...
Price: $195.00

14Mm Pink Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: EP509
Short Description: IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER OMEGA CLIP/POST 6MM TOP ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 14MM PINK SHELL MOP PEARLS ...
Price: $192.00

Important Clip/Post Cris-Cros Verticals Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: BS82E3307
Short Description: IMPORTANT CLIP/POST CRIS-CROS VERTICALS ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 14MM BLACK SHELL MOP PEARLS SKU: BS82E ...
Price: $165.00

Sterling Silver French Clip/Post Marquies Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: AE1668
Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH CLIP/POST MARQUES ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM SILVER GRAY SHELL MOP PEARLS ...
Price: $90.00
12MM Black Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings AE1667

SKU: AE1667

Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH CLIP/POST SIDE CLUSTER ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM BLACK SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: AE1667

Price: $90.00

Sterling Silver French Clip/Post Waved Baguettes Zirconite Set Earrings AE1335

SKU: AE1335

Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH CLIP/POST WAVED BAGUETTES ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM PINK SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: AE1335

Price: $210.00

French Clip/Post Side Cluster Zirconite Set Earrings 638E1127

SKU: 638E1127

Short Description: FRENCH CLIP/POST SIDE CLUSTER ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM WHITE SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: 638E1127

Price: $45.00

12X10 Pear White Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings 638E00818

SKU: 638E00818

Short Description: POST TOP CLUSTER ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12X10 PEAR WHITE SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: 638E00818

Price: $45.00

12MM White Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings 638E00710

SKU: 638E00710

Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH CLIP/POST SIDE CLUSTER ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM WHITE SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: 638E00710

Price: $57.00

Important Sterling Silver French Clip/Post Double Spiro Zirconite Set Earrings 621E102

SKU: 621E102

Short Description: IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER FRENCH CLIP/POST DOUBLE SPIRO ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM BLACK SHELL MOP PEARLSSKU: 621E102

Price: $135.00
Important Sterling Silver French/Clip/Post Cluster Top/Bottom Zirconite Set Earrings
SKU: AE1276
Short Description: IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER FRENCH/CLIP/POST CLUSTER TOP/BOTTOM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 15X12MM SILVER
Price: $195.00

French Clip/Post Large Flower Black Rhodium Pave
SKU: 501E0W247
Short Description: FRENCH CLIP/POST LARGE FLOWER BLACK RHODIUM PAVE’ ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 14MM WHITE SHELL MOP PEARLS
Price: $180.00

Sterling Silver French/Clip/Post Marquise Zirconite Set Earrings
SKU: 605E7714
Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH/CLIP/POST MARQUISE ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM TURQUISE SHELL MOP PEARLS
Price: $117.00

Sterling Silver 7&5Mm Zirconite Set Earrings
SKU: EP575TQF
Short Description: STERLING SILVER POST 7&5MM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 22X14MM FLAT TURQUISE MADE IN USA SKU: EP575TQF
Price: $153.00

Sterling Silver Wire Hook 3Mm Zirconite
SKU: TE422703MM
Short Description: STERLING SILVER WIRE HOOK 3MM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 15X12MM TURQUISE OVAL SHELL MOP PEARLS MADE IN
Price: $103.00

12Mm Gold Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings
SKU: STE23012MM
Short Description: STERLING SILVER FRENCH/CLIP/POST ROUND & BAGUETTE ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM GOLD SHELL MOP PEARLS
Price: $96.00
10mm Round Pearl in S/S
SKU: 501E21505
Short Description: E/R MQ+CZ'S 10MM ROUND PEARL IN S/SPEARL EARRINGS AVAILABLE IN BLACK,PINK,GRAY, WHITE, PINKCORAL...
Price: $45.00

Sterling Silver Casual Wire Hook Zirconite Set
SKU: 546E221
Short Description: 546E221 STERLING SILVER CASUAL WIRE HOOK ZIRCONITE SET 14MMWHITE SHELL (MOP) PEARLS MADE IN USA SKU...
Price: $63.00

12MM Black Shell (Mop) Pearls And Omega Clipe/Post Zirconite Pav' Set Earrings
SKU: 546E220
Short Description: E/R POST PAVE TOP ROUND C2+14MM MOP DROP IN S/S SKU:546E220...
Price: $207.00

Important Sterling Silver Post Cluster Zirconite Set Earrings
SKU: 546E702
Short Description: 546E-702 IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER POST CLUSTER ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS WHITE OVAL SHELL (MOP)PEARLS...
Price: $195.00

Bezel Post Earring with Pearl
SKU: EP576
Short Description: BEZEL POST EARRING WITH PEARLPEARL EARRINGS AVAILABLE IN BLACK, PINK,GRAY,WHITE, PINK CORAL, RED C...
Price: $87.00

Oval Turquoise Shell Mop Pearls Earrings
SKU: 509E20476MM
Short Description: 509E20476MM STERLING SILVER POST ZIRCONITE SET 6MM BEZEL DROPSEARRINGS OVAL TURQUOISE SHELL MOPPEAR...
Price: $78.00
Sterling Silver Post Zirconite Set Circular Form Earrings

SKU: 501E28528

Short Description: 501E28528 STERLING SILVER POST ZIRCONITE SET CIRCULAR FORM EARRINGS

10MM BLACK SHELL MOP PEARLS
SKU: 501E28528

Price: $240.00

Oval Gold Shell Mop Pearls Bezel Drops Earrings

SKU: 546E509

Short Description: 546E509 IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER POST ZIRCONITE SET 6MM BEZEL DROPS EARRINGS OVAL GOLD SHELL MOP

SKU: 546E509

Price: $165.00

Sterling Silver Post Zirconite Set

SKU: 501E10922CC

Short Description: 501E10922CC STERLING SILVER POST ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS PEARCHOCOLADE COATED SHELL MOP PEARLS SKU: 501E10922CC

Price: $60.00

Sterling Silver 1/2 Circle Zirconite Set

SKU: 546E220'

Short Description: 546E220' IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER 1/2 CIRCLE ZIRCONITE PAVE' SET EARRINGS 14MM GOLD SHELL (MOP) PEARLS

SKU: 546E220'

Price: $225.00

Oval Chocolade Shell (Mop) Pearls Zirconite Pav'E Set Earrings

SKU: 546E217

Short Description: 546E217 IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER DOUBLE 1/2 CIRCLE ZIRCONITE PAVE' SET EARRINGS OVAL CHOCOLADE SHELL

SKU: 546E217

Price: $195.00

12MM Turquoise Coated Shell Mop Pearls Zirconite Set Earrings

SKU: 501E10918

Short Description: 501E10918 STERLING SILVER POST ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 12MM TURQUOISE COATED SHELL MOP PEARLS SKU: 501E10918

Price: $87.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>546E216</td>
<td>Sterling Silver 6MM Bezel Wire Post Zirconite Set Earrings</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546E14X11</td>
<td>Sterling Silver Vermeil Tiny Hoop Zirconite Set Fw Genuine Drops Earrings</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501E5517</td>
<td>Sterling Silver Lever Back Fleur De Lis Zirconite Set</td>
<td>$66.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>582E1202</td>
<td>Multicolor/Shape Cz Earring+Pearl Drop in S/S</td>
<td>$102.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE1720</td>
<td>E/R Pave Spring W/ 14Mm Mop in S/S Rhodium</td>
<td>$345.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>501E28666</td>
<td>Earring Ov Flwr Pave Ctr Pearl in S/S</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE1720</td>
<td>E/R Pave Spring W/ 14MM Mop in S/R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Earring Top Pave Cz Mop Drop in S/S

SKU: 501E10914

Short Description: EARRING TOP PAVE CZ MOP DROP IN S/S

Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, Pink Coral, ...Read more

Price: $87.00

Earring Top Mq Flower Cz Earring+Pearl Drop in S/S

SKU: 501E21503

Short Description: EARRING TOP MQ FLOWER CZ EARRING+PEARL DROP IN S/S

Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, Pink Coral, ...Read more

Price: $87.00

14mm Mop with Round+Bgt's Cz's around in S/S

SKU: EP603

Short Description: 14MM MOP WITH ROUND+BGT'S CZ'S AROUND IN S/S

Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, Pink Coral, ...Read more

Price: $195.00
Couture Oval center Halo Zirconite Necklace

SKU: 628N200089

Short Description: Couture Oval center Halo Zirconite Necklace Graduated all around Cubic zirconia Rhodium electroplated

Price: $225.00
Diamond By the Yard 10 station round bezel set cubic zirconia stones hung from a 16”+2” necklace, finished in sterling silver

**SKU:** ZBYX10-16/18

**Short Description:** Diamond By the Yard 10 station round bezel set cubic zirconia stones hung from a 16”+2” necklace, ...Read more

**Price:** $78.00

Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconia by the cubic inch Necklace Rhodium Electroplate. 16”+2” Extension.

**SKU:** BZBYX30rd

**Short Description:** Diamond Veneer centered 2.5 CT Round Cut on Zirconite Cubic Zirconia by the cubic inch Necklace Rhod...Read more

**Price:** $135.00

Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace sterling silver

**SKU:** ZBYX5

**Short Description:** Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Stones and Sterling Silver. SKU:ZBYX5-Available inGold and Rhodium platin ...Read more

**Price:** $63.00

Solitaire Round 1 Carat Cz Pendant

**SKU:** ZBYX1CT

**Short Description:** Diamond by the yard solitaire necklace with a round 1 carat cubic zirconia stone in the center, fini ...Read more

**Price:** $72.00

Zirconite by the cubic inch electroplated necklace

**SKU:** BZBYX30

**Short Description:** Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-plated SKU:BZBYX30

**Price:** $75.00

Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-plated

**SKU:** BZBYX10

**Short Description:** Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-platedSKU:BZBYX10

**Price:** $39.00
Solitaire round single carat cz pendant

SKU: ZBYX1_4
Short Description: Diamond by the yard solitaire necklace with a round 1/4 carat cubic zirconiastone in the center.
Price: $66.00

14k Gold Link Station Cz Necklace

SKU: ZBYX1K
Short Description: 14k Gold Link Station Cz Necklace
Price: $270.00

Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/4ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

SKU: ZBYX025K
Short Description: Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/4ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant
Price: $240.00

Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/2ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

SKU: ZBYX050K
Short Description: Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/2ct Zirconite
Price: $255.00

Diamond by the Yard Lariat necklace

SKU: ZBYX52K
Short Description: Diamond by the Yard Lariat necklace
Price: $1,722.00

Handcrafted Diamond By the Yard chain necklace featuring a centered mother ofpearl pendant circled by black and clearcrystal stones BZBYXN543

SKU: BZBYXN543
Short Description: Handcrafted brass Diamond By the Yard chain necklace featuring continuous cubic zircons round bezel
Price: $135.00
Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace
sterling silver
SKU: ZBYX5
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Stones and Sterling Silver. SKU:ZBYX5-Available in Gold and Rhodium plated
Price: $63.00

Solitaire Round 1 Carat Cz Pendant
SKU: ZBYX1CT
Short Description: Diamond by the yard solitaire necklace with a round 1 carat cubic zirconia stone in the center, finished in Gold and Rhodium plated.
Price: $72.00

Zirconite by the cubic inch electroplated necklace
SKU: BZBYX30
Short Description: Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-plated
Price: $75.00

Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-plated
SKU: BZBYX10
Short Description: Zirconite by the cubic inch necklace brass base rhodium electro-plated SKU:BZBYX10
Price: $39.00

Solitaire round single carat cz pendant
SKU: ZBYX1.4
Short Description: Diamond by the yard solitaire necklace with a round 1/4 carat cubic zirconia stone in the center, finished in Gold and Rhodium plated.
Price: $66.00

Diamond By the Yard 10 station round bezel set cubic zirconia stones hung from an 16"+2" necklace, finished in sterling silver
SKU: ZBYX10-16/18
Short Description: Diamond By the Yard 10 station round bezel set cubic zirconia stones hung from a 16"+2" necklace.
Price: $78.00
14k Gold Link Station Cz Necklace

**SKU:** ZBYX1K

**Short Description:** 14k Gold Link Station Cz Necklace

**Price:** $270.00

Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/4ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

**SKU:** ZBYX025K

**Short Description:** Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/4ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

**Price:** $240.00

Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/2ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

**SKU:** ZBYX050K

**Short Description:** Diamond by the Yard Necklace 1/2ct Zirconite Solitaire Pendant

**Price:** $255.00

Diamond by the Yard Lariat necklace

**SKU:** ZBYX52K

**Short Description:** Diamond by the Yard 30" Lariat necklace

**Price:** $1,722.00
2MM Clear open Bezel set Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30028
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear open Bezel set Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
Price: $126.00

Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30011
Short Description: Classic Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 2MM Clear prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30011
Price: $120.00

4MM Clear Prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30030
Short Description: Classic Baggetts & Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia 4MM Clear Prong set Gold Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
Price: $213.00

Zirconite Cubic Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet
SKU: 602B30129
Short Description: Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Square & Round stations Rhodium Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30129
Price: $216.00

Rediant Square Gold Classic Tennis bracelet
SKU: 602B30017V
Short Description: Rediant Square Channel set 3x3mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia gold Classic Tennis bracelet
Price: $162.00

Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pave charming snake 655B0730
SKU: 655B-0730
Short Description: Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia pave charming snake 655B0730... Read more
Price: $63.00
Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set
SKU: 655B1294
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia ... Read more
Price: $66.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set
SKU: 655B1353
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia ... Read more
Price: $66.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle
SKU: 655B1403
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Mother of Pearl (Shell) framed with ... Read more
Price: $66.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle
SKU: 655B1368
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Mother of Pearl (Shell) framed with ... Read more
Price: $66.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet
SKU: 655B1367
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Mother of Pearl (Shell) framed with ... Read more
Price: $66.00

Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set
SKU: 655B1264
Short Description: Fine High polished Sterling silver wire open Ends Bracelet Bangle Pave set with Zirconite Cubic zirconia ... Read more
Price: $66.00
Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pave Protective Eye on Coin and 2-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70247

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pave Protective Eye on Coin and 2-Stations on chain

**Price:** $54.00

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pave Hamsa on Coin and 2-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70246

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pave Hamsa on Coin and 2-Stations on chain

**Price:** $57.00

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia 3-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70245

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia 3-Stations on chain

**Price:** $45.00

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Infinity Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70244

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Infinity Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain

**Price:** $46.50

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Circle Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70243

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Circle Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain

**Price:** $46.50

Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Clover Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain SKU: 655B70242

**Short Description:** Caggie's Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Clover Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain

**Price:** $46.50
Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Hamsa Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain. SKU: 655B70241

Short Description: Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia open Hamsa Center Pave and 2-Stations on chain.

Price: $48.00

Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Round Center Pave and 2-Stations chain. SKU: 655B70240

Short Description: Caggie’s Sterling Silver Slave Bracelet set w/Zirconite Cubic zirconia Round Center Pave and 2-Stations chain.

Price: $66.00

Zirconia Radiant cut Prong set Couture bracelet SKU: 602B30174

Short Description: Important Graduated emerald shape Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Radiant cut Prong set Couture bracelet

Price: $360.00

Tennis 6mm Rd Cz S/S Rhodium SKU: TB8128

Short Description: B/L TENNIS 6MM RD CZ S/S RHODIUM SKU: TB8128

Price: $183.00

Tennis Cz Bracelet SKU: AH3329

Short Description: TENNIS CZ BRACELET IN S/S SKU: AH3329

Price: $177.00

4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Clear prong set Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30166

Short Description: Classic Round 4mm Zirconite Cubic Zirconia Clear prong set Electro-plate Tennis Bracelet SKU: 602B30166

Price: $336.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>602B300033</td>
<td>TENNIS BRACELET 2MM RD CZ'S + &quot;S&quot; SILVER BAR SKU: 602B300033</td>
<td>$108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH3175A</td>
<td>TENNIS W/ 4MM RD CZ+BAR S/S RHODIUM SKU: AH3175A</td>
<td>$87.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602B30049</td>
<td>2MM ROUND CZ'S BRACELET +S SILVER BARS IN S/S SKU: 602B30049</td>
<td>$108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602B31032</td>
<td>THREE ROW BRACELET BEZEL SET SQ CUT CZ'S IN S/S SKU: 602B31032</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602B30017</td>
<td>TENNIS BRACELET 3MM BEZEL SET ROUND CZ'S SKU: 602B30017</td>
<td>$123.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tennis Bracelet 2mm Bezel Set Round
SKU: 602B30138
Short Description: TENNIS BRACELET 2MM BEZEL SET ROUND CZ’S SKU:602B30138
Price: $123.00

Bracelet 3mm Bezel Set Round Tennis
SKU: 602B30016
Short Description: TENNIS BRACELET 3MM BEZEL SET ROUND CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602B30016
Price: $93.00

Tennis Bracelet 4mm Bezel Set Round
SKU: 602B30133
Short Description: TENNIS BRACELET 4MM BEZEL SET ROUND CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602B30133
Price: $138.00

5mm Square Hinged Cz Bracelet
SKU: TBH5Q
Short Description: 5MM SQUARE HINGED CZ BRACELET IN S/S SKU:TBH5Q
Price: $303.00

Em Color Cz Rd Clr Cz
SKU: 5018414410
Short Description: B/L EM COLOR CZ+RD CLR CZ IN S/S SKU:5018414410
Price: $135.00

3mm Square Hinged Bracelet
SKU: TBH3Q
Short Description: 3MM SQUARE HINGED BRACELET IN S/S SKU:TBH3Q
Price: $243.00
Tennis with 4mm Sq Hinged Cz in S/S Rhodium

SKU: TBH4Q

Short Description: B/L TENNIS WITH 4MM SQ HINGED CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:TBH4Q

Price: $261.00
Dangling Duo Circle drop earring embellished with cubic zirconia stones finished with a princess cut cz in the center

SKU: S01E49405
Short Description: Dangling Duo Circle drop earring embellished with cubic zirconia stones finished with a princess cut...Read more
Price: $84.00

Chandelier earring with dangling marquise stones finished in sterling silver rhodium

SKU: ITE2694
Short Description: ITE2694 - E/R CHAND ROP SM PAVE HT+DBL PV HT W/ 5XMQ CZ IN S/SRHODIUM SKU:ITE2694
Price: $66.00

Earring Post Clip Double Pave Circle Flowers

SKU: STE153
Short Description: STE153 - POST/CLIP E/R DOUBLE PAVE CIRCLE+FLOWERS IN S/S SKU:STE153
Price: $183.00

Two drop half moon dangle earring

SKU: ITE26961
Short Description: ITE26961 - E/R 2XDROP GRD PAVE HALF MOON + RD CZ IN S/S SKU:ITE26961
Price: $87.00

Cubic zirconia pave heart shape post earrings finished in sterling silver GDE1124

SKU: GDE1124
Short Description: Cubic zirconia pave heart shape post earrings finished in sterling silver SKU: GDE1124
Price: $54.00

Asher Cut Cz Stud Earring

SKU: 546E2Q
Short Description: ASHER CUT CZ STUD EARRING SKU:546E2Q
Price: $66.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Silver Curved Cubic Zirconia Pave Heart Earrings</td>
<td>ATE302015</td>
<td>CURVED PAVE CZ HEART EARRINGS IN S/S SKU:ATE302015</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earring Post Round Pave Bz Ctr Cz</td>
<td>602E11081</td>
<td>EARRING POST ROUND PAVE BZ CTR CZ IN S/S SKU:602E11081</td>
<td>$84.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earring Pave X’s Cz’s</td>
<td>earring-pave-x’s-cz’s</td>
<td>EARRING PAVE X’S CZ’S IN S/S SKU:TE5311</td>
<td>$108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earring Post Asher Cut Cz Pave Round</td>
<td>602E10657</td>
<td>EARRING POST ASHER CUT CZ+PAVE ROUND IN S/S SKU:602E10657</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earring Post in Sq Rd Pave Cz</td>
<td>602E11028</td>
<td>EARRING POST IN SQ/RD+PAVE CZ IN S/S SKU:602E11028</td>
<td>$66.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Skull in S/S Rhodium</td>
<td>605E7290</td>
<td>E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+SKULL IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605E7290</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Pave Peace in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7284
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+PAVE PEACE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605E7284
Price: $81.00

Earring Channel Set Rd Cz's Hugguiie Pave Star Drop
SKU: earring-channel-set-rd-cz's-hugguiie-pave-star-drop
Short Description: E/R CHANNEL SET RD CZ'S HUGGUIIE+PAVE STAR DROP IN S/S SKU: 605E7286
Price: $60.00

Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz in S/S Rhodium Earring
SKU: 605E7282
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605E7282
Price: $60.00

Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Cross in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7288
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+ CROSS IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605E7288
Price: $75.00

Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Pave Circle in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7285
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+PAVE CIRCLE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605E7285
Price: $60.00

Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Rd Cross in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7289
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+RD CROSS IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605E7289
Price: $69.00
Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz Pave Ht in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7283
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ+PAVE HT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605E7283
Price: $69.00

Earring Huggie Fleur De Lis Pave in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 582E2680
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE FLEUR DE LIS PAVE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:582E2680
Price: $66.00

Earring Huggie Pave Cz Hand Dangle in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 582E108
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE+PAVE CZ HAND DANGLE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:582E108
Price: $90.00

Earring Huggie with Crown Dangle in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 582E109
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE W/ CROWN DANGLE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:582E109
Price: $90.00

Earring Pave Cz Huggie Dangle Crown
SKU: 582E2713
Short Description: PAVE CZ HUGGIE EARRING+DANGLE CROWN IN S/S SKU:582E2713
Price: $99.00

Huggie Earrings w/ Bgts+Rd Cz's in S/S
SKU: 602E10413
Short Description: HUGGIE EARRINGS W/ BGTS+RD CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602E10413
Price: $66.00
Earring Huggie Chn Set Rd Cz in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605E7281
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHN SET RD CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605E7281
Price: $54.00

Earring Huggie Channel Set Rd Cz's
SKU: TE5284
Short Description: E/R HUGGIE CHANNEL SET RD CZ'S IN S/S SKU:TE5284
Price: $66.00

Earring Huggie Triple Pave Around Cz's
SKU: 602E10751
Short Description: EARRING HUGGIE TRIPLE PAVE AROUND CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602E10751
Price: $111.00

Chandelier Two Pr Pave Drop Fct Ov Cz
SKU: 582E0924
Short Description: E/R CHANDELIER TWO PR PAVE+DROP FCT OV CZ IN S/S SKU:582E0924
Price: $75.00

Earring Rd Bezel Cz Ov Bar with Flower Drop
SKU: 602E10516
Short Description: EARRING BEZEL CZ+OV BAR W/ FLOWER DROP IN S/S SKU:602E10516
Price: $81.00

Earring Pwire Rd Drop Cz in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 546E213
Short Description: EARRING PWIRE RD+RD DROP CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:546E213
Price: $63.00
Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic Zirconia pave skull head earrings

SKU: 501E101

Short Description: Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic Zirconia pave skull head earrings with lever backfish hooks SKU:501

Price: $87.00

Post Pave Bow Cz in S/S Rhodium

SKU: 524E30573

Short Description: E/R POST PAVE BOW CZ IN S/S RHODIUM&SKU:524E30573

Price: $87.00

Earring Pear Pave Cz’s

SKU: 602E30586

Short Description: EARRING PEAR PAVE CZ’S IN S/S&SKU:602E30586

Price: $81.00

501 Pave Cz Bow Earring

SKU: STE228

Short Description: 501 PAVE CZ BOW EARRING&SKU:STE228

Price: $90.00

Earring Lb Pave Circle

SKU: 501E28386

Short Description: EARRING LB PAVE CIRCLE IN S/S&SKU:501E28386

Price: $66.00

Lb Two Drop Oval Pave Circles

SKU: 501E36303

Short Description: E/R LB TWO DROP OVAL PAVE CIRCLES&SKU:501E36303

Price: $111.00
Lb Two Drop Circles Pave Cz
SKU: 501E36302
Short Description: E/R LB TWO DROP CIRCLES PAVE CZ IN S/S SKU:501E36302
Price: $111.00

Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Sterling SilverRhodium Electroplate
SKU: PWIRESQ1CT
Short Description: Slender wire Bezel Settings 1 CT TW (5x5mm) Asscher cut Zirconite cubicZirconia Studs earrings Ster...Read more
Price: $21.00

Sterling silver bezel set Zirconite Cubic Zirconias in a pear drop shape earring finished with flower top post
SKU: 501E36904
Short Description: Sterling silver bezel set Zirconite Cubic Zirconias in a pear drop shape earring finished with flowe...Read more
Price: $120.00

Double pear drop pear shape earrings embellished with cz stonesSKU:602E10615
SKU: 602E10615
Short Description: Double pear drop pear shape earrings embellished with cz stonesSKU:602E10615
Price: $177.00

Dangling teardrop chandelier earrings with cubic zirconia round stones, finished in sterling silver.
SKU: STE147
Short Description: Dangling teardrop chandelier earrings with cubic zirconia round stones, finished in sterling silver. ...Read more
Price: $81.00

Three tier graduated half moon earrings with dangling crystal faceted glass stonesSTE150
SKU: STE150
Short Description: Three tier graduated half moon earrings with dangling crystal faceted glass stones with embedd...Read more
Price: $81.00
Round basket earring

**SKU:** BASKET

**Short Description:** Round Basket Earring Set Available in rhodium and gold plating SKU:BASKET

**Price:** $30.00

Important Sterling Silver Omega/Clip/Post 4Mm Zirconite Set Earrings

**SKU:** EP574

**Short Description:** IMPORTANT STERLING SILVER OMEGA/CLIP/POST 4MM ZIRCONITE SET EARRINGS 10MM TURQUISE SHELLMOP PEARLS ...Read more

**Price:** $195.00

Post Round Top Cz Mq Cz Drops

**SKU:** S46E210

**Short Description:** POST ROUND TOP CZ+MQ CZ DROPS IN S/S SKU:S46E210

**Price:** $102.00

Post Pear Shape Color Cz

**SKU:** TE5701

**Short Description:** E/R POST PEAR SHAPE COLOR CZ IN S/S SKU:TE5701

**Price:** $81.00

Earring Pear Shape Color Cz Drop

**SKU:** STE149

**Short Description:** EARRING PEAR SHAPE COLOR CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:STE149

**Price:** $81.00

Chandelier Fct Color Cz

**SKU:** STE148

**Short Description:** E/R CHANDELIER FCT COLOR CZ IN S/S SKU:STE148

**Price:** $51.00
Earring Post Fct Oval Color Cz
SKU: STE227
Short Description: EARRING POST FCT OVAL COLOR CZ IN S/S SKU:STE227
Price: $54.00

Pave Cz’s Earring
SKU: STE152
Short Description: 501 E/R PAVE CZ’S IN S/S SKU:STE152
Price: $60.00

Chandelier Ov Color Cz’s
SKU: STE221
Short Description: E/R CHANDELIER OV COLOR CZ’S IN S/S SKU:STE221
Price: $60.00

Post Omega Pr Cz Drop
SKU: EP615
Short Description: E/R POST OMEGA PR CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:EP615
Price: $249.00

Triple Top Mq Cz Ophra Cz Earring
SKU: AE1222
Short Description: TRIPLE TOP MQ CZ OPHRA CZ EARRING SKU:AE1222
Price: $90.00

Earring Em Cz’s Pave Around
SKU: 602E10650
Short Description: EARRING EM CZ’S+PAVE AROUND IN S/S SKU:602E10650
Price: $240.00
Lb Pave Drop Circle with Fc Cz  
SKU: S01E36405  
**Short Description:** E/R LB PAVE DROP CIRCLE W/FC CZ&S#160; IN S/AVAILABLE IN: LT.CITRINE, AQUA, PINK, LAVENDER,PERIDOT  
**Price:** $84.00

Earring Pave Cz Cushion Cut Color Cz  
SKU: S82E2140  
**Short Description:** EARRING L/V PAVE CZ CUSHION CUT COLOR CZ IN S/AVAILABLE IN: LT.CITRINE, AQUA, PINK, LAVENDER,PERI  
**Price:** $120.00

Earring Top Pr Pave Cz3 Bz Rd Cz’s Pr Drop  
SKU: 602E10789  
**Short Description:** EARRING TOP PR PAVE CZ+3 BZ RD CZ’S+PR DROP IN S/S SKU:602E10789  
**Price:** $174.00

Earring Tear Drop Cz Pave Around Pave Ba  
SKU: S01E33827  
**Short Description:** EARRING TEAR DROP CZ+PAVE AROUND PAVE BAAVAILABLE IN: LT.CITRINE, AQUA, PINK, LAVENDER,PERIDOT AND  
**Price:** $153.00

Chandelier Color Cz Earrings  
SKU: S82E0930  
**Short Description:** CHANDELIER COLOR CZ EARRINGS SKU:S82E0930  
**Price:** $60.00

Pear Shape Lever Back Earring  
SKU: S46E20X11  
**Short Description:** 20X11 PEAR SHAPE LEVER BACK EARRING IN S/AVAILABLE IN: LT.CITRINE, AQUA, PINK, LAVENDER,PERIDOT  
**Price:** $105.00
Post Omega Mq Rd Pr Drop Cz's

SKU: 501E21411
Short Description: E/R POST OMEGA MQ+RD+PR DROP CZ’S IN S/S SKU:501E21411
Price: $192.00

Earring Pave Lever Back Color Cz with Pave Prongs

SKU: STE225
Short Description: EARRING PAVE LEVER BACK COLOR CZ W/PAVE PRONGS IN S/S SKU:STE225
Price: $60.00

Lever Back Pear Shape Cz Earring

SKU: S46E13X9
Short Description: 13X9 LEVER BACK PEAR SHAPE CZ EARRING AVAILABLE IN: LT. CITRINE, AQUA, PINK, LAVENDER, PERIDOT AND MORE
Price: $69.00

Flower Cz Earring with Two Oval Shape Ctr Cz’s

SKU: 529E0450
Short Description: FLOWER CZ EARRING W/TWO OVAL SHAPE CTR CZ’S IN S/S SKU:529E0450
Price: $282.00

Earring Top Rd Bz Cz Pave Bar Pear Cz Drop

SKU: 602E10649
Short Description: EARRING TOP RD BZ CZ+PAVE BAR PEAR CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:602E10649
Price: $174.00

Top Mq Cz’s Drop Pr Cz

SKU: 501E21414
Short Description: E/R TOP MQ CZ’S DROP PR CZ IN S/S SKU:501E21414
Price: $105.00
Flower Cz Earring with Pr Cz Drop

SKU: 546E200
Short Description: FLOWER CZ EARRING W/PR CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:546E200
Price: $207.00

Earring Flower Cz wit Pr Cz Drop

SKU: EP614
Short Description: FLOWER CZ EARRING W/PR CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:EP614
Price: $213.00

Ophra Mq Top Cz Earring Tear Drop

SKU: 546E202
Short Description: OPHRA MQ TOP CZ EARRING+TEAR DROP IN S/S SKU:546E202
Price: $225.00

Earring Lever Back Round Cz Drop Pave Around

SKU: 546E10687
Short Description: EARRING LEVER BACK ROUND CZ DROP+PAVE AROUND IN S/S SKU:546E10687
Price: $99.00

Earring Oval Color Stone

SKU: STE223
Short Description: EARRING OVAL COLOR STONE IN S/S SKU:STE223
Price: $120.00

Top Round Cz Earring Tear Drop Color Cz

SKU: ATE302338
Short Description: TOP ROUND CZ EARRING+TEAR DROP COLOR CZ IN S/S SKU:ATE302338
Price: $144.00
Pave Chn Rd Cushion Cz Earrings
SKU: AE5220
Short Description: PAVE CHN MLT COLOR RD CUSHION CZ EARRINGS SKU:AE5220
Price: $114.00

Earring Ophra Rd Sq Pr Drop Cz in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 600E21072
Short Description: E/R OPHRA RD+SQ+PR DROP CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:600E21072
Price: $111.00

Earring Post Mlt Shape Cz Drops Csh Cut Cz
SKU: 602E10679
Short Description: EARRING POST MLT SHAPE CZ DROPS+CSH CUT CZ IN S/SSKU:602E10679
Price: $108.00

Earring Pave Post Bar Tear Drop Cz
SKU: 546E10778
Short Description: EARRING PAVE POST TEAR DROP CZ IN S/S SKU:546E10778
Price: $87.00

Earring Post Sq Rd Mq Cushion Cut Cz Drop
SKU: 602E10848
Short Description: EARRING POST SQ+RD+MQ CUSHION CUT CZ DROP IN S/S SKU:602E10848
Price: $78.00

Earring with 3 Round Basket Drop Pear Shape
SKU: 501E33216
Short Description: E/R WITH 3 ROUND BASKET DROP PEAR SHAPE SKU:501E33216
Price: $75.00

Earring Pave Rd Cushion Cz Earrings
SKU: AE5220
Short Description: PAVE CHN MLT COLOR RD CUSHION CZ EARRINGS SKU:AE5220
Price: $114.00
Earring Ophra Tear Color Drop Cz
SKU: EP680
Short Description: OPHRA EARRING TEAR COLOR DROP CZ IN S/S SKU:EP680
Price: $114.00

Earring Post 6Ct Rd Pr Cz’s
SKU: EP682
Short Description: EARRING POST 6CT RD/PR CZ’S IN S/S SKU:EP682
Price: $99.00

Earring Round Cz Huggie
SKU: TE533A
Short Description: EARRING ROUND CZ HUGGIE IN S/S SKU:TE533A
Price: $66.00

OPEN HEART CUBIC ZIRCONIA PAVE HOOP EARRINGS
SKU: STE219
Short Description: POST PAVE CZ HEART HOOP EARRINGS SKU:STE219
Price: $51.00

Earring Huggie in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 602E10141
Short Description: EARRING HUGGIE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:602E10141
Price: $54.00

Double Vision Cz Hoop Earring
SKU: TE5517
Short Description: 1” DOUBLE VISION CZ HOOP EARRING IN S/S SKU:TE5517
Price: $108.00
Earring Double Vision Cz Hoop
SKU: TE5487
Short Description: 1.25" DOUBLE VISION CZ HOOP EARRING IN S/S SKU:TE5487
Price: $108.00

Double Vision Cz Earring Hoop
SKU: TE5426
Short Description: 1.5" DOUBLE VISION CZ HOOP EARRING IN S/S SKU:TE5426
Price: $108.00

Fine Sterling Silver Double vision Hoop Earrings Zirconite CZ set 40mm & 50mmSTE457
SKU: STE457
Short Description: Fine Sterling Silver Double vision Hoop Earrings Zirconite CZ set 40mm & 50mm
STE457
Price: $51.00
Link with Prong Cz Cross S/S Rhodium
SKU: LNKC4
Short Description: &#160;N/L LINK W/ PRONG CZ CROSS S/S RHODIUM SKU: LNKC4
Price: $57.00

Pave Cross Cz Pendant
SKU: LNKC3
Short Description: PAVE CZ CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU: LNKC3
Price: $63.00

Link with Cross Pave Cz S/S Rhodium
SKU: LNKC5
Short Description: N/L LINK W/ CROSS PAVE CZ S/S RHODIUM SKU: LNKC5
Price: $57.00

Cross Cz Pendant
SKU: ITP1567
Short Description: CROSS CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU: ITP1567
Price: $33.00

Link Large Baguette Cross Pendant
SKU: ITP1211
Short Description: &amp;#160; SKU: ITP1211
Price: $45.00

3mm Cz X21 Cross Pendant S/S Rhodium
SKU: ITP2248
Short Description: N/L W/ 3MM CZ X21 CROSS PENDANT S/S RHODIUM SKU: ITP2248
Price: $75.00
Baguette Cross Pendant
SKU: ITP2253
Short Description: BAGUETTE CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:ITP2253
Price: $96.00

3mm Cz Cross Pendant
SKU: ITP2067
Short Description: 3MM CZ CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:ITP2067
Price: $135.00

Link with 10X15 Cz Cross Pendant
SKU: TP6376
Short Description: N/L LINK W/ 10X15 CZ CROSS PENDANT SKU:TP6376
Price: $63.00

Link with 24X15 Cz Cross Rhodium
SKU: TP6375
Short Description: N/L LINK W/ 24X15 CZ CROSS RHODIUM SKU:TP6375
Price: $63.00

Pave Cz Cross Pendant
SKU: TP6565
Short Description: 2.5" PAVE CZ CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:TP6565
Price: $84.00

Pave Pendant Cross
SKU: 546P0035
Short Description: PAVE CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P0035
Price: $45.00
Link Small Prong Set Round Cz's Cross Pendant
SKU: 546P20272
Short Description: N/L LINK SMALL PRONG SET ROUND CZ'S CROSS PENDANT IN S/SSKU:546P20272
Price: $45.00

Link Ankh Pave Cross Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 501P28406
Short Description: N/L LINK ANKH PAVE CROSS PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P28406
Price: $54.00

Prong Set Cross Pendant
SKU: AP2131
Short Description: PRONG SET CROSS PENDANT IN S/S
SKU:AP2131
Price: $63.00

Link with Cross Cz S/S Rhodium
SKU: AP2562
Short Description: N/L LINK W/ CROSS CZ S/S RHODIUM SKU:AP2562
Price: $96.00

Link Cross Cz S/S Rhodium
SKU: 632990
Short Description: N/L LINK CROSS CZ S/S RHODIUM SKU:632990
Price: $84.00

Sterling Silver dog tag with bordered CZ pave featuring n electroplated pave skullhead charm
SKU: 582P2628
Short Description: PAVE CZ SILVER TAG+SKULL PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P2628
Price: $81.00
Link with Sq Pave 0.25Ct Cz
SKU: 501P44
Short Description: N/L LINK W/ SQ PAVE+0.25CT CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P44
Price: $60.00

Sterling Silver Electroplated Round Framed Pendant
SKU: ITP215914
Short Description: Sterling silver electroplated round framed pendant with clear center with floating cubic zirconium s
Price: $60.00

Sterling Silver Hand Pendant
SKU: 65SP1065
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Hand (Hamsa) Pendant
Price: $37.50

Horizantal Cross Pendant
SKU: 65SP1039
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set horizontal Cross Pendant
Price: $37.50

Polished Clover Pendant
SKU: 65SP1048
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Clover Pendant
Price: $31.50

Sterling Silver Eye Pendant
SKU: 65SP1063
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia Pav'e set Blue Eye Pendant, (16"+2")
Price: $37.50
Jewish Star Pendant
SKU: 655P1079
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Jewish Star Pendant SKU:655P1079
Price: $31.50

Polished Knott Pendant
SKU: 655P1083
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver Polished Knott Pendant SKU:655P1083
Price: $37.50

Fresh Water Pearl Pendant
SKU: 655P1091
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver w/genuine HQ Fresh Water Pearl Pendant SKU:655P1091
Price: $31.50

Hammered Style Infinity Pendant
SKU: 655P1062
Short Description: Fine Sterling silver hammered style Infinity Pendant SKU:655P1062
Price: $31.50

Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic Zirconia pave skull head pendant with leather cordnecklace
SKU: 501P101
Short Description: Sterling Silver Zirconite Cubic Zircon pave skull head pendant with leathercord necklace SKU:501P101
Price: $57.00

Large Genuine Baroque Fresh water Pearl on 30” Sterling Silver chain necklace.LNK30P
SKU: LNK30P
Short Description: Stylish large Genuine Baroque Freshwater Pearl on 30” fine SterlingSilver chain complimented with
Price: $75.00
Link Sm Pave Fleur De Lis Pendant

**SKU:** S46P203

**Short Description:** N/L LINK SM PAVE FLEUR DE LIS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:S46P203

**Price:** $69.00

Link Pave Fleur De Liz Pendant

**SKU:** 582P0831

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE FLEUR DE LIZ PENDANT SKU:582P0831

**Price:** $54.00

Link Pave Crown Pendant

**SKU:** 582P2713

**Short Description:** 501 N/L LINK PAVE CROWN PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P2713

**Price:** $63.00

Link with Star of David S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** LNKC1

**Short Description:** N/L LINK W/ STAR OF DAVID S/S RHODIUM SKU:LNKC1

**Price:** $69.00

Link Pave Snow Pendant in S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** TP6269

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE SNOW PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:TP6269

**Price:** $78.00

Link Pave Snow Pendant in Rhodium

**SKU:** 501P28077

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE SNOW PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P28077

**Price:** $54.00
Sterling silver Skull Pendant on classic Link chain Rhodium Electroplated.

**SKU:** 605P7415

**Short Description:** Sterling silver Skull Pendant on classic Link chain Rhodium Electroplated.

**Price:** $54.00

---

Five Pave Star Necklace

**SKU:** pgn77

**Short Description:** FIVE PAVE STAR NECKLACE IN S/S

**Price:** $75.00

---

Fully Pave Zirconite cubic zirconia Skull Pendant on Link chain Rhodium Electroplate

**SKU:** 501P923

**Short Description:** Fully Pave Zirconite cubic zirconia Skull Pendant on Link chain Rhodium Electroplate

**Price:** $69.00

---

Link Sq Cz Pendant

**SKU:** 602P2743

**Short Description:** N/L LINK SQ CZ PENDANT IN S/S

**Price:** $54.00

---

Link Pave Cz Round Pendant with 3mm Rd Ctr Cz

**SKU:** 602P21025

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CZ ROUND PENDANT W/3MM RD CTR CZ IN SS

**Price:** $81.00

---

Link Pave Cz Flower Pendant with Rd Ctr Cz in Brass Base

**SKU:** 602P20265

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CZ FLOWER PENDANT W/RD CTR CZ IN BRASS BASE

**Price:** $54.00
Link Pave Cz Round Pendant
SKU: 602P21017
**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CZ ROUND PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P21017
**Price:** $87.00

Link Round Cz Bezel Set
SKU: 501P23316
**Short Description:** N/L LINK ROUND CZ BEZEL SET IN S/S SKU:501P23316
**Price:** $51.00

Pave Cross Pendant
SKU: 582P5093
**Short Description:** PAVE CROSS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P5093
**Price:** $45.00

Link Pave Cz Hand Pendant
SKU: 582P1317
**Short Description:** 546 N/L LINK PAVE CZ HAND PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P1317
**Price:** $63.00

Link Bezel Set Pave Round Cz Pendant
SKU: 602P20209
**Short Description:** N/ LINK BEZEL SET PAVE & ROUND CZ PENDANT IN& #160; ; S/SSKU:602P20209
**Price:** $63.00

Link Round Matt Pendant
SKU: 582P2342
**Short Description:** N/L LINK ROUND MATT PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P2342
**Price:** $51.00
Round matte finish pendant featuring a Zirconite Cubic Zirconia in heart

**SKU:** S82P2345

**Short Description:** N/L ROUND PENDANT HT CZ CENTER IN S/S SKU:S82P2345

**Price:** $45.00

---

Cubic Zirconia Stone Earrings

**SKU:** SNAPE-1

**Short Description:** The earrings feature the Zirconite Cubic zirconia stone, 4-prongs set by a highpolish, sterling sil... Read more

**Price:** $20.00

---

Link Fleur De Lis Pendant in S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** S82P1319

**Short Description:** N/L FLEUR DE LIS PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:S82P1319

**Price:** $54.00

---

Link Pendant

**SKU:** S82P2430

**Short Description:** LINK PENDANT SKU:S82P2430

**Price:** $63.00

---

Pave Round Cz Pendant

**SKU:** 501P33114

**Short Description:** PAVE ROUND CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU:501P33114

**Price:** $66.00

---

Link Pave Open Em Pendant with Ctr Cross

**SKU:** 602P20482

**Short Description:** N/L PAVE OPEN EM PENDANT W/CTR CROSS CZ IN S/S SKU:602P20482

**Price:** $96.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Link Pave Cz Fleur De Lis Pendant</td>
<td>602P20471</td>
<td>N/L LINK PAVE CZ FLEUR DE LIS PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20471</td>
<td>$108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Small Crown Pendant in S/S Rhodium</td>
<td>605PS663</td>
<td>N/L LINK SMALL CROWN PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605PS663</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Skull Pendant</td>
<td>582P1315</td>
<td>N/L LINK SKULL PENDANT IN S/S</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Crown Pendant in S/S Rhodium</td>
<td>582P1290</td>
<td>N/L LINK CROWN PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:582P1290</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Tear Drop Pave Cz Pendant</td>
<td>602P20570</td>
<td>N/L LINK TEAR DROP PAVE CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20570</td>
<td>$102.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Small Crown Pendant in S/S Rhodium</td>
<td>582P1289</td>
<td>N/L LINK SMALL CROWN PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:582P1289</td>
<td>$63.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Link Star Pendant
SKU: LNKC25
Short Description: N/L LINK STAR PENDANT IN S/S SKU:LNKC25
Price: $45.00

Link Cushion Cut Solitaire Pendant
SKU: 546P208
Short Description: N/L LINK CUSHION CUT SOLITAIRE PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P208
Price: $54.00

Link Pave Fleur De Liz Cz Pendant in Brass
SKU: 501P9644
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE FLEUR DE LIZ CZ PENDANT IN BRASS SKU:501P9644
Price: $81.00

Link Prong Set Sq Asher Cut Cz Pendant
SKU: 602P20242
Short Description: N/L LINK PRONG SET SQ ASHER CUT CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20242
Price: $45.00

Star Cz
SKU: 630911
Short Description: STAR CZ IN S/S SKU:630911
Price: $54.00

Link Pave Cz Fld Round Ht Pendants
SKU: 582P1282
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ FLD/ROUND/HT PENDANTS IN S/S SKU:582P1282
Price: $189.00
Link Silver Fleur De Lis Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605P7416
Short Description: N/L LINK SILVER FLEUR DE LIZ PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605P7416
Price: $36.00

Link 10X8 Ov Cz Pendant Spiral Pave Around
SKU: 602P20418
Short Description: N/L LINK 10X8 OV CZ PENDANT+SPIRAL PAVE AROUND IN S/S SKU:602P20418
Price: $147.00

Link Pave Flower Cz Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605P7414
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE FLOWER CZ PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605P7414
Price: $42.00

Link Pave Cz Horse Shoe Pendant
SKU: 602P50127
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ HORSE SHOE PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P50127
Price: $63.00

Link Pave Cz Crown Pendant
SKU: 602P20567
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ CROWN PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20567
Price: $84.00

Link Pave Star Cz Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 605P7413
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE STAR CZ PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:605P7413
Price: $36.00
Link Pave Cz Open Circle Pendant

**SKU:** 602P20454

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CZ OPEN CIRCLE PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20454

**Price:** $138.00

Link 1Ct Asher Cut Pendant

**SKU:** 541P100

**Short Description:** N/L LINK 1CT ASHER CUT PENDANT IN S/S SKU:541P100

**Price:** $54.00

Link Anchor Pd S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** 546P32215

**Short Description:** N/L LINK ANCHOR PD S/S RHODIUM SKU:546P32215

**Price:** $54.00

Link Pave Skull Pendant

**SKU:** 602P20401

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE SKULL PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20401

**Price:** $54.00

Link with 1Ct Bezel Cz Slider in S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** LNKC16

**Short Description:** N/L LINK W/ 1CT BEZEL CZ SLIDER IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:LNKC16

**Price:** $51.00

Sterling silver zirconite cubic zirconia pave lightning bolt pendant

**SKU:** 501P36207

**Short Description:** N/L LINK pave lightning bolt CZ PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P36207

**Price:** $54.00
Link Pave David Star Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 546P100
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE DAVID STAR PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:546P100
Price: $63.00

Large Om Pave Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 501P28404
Short Description: N/L LARGE OM PAVE PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P28404
Price: $105.00

Small Om Pave Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 501P28405
Short Description: N/L SMALL OM PAVE PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P28405
Price: $66.00

Cubic Zirconia Zirconita Puffed Heart Shape Pendant in Sterling Silver
SKU: 501P23313
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ HEART SHAPE IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P23313
Price: $105.00

Link Pave Cz Bow Pendant
SKU: 546P102
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ BOW PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P102
Price: $69.00

Link Pave Bow Pendant
SKU: 546P34231
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE BOW CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P34231
Price: $90.00
Sterling silver heart shape pendant pave with cubic zirconia zirconita stones

SKU: 501P33108
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ HEART&160;SHAPE&160;IN S/SRHODIUM SKU: 501P33108
Price: $84.00

Sterling Silver Open Heart Micro-pave Pendant featuring a dangling pave fireball

SKU: 501P33106
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ HEART&160;SHAPE&160;IN S/SRHODIUM SKU: 501P33106
Price: $90.00

Link Pace Cz Md Crown in S/S Rhodium

SKU: 546P204
Short Description: N/L LINK PACE Cz MD CROWN AP/D IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 546P204
Price: $69.00

Link Pave Cross Crown Pendant

SKU: 501P5518
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CROSS CROWN PENDANT IN S/S SKU: 501P5518
Price: $138.00

Link Pave Cz Peace Sign Pendant

SKU: 602P10800
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ PEACE SIGN PENDANT IN S/S SKU: 602P10800
Price: $54.00

Link Cz Crown in S/S Rhodium

SKU: 605P0844
Short Description: N/L LINK CZ CROWN IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 605P0844
Price: $54.00
Necklace Link Pave Crown Pendant S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** 582P1596

**Short Description:** NECKLACE LNK PAVE CROWN PENDANT S/S RHODIUM SKU:582P1596

**Price:** $102.00

---

Pop Link Pave Fleur De Lis Pendant

**SKU:** 501P28454

**Short Description:** N/L POP LINK PAVE FLEUR DE LIS PENDANT S/S SKU:501P28454

**Price:** $111.00

---

Circle of Life Necklace

**SKU:** 590P123

**Short Description:** CIRCLE OF LIFE NECKLACE SKU:590P123

**Price:** $102.00

---

Link Lg Pave Fld Pendant

**SKU:** 605P8530

**Short Description:** N/L LINK LG PAVE FLD PENDANT IN S/S SKU:605P8530

**Price:** $102.00

---

Link Open Bgts Round Cz’s Circle Pendant in Brass Base

**SKU:** 602P20295

**Short Description:** N/L LINK OPEN BGTS+ROUND CZ’S CIRCLE PENDANT IN BRASS BASESKU:602P20295

**Price:** $78.00

---

Link Pave Cz Peace Sing Pendant

**SKU:** 582P1316

**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CZ PEACE SING PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P1316

**Price:** $54.00
Link Pave Silver Tag Pendant Hand Charm
SKU: 582P1217
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SILVER TAG PENDANT+HAND CHARM IN S/SSKU:582P1217
Price: $99.00

Link Pave Circle Pendant in S/S Rhodium
SKU: 501P28403
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CIRCLE PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P28403
Price: $66.00

QUEEN OF HEARTS STERLING SILVER AND CZ DOG TAG NECKLACE CENTERED WITHPOLISHED HEART
SKU: 582P2569
Short Description: DOG TAG HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P2569
Price: $189.00

Link Pave Em Shape Pendant with Fleur De Lis
SKU: 582P2552
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE EM SHAPE PENDANT W/FLEUR DE LIS IN S/S SKU:582P2552
Price: $159.00

Link Pave Cz Peace Sign Pendant in S/S
SKU: 546P101
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ PEACE SIGN PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P101
Price: $54.00

Sterling Silver dog tag with bordered CZ pave featuring an electroplated pave FleurDe Lis charm
SKU: 582P2633
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SILVER TAG+FDL CHARM PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P2633
Price: $87.00
Link Pave Silver Tag Hand Charm Pendant
SKU: 582P2632
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SILVER TAG PENDANT+HAND CHARM IN S/SSKU:582P2632
Price: $99.00

Link Pave Cz Peace Sign Pendant
SKU: 546P32322
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE CZ PEACE SIGN PENDANT IN S/S SKU:546P32322
Price: $75.00

Sterling Silver dog tag with bordered CZ pave featuring an electroplated pave peace sign charm
SKU: 582P2631
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SILVER TAG PENDANT+PEACE SIGN CHARM IN S/SSKU:582P2631
Price: $90.00

Link Pave Sq Pendant with Rd Mq Cz’s
SKU: 602P20458
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SQ PENDANT W/RD+MQ CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602P20458
Price: $138.00

POLISHED STERLING SILVER DOG TAG PENDANT CENTERED WITH A PAVE HEART
SKU: 582P2629
Short Description: N/L LINK PAVE SILVER TAG PENDANT+HEART CHARM IN S/SSKU:582P2629
Price: $90.00

Dog Tag
SKU: 582P2627
Short Description: DOG TAG
Price: $90.00
LOVELY CURVED OPEN HEART PENDANT
EMBELLISHED WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES

SKU: STP12
Short Description: PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:STP12
Price: $54.00

STERLING SILVER HEART PENDANT WITH CROSSED RIBBON ENDS
EMBELLISHED WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES

SKU: STP139
Short Description: PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:STP139
Price: $60.00

STERLING SILVER OPEN HEART PENDANT
EMBELLISHED WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES ALL AROUND

SKU: 602P20285
Short Description: N/L LINK OPEN CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:602P20285
Price: $78.00

STERLING SILVER OPEN HEART PENDANT
EMBELLISHED WITH BRILLIANT CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES

SKU: 582P98
Short Description: PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P98
Price: $54.00

STERLING SILVER CROWN PENDANT WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES ALL AROUND

SKU: 582P97
Short Description: PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU:582P97
Price: $54.00

"TILTED HEART" STERLING SILVER OPEN HEART PENDANT WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES ALL AROUND

SKU: 501P32301
Short Description: N/L LINK SIDEWAYS HEART CZ IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501P32301
Price: $69.00
Link Chn with 23X26 Pave Ht 2 Sm Hts in Mdl S/S Rhodium

SKU: STP8
Short Description: N/L LINK CHN W/ 23X26 PAVE HT &amp; 2 SM HTS IN MDL S/S RHODIUM SKU: STP8
Price: $75.00

Small Sideways Sterling Silver Charming Open Heart Pendant completed by brilliant cubic zirconia stones all around

SKU: STP7
Short Description: N/L CZ HEART SM S/S RHODIUM SKU: STP7
Price: $54.00

Tilted Open-heart style pendant embellished with cubic zirconia crafted in sterling silver finished in platinum

SKU: STP5
Short Description: N/L LINK CZ HEART MD IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: STP5
Price: $75.00

DOUBLE DIMENSION CUBIC ZIRCONIA PAVE HEART PENDANT IN STERLING SILVER

SKU: STP219
Short Description: DOUBLE PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU: STP219
Price: $66.00

OPEN HEART PENDANT IN STERLING SILVER EMBELLISHED WITH BRILLIANT CUBIC ZIRCONIA

SKU: 501P23321
Short Description: N/L POP LINK PAVE HEART PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 501P23321
Price: $54.00

STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLEING PAVE PEACE SIGN AND HEART PENDANTS

SKU: LNKX2P
Short Description: STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLEING PAVE PEACE SIGN AND HEART PENDANTS LNKX2P
Price: $105.00
STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLING PAVE STAR OF DAVID AND HEART PENDANTS

SKU: LNKX2J
Short Description: STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLING PAVE STAR OF DAVID AND HEART PENDANTS LNKX2J
Price: $105.00

STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLING PAVE CROSS AND HEART PENDANTS

SKU: LNKX2C
Short Description: STERLING SILVER CHARM NECKLACE WITH DANGLING PAVE CROSS AND HEART PENDANTS LNKX2C
Price: $105.00

STERLING SILVER CZ PAVE HEART PENDANT
SKU: GDP1132
Short Description: PAVE HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU: GDP1132
Price: $54.00

STERLING SILVER CZ PAVE HEART PENDANT SET IN STERLING SILVER
SKU: 546P0034
Short Description: N/L LINK SM PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU: 546P0034
Price: $54.00

SMALL DANGLING CZ PAVE HEART PENDANT SET IN STERLING SILVER
SKU: 501P28409
Short Description: N/L LINK SM PAVE CZ HEART PENDANT IN S/S SKU: 501P28409
Price: $51.00

SMALL STERLING SILVER HEART SHAPE PENDANT PAVE WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES
SKU: 501P28409
Short Description: N/L LINK SM PAVE HEART CZ PENDANT IN S/S SKU: 501P28409
Price: $51.00
CUBIC ZIRCONIA PAVE HEART SHAPE PENDANT IN STERLING SILVER

**SKU:** GDP1124  
**Short Description:** PAVE HEART PENDANT IN S/S  
**Price:** $45.00

Pave Leaves with Pearl Pendant in S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** TP6285  
**Short Description:** PAVE LEAVES WITH PEARL PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, P  
**Price:** $75.00

N/L Link Flower Cz Pendant w/10Mm Color Pearl in S/S

**SKU:** 501P21504  
**Short Description:** N/L LINK FLOWER CZ PENDANT W/10MM COLOR PEARL IN S/S Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, W  
**Price:** $51.00

N/L Link Mlt Color/Shape Cz Pendant+Pearl Drop in S/S

**SKU:** S82P1202  
**Short Description:** N/L LINK MLT COLOR/SHAPE CZ PENDANT+PEARL DROP IN S/S Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray,  
**Price:** $72.00

Oval Pearl + Pave Top in S/S

**SKU:** STP150  
**Short Description:** OVAL PEARL +PAVE TOP IN S/S Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, Pink Coral, Red  
**Price:** $75.00

N/L Link Pave Crown/Pearl Pendant in S/S Rhodium

**SKU:** 501P28447  
**Short Description:** N/L LINK PAVE CROWN/PEARL PENDANT IN S/S RHODIUM Pearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White  
**Price:** $60.00
Pave Cz Spider Pendant with Pearl in S/S

SKU: AP3112

Short Description: PAVE CZ SPIDER PENDANT WITH PEARL IN S/SPearl Earrings Available in Black,Pink, Gray, White, Pink C...

Price: $123.00

Baguettes+Mq Cz's Pearl Pendant

SKU: STP401

Short Description: BAGUETTES+MQ CZ'S PEARL PENDANTPearl Earrings Available in Black, Pink, Gray, White, Pink Coral,Red...

Price: $108.00
Cubic Zirconia Square Ring
SKU: B501R8X144
Short Description: 1MM PINK AND CLEAR “X” CUBIC ZIRCONIA SQUARE
RING BRASS/RHODIUM ELECTRO PLATEDSKU: B501R8X144
Price: $42.00

Ring Half Pave Leaves
SKU: S01R413207
Short Description: RING HALF PAVE LEAVES CZ’S BAND IN S/S SKU: S01R413207
Price: $42.00

Ring Double Pave Flowers
SKU: S01R31123
Short Description: RING DOUBLE PAVE FLOWERS CTR RD CZ IN S/S SKU: S01R31123
Price: $123.00

Ring Double Pave Flowers
SKU: S01R31711
Short Description: RING PAVE FLOWERS+SP EM STONE IN S/S SKU: S01R31711
Price: $114.00

Ring Flower Top Ov Clr
SKU: S01R34433
Short Description: RING FLOWER TOP OV CLR CZ’S IN S/S & #160; SKU: S01R34433
Price: $132.00

Polished Sterling Silver Large X-infinity Plain Slender Ring Band Str-0211
SKU: Str-0211
Short Description: Polished Sterling Silver Large X-infinity Plain Slender Ring Band Str-0211
Price: $36.00
Emerald Cut Solitaire Cubic Zirconia with Channel Set Baguette stones ring set

SKU: S01R22025
Short Description: Emerald cut CZ engagement ring setting features baguette channel set in sterling silver.complimented
Price: $66.00

Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring guard.

SKU: STR-0002
Short Description: Delicate sterling silver thin micro pave Zirconite Cubic zirconia set stackable Eternity band ring
Price: $90.00

Set Of Five Stackable Rings

SKU: S01R9610
Short Description: SET OF FIVE STACKABLE#160;RINGS
Price: $105.00

Ring Pave Em Ctr Cz+Pave

SKU: S01R80216
Short Description: RING PAVE EM CTR CZ+PAVE TRIANGLE SIDE
Price: $105.00

Vintage Elongated Shield Earrings

SKU: 633E0266
Short Description: Vintage elongated shield earrings embellished with clear crystal stones
Price: $21.00

Ring Square Center

SKU: S01R7X341
Short Description: RING SQUARE CENTER CZ+PAVE AROUND
Price: $69.00
Ring Canary Pave Fleur

SKU: 501R7575
Short Description: RING CANARY PAVE FLEUR DE LIS IN S/S SKU:501R7575
Price: $135.00

Ring Top Sq Cushion Cut Color

SKU: 501R82301
Short Description: RING TOP SQ CUSHION CUT COLOR CZ+PAVE FL SKU:501R82301
Price: $138.00

Ring Pr Ctr Cz+Pr Side

SKU: 501R413409
Short Description: RING PR CTR CZ+PR SIDE CZ’S IN S/R RHODIUM SKU:501R413409
Price: $69.00

Sterling silver large X-Infinity slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ringband

SKU: 655R-1080R
Short Description: Sterling silver large X-Infinity slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ringband SKU:655R-1080R
Price: $54.00

Sterling silver double bar slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ringband

SKU: 655R-70039
Short Description: Sterling silver double bar slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ringband SKU:655R-70039
Price: $54.00

Ring Curved Pave

SKU: 501R34423
Short Description: RING CURVED PAVE BLK+CNR CZ’S IN S/S SKU:501R34423
Price: $177.00
Sterling silver triple bar slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ring band

SKU: 655R-324636

Short Description: Sterling silver triple bar slender micro-pave Zirconite cubic zirconia ring band

Price: $60.00

---

Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia set 1.5mm Stackable Eternity Band Ring

SKU: 680R101 (655R1025)

Short Description: Sterling silver Zirconite Cubic zirconia set 1.5mm Stackable Eternity Band Rhodium plated SKU:6...Read more

Price: $36.00

---

Eternity Ring Band 4.5mm Round Zirconite Cubic Zirconia

SKU: 546R-110

Short Description: ETERNITY RING BAND 4.5MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA SET

Price: $126.00

---

Ring Pave Flower Shape Round

SKU: 501R34420

Short Description: RING PAVE FLOWER SHAPE ROUND CZ’S IN S/S SKU:501R34420

Price: $180.00

---

Pave Cz Ring

SKU: 501R34419

Short Description: PAVE CZ RING SKU:501R34419

Price: $192.00

---

PEAR SHAPE STONE SET CENTERED WITH HEART CUBIC ZIRCONIA SIDE STONES

SKU: 602R71045

Short Description: 4ct PEAR SHAPE CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE SET CENTERED ON A STERLING SILVER SETTING ADORNED BY HEARTCUBIC...

Price: $78.00
Top Round Pave
SKU: S01R33115
Short Description: RING TOP ROUND PAVE RB+CLR RD CZ’S IN S/S SKU:S01R33115
Price: $84.00

Ring Pkem Ctr Cz
SKU: S01R34103
Short Description: RING PKEM CTR CZ+HTS ON SIDES IN S/S SKU:S01R34103
Price: $69.00

Ring Channel Set
SKU: S01R32818
Short Description: RING CHANNEL SET BGTS+CNRY MQ’S IN S/S SKU:S01R32818
Price: $81.00

Ring 2 Row Channel Set
SKU: S01R32817
Short Description: RING 2 ROW CHANNEL SET BGTS+RD CNRY CTR SKU:S01R32817
Price: $102.00

Ring Top Mn Stone
SKU: S01R32631
Short Description: RING TOP MN STONE+X ROW EM RD CZ’S IN S/S SKU:S01R32631
Price: $78.00

Em Ctr Ring
SKU: S01R34101
Short Description: RING EM CTR CZ+HT ON SIDES IN S/S SKU:S01R34101
Price: $66.00
Wide Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Pave Ring
SKU: 501R32623
Short Description: Wide contemporary dome ring finished with stripes of black enamel reminiscent of tiger stripes, pave...
Price: $90.00

Ring Enamel Top Oval
SKU: 501R30903
Short Description: RING ENAMEL TOP OVAL CZ+PAVE IN S/S SKU:501R30903
Price: $78.00

Ring 10Mm Cz W/ Flowers
SKU: 501R9C117
Short Description: RING 10mm CZ W/ FLOWERS ON SIDES S/S SKU:501R9C117
Price: $123.00

Ring 2Ct Pear Shape Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R72032
Short Description: RING 2CT PEAR SHAPE CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72032
Price: $75.00

Ring 1Ct Pear Shape Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R72031
Short Description: RING 1CT PEAR SHAPE CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72031
Price: $60.00

Ring 1Ct Round Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R72028
Short Description: RING 1CT ROUND CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72028
Price: $69.00
Ring 1Ct Em Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R72005
Short Description: RING 1CT EM CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72005
Price: $69.00

Ring Ov Ctr Cz Pave Bgts Side
SKU: 602R71678
Short Description: RING OV CTR CZ+PAVE BGTS SIDE CZ'S W/SM RD CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71678
Price: $132.00

Ring Cushion Cut Ctr Cz Pave Around
SKU: 602R71585
Short Description: RING CUSHION CUT CTR CZ+PAVE ARROUND IN S/S SKU:602R71585
Price: $165.00

Ring Oval Center Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71575
Short Description: RING OVAL CENTER CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71575
Price: $99.00

Ring Pave Oval Ctr Cz Pave Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71567
Short Description: RING PAVE OVAL CTR CZ+PAVE BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71567
Price: $171.00

Ring Pave 9X9 Ctr Cz Pave Half Moon Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71560
Short Description: RING PAVE 9X9 CTR CZ+PAVE HALF MOON SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71560
Price: $105.00
Ring Wedding Set
SKU: 501R32110
Short Description: RING WEDDING SET BGTS+CNTR 2CT RD CZ IN SS SKU:501R32110
Price: $60.00

RADIANT CUT EMERALD CENTER CUBIC ZIRCONIA FEATURING A GLEAMING ARRAY OF TAPERED BAGUETTES ON EACH SIDE
SKU: 602R71559
Short Description: RADIANT CUT EMERALD CENTER CUBIC ZIRCONIA FEATURING A GLEAMING ARRAY OF TAPERED BAGUETTES ON EACH SIDE
Price: $123.00

Ring Top Ov Cntr
SKU: 501R31202
Short Description: RING TOP OV CNTR+SM EM CZ'S AROUND IN S/S SKU:501R31202
Price: $111.00

Ring 14X11 Em Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71507
Short Description: RING 14X11 EM CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71507
Price: $114.00

Ring 2Ct Mq Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71496
Short Description: RING 2CT MQ CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71496
Price: $69.00

Ring Pave Prong Setting with 14X11 Ov Ctr Cz
SKU: 602R71487
Short Description: RING PAVE PRONG SETTING W/14X11 OV CTR CZ IN S/S SKU:602R71487
Price: $135.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>602R71471</td>
<td>Ring 2Ct Mq Ctr Cz Side Cz’s</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602R71467</td>
<td>Ring Emerald Cut Ctr Cz Side Cz’s in S/S</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602R71459</td>
<td>Ring 1Ct Mq Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz’s</td>
<td>$69.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602R71446</td>
<td>Ring Pave with Five Graduated Em Cut Cz’s</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501R21924</td>
<td>Pave Flower with Color Center Ring</td>
<td>$126.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501R21909</td>
<td>Pave Color Center Ring</td>
<td>$84.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>SKU</td>
<td>Short Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 11x9 Cushion Cut Cz Pr Side Cz's</td>
<td>602R71437</td>
<td>RING 11X9 CUSHION CUT CTR CZ+PR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Pave 2Ct Sq Ctr Cz Side Cz's</td>
<td>602R71403</td>
<td>RING PAVE 2CT SQ CTR CZ+SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Em Cut Center Cz Half Moon Side Cz's</td>
<td>602R71436</td>
<td>RING EM CUT CENTER CZ+HALF MOON SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Em Ctr Color Cz+Tr on Sides</td>
<td>501R21214</td>
<td>RING EM CTR COLOR CZ+TR ON SIDES IN S/S SKU:501R21214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Square Ctr Cz Em Tr Side Cz's</td>
<td>602R7832</td>
<td>RING SQUARE CTR CZ+EM+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R7832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Step Em Cut Ctr Cz Side Cz's</td>
<td>602R72118</td>
<td>RING STEP EM CUT CTR CZ+SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ring 4Ct Em Cut Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's  
SKU: 602R72098  
Short Description: RING 4CT EM CUT CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72098  
Price: $129.00

Ring 12X10 Ov Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's  
SKU: 602R72089  
Short Description: RING 12X10 OV CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72089  
Price: $111.00

Three stone 3CT. heart shape cubic zirconia tiffany style ring with a singletapered baguette on each side  
SKU: 602R71352  
Short Description: Three stone 3CT. heart shape cubic zirconia tiffany style ring with a singletapered baguette on each side  
Price: $111.00

Ring 3Ct Em Cut Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's  
SKU: 602R72084  
Short Description: RING 3CT EM CUT CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72084  
Price: $75.00

Ring 6Ct Round Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's  
SKU: 602R72033  
Short Description: RING 6CT ROUND CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72033  
Price: $99.00

Ring Em Cut Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's  
SKU: 602R7817  
Short Description: RING EM CUT CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R7817  
Price: $144.00
Ring 10Ct Em Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71351
Short Description: RING 10CT EM CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R71351
Price: $114.00

Triple Set Wedding Ring with 7mm Sq Ctr Cz
SKU: 602R72233R
Short Description: TRIPLE SET WEDDING RING W/7MM SQ CTR CZ IN S/S SKU:602R72233R
Price: $135.00

Ring Square Ctr Cz Pave Around
SKU: 602R72211
Short Description: RING SQUARE CTR CZ+PAVE AROUND IN S/S SKU:602R72211
Price: $135.00

Ring Pave Sq Ctr Cz Bgts Side Cz's
SKU: 602R71313
Short Description: RING PAVE SQ CTR CZ+BGTS SIDE CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602R71313
Price: $111.00

10Ct Em Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz’s Ring
SKU: 602R71337
Short Description: RING 10CT EM CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602R71337
Price: $174.00

Ring 2Ct Cushion Ctr Cz Chs Side Cz’s
SKU: 602R71302
Short Description: RING 2CT CUSHION CTR CZ+CHS SIDE CZ’S IN S/S SKU:602R71302
Price: $105.00
Ring with Oval Pave On Sides
SKU: 501R32926
Short Description: RING W/ OVAL PAVE ON SIDES
Price: $123.00

THREE STONE 1CT EMERALD CUT RING DETAILED WITH TRILLION CZ SIDE STONES
SKU: 602R71283
Short Description: THREE STONE 1CT EMERALD CENTER CUT SOLITAIRE RING WITH TRILLIONSIDE STONES IN A PLATINUM STERLINGS
Price: $60.00

THREE STONE RING WITH 3CT ROUND CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE DETAILED BYTRILLION SIDE STONES
SKU: 602R71282
Short Description: THREE STONE 3CT ROUND CENTER CUT SOLITAIRE RING WITH TRILLION SIDESTONES IN A PLATINUM STERLINGS
Price: $111.00

Ring Top Mst
SKU: 501R32632
Short Description: RING TOP MST+RD EM RD CZ’S IN S/S
Price: $78.00

THREE STONE RING WITH SQUARE CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES AND ROUND BRILLIANT-CUT CZ STONES ON THESHOULDERS
SKU: 602R71267
Short Description: THREE STONE RING FEATURING SQUARE CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE IN THECENTER AND FLANKED BYRECTANGULAR TAPE
Price: $105.00

Ring Melee Baguettes
SKU: 501R32107
Short Description: RING MELEE BAGUETTES CZ’S+1CT CNTR RD CZ SKU:501R32107
Price: $93.00
Ring Top Wide Pave
SKU: 501R31117
Short Description: RING TOP WIDE PAVE AQ+CLR RD CZ’S IN S/S SKU:501R31117
Price: $90.00

OVAL CUT RING WITH PAVE PRONGS AND SHOULDERS
SKU: 602R71252
Short Description: STERLING SILVER CUBIC ZIRCONIA SOLITAIRE RING WITH A BRILLIANT OVAL CUT CENTER STONE HELD IN PLACE...Read more
Price: $102.00

Ring Top Wide Pave
SKU: 501R31109
Short Description: RING TOP WIDE PAVE BLK+CLR CZ’S IN S/S SKU:501R31109
Price: $129.00

THREE STONE SCT EMERALD CUT RING DETAILED WITH TRILLION CZ SIDE STONES
SKU: 602R71232
Short Description: THREE STONE SCT EMERALD CENTER CUT SOLITAIRE RING WITH TRILLIONSIDE STONES IN A PLATINUM STERING...Read more
Price: $168.00

THREE STONE RING WITH CUSHION CENTER STONE AND MATCHING HALFMoon SIDE STONES
SKU: 602R71210
Short Description: THREE STONE RING WITH 9MM CENTERED CUSHION CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE AND MATCHING HALFMoon CZ SIDE STONE...Read more
Price: $105.00

EMERALD CUT CENTER STONE RING ACCENTED BY HALFMoon CZ’COMPLETING THIS TIMELESS THREESTONE PIECE
SKU: 602R71209
Short Description: THREE STONE STERLING SILVER RING FEATURING A 9X7 EMERALD CUT CENTER CZ COMPLIMENTED BY HALFMoon SHA...Read more
Price: $105.00
Ring Clr Inverted

SKU: 501R30820
Short Description: RING CLR INVERTED SQ+RD CZ'S IN S/S
Price: $75.00

THREE STONE RING WITH CUSHION CENTER STONE AND MATCHING TRILLION SIDE STONES

SKU: 602R71199
Short Description: THREE STONE RING WITH 12MM CENTERED CUSHION CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE AND MATCHING TRILLION CZ SIDE STONE
Price: $114.00

Ring Half Pave Band

SKU: 501R30617
Short Description: RING HALF PAVE BAND W/ RB+CLR CZ'S IN S/S
Price: $81.00

Ring Band Five Row Rd Pave

SKU: 501R30615
Short Description: RING BAND FIVE ROW RD PAVE CZ'S IN S/S
Price: $147.00

THREE STONE EMERALD CUT RING DETAILED WITH FILIGREE ON RING SHOULDERS

SKU: 602R71197
Short Description: THREE STONE RING FEATURING A 9X7mm EMERALD CUT CENTER STONE WITH EMERALD CUT STONES ON SIDES AND PAVE
Price: $105.00

Band Three Pave Ring

SKU: 501R22204
Short Description: RING BAND THREE PAVE HT'S IN S/S
Price: $78.00
**Ring with Two Cnr**

**SKU:** 501R34011  
**Short Description:** RING W/TWO CNR+CLR CZ STARS IN S/S SKU:501R34011  
**Price:** $87.00

---

**Em Ctr Cz+Bgts on Sides Ring**

**SKU:** 501R22028  
**Short Description:** RING EM CTR CZ+BGTS ON SIDES IN S/S SKU:501R22028  
**Price:** $60.00

---

**Ring Em Ctr Cz+Ht on Sides**

**SKU:** 501R49703  
**Short Description:** RING EM CTR CZ+HT ON SIDES IN S/S RHODIUM SKU:501R49703  
**Price:** $87.00

---

**Ring Channel Set Bgts**

**SKU:** 501R30606  
**Short Description:** RING CHANNEL SET BGTS+EM RD PAVE CZ’S IN SS SKU:501R30606  
**Price:** $84.00

---

**Ring Rd Cut Ctr Cz Silver Bars**

**SKU:** 602R72013  
**Short Description:** RING RD CUT CTR CZ+SILVER BARS IN S/S SKU:602R72013  
**Price:** $81.00

---

**Ring Channel Set**

**SKU:** 501R30331  
**Short Description:** RING CHANNEL SET EM CTR CZ+BGTS IN S/S SKU:501R30331  
**Price:** $60.00
DOUBLE BAGUETTE SOLITAIRE RING WITH A 6CT ROUND CENTER STONE  
**SKU:** 602R71114  
**Short Description:** DOUBLE BAGUETTE SOLITAIRE RING FEaturiNG A 6CT ROUND CUBIC ZIRCONIA CENTER STONE WITH TWO BAGUETTES  
...Read more  
**Price:** $105.00

Ring Pave X Center  
**SKU:** 501R21922  
**Short Description:** RING PAVE WITH PAVE X CENTER CZ'S IN S/S SKU: 501R21922  
**Price:** $99.00

Ring Channel Set Bgts  
**SKU:** 501R30322  
**Short Description:** RING CHANNEL SET BGTS+3CT RDCTR CZ IN SS SKU: 501R30322  
**Price:** $75.00

CUSHION CENTER STONE SET IN RING WITH PAVE GALLERY AND SHANK  
**SKU:** 602R71239  
**Short Description:** CUSHION CENTER STONE SET IN RING WITH PAVE GALLERY AND SHANK SKU: 602R71239  
**Price:** $144.00

Ring Em Ctr Color  
**SKU:** 501R23808  
**Short Description:** RING EM CTR COLOR CZ+RD CZ'S AROUND IN S/S SKU: 501R23808  
**Price:** $99.00

THREE STONE OVAL CUT AND MATCHING TRILLION CUT CZ SIDE STONES RING  
**SKU:** 602R71167  
**Short Description:** THREE STONE RING ADORNED BY AN OVAL CUT CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONE IN THE CENTER AND IS SET ON A STERLING  
...Read more  
**Price:** $75.00
**Ring Ov Center**

*SKU:* 501R23809  
*Short Description:* RING OV CENTER CZ+TR CZ'S ON SIDES IN S/S SKU:501R23809  
*Price:* $111.00

**Ring 13mm Square Ctr Cz Tr Side Cz's**

*SKU:* 602R72192  
*Short Description:* RING 13MM SQUARE CTR CZ+TR SIDE CZ'S IN S/S SKU:602R72192  
*Price:* $132.00

**Eternity Band 3Ct Rd Ctr Cz 3mm Ring**

*SKU:* 602R71385  
*Short Description:* 3MM RING ETERNITY BAND 3CT RD CTR CZ IN S/S SKU:602R71385  
*Price:* $126.00

**Ring Pear Shape Ctr Cz Pave Around**

*SKU:* 602R71421  
*Short Description:* RING PEAR SHAPE CTR CZ+PAVE AROUND IN S/S SKU:602R71421  
*Price:* $114.00

**HALO CUSHION CUT RING EMBELLISHED WITH CZ ON SHOULDERS**

*SKU:* 602R71244  
*Short Description:* CUBIC ZIRCONIAS EMBELLISH THE 10MM CUSHION CUT CENTER STONE PROVIDING EXTRA SPARKLE TO THE STERLING ...Read more  
*Price:* $123.00

**Ring Half Pave Flower**

*SKU:* 501R413203  
*Short Description:* RING HALF PAVE FLOWER CZ'S BAND IN S/S SKU:501R413203  
*Price:* $54.00
Filegree Eternity Band Ring
SKU: 501R23516
Short Description: RING FILEGREE ETERNITY BAND BGTS+RD CZ'S SKU:501R23516
Price: $63.00

BAND SQ+BGTS ALL AROUND RING
SKU: 501R20419
Short Description: RING BAND SQ+BGTS ALL AROUND IN S/S SKU:501R20419
Price: $111.00

Stackable Ring Eternity Em Pave Band
SKU: 501R28363
Short Description: STACKABLE RING ETERNITY EM PAVE & R160; BAND IN S/S SKU:501R28363
Price: $48.00

RING ETERNITY BAND 3.75MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA
SKU: RP103
Short Description: RING ETERNITY BAND 3.75MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA SET INSTERLING SILVER RHODIUM ELECTROPLATE
Price: $54.00

Stackable Ring Mq Pave Eternity Band
SKU: 501R28362
Short Description: STACKABLE RING MQ PAVE ETERNITY BAND IN S/S SKU:501R28362
Price: $48.00

RING ETERNITY BAND 3MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA SET INSTERLING SILVER RHODIUM ELECTROPLATED
SKU: RP102
Short Description: RING ETERNITY BAND 3MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA SET INSTERLING SILVER RHODIUM ELECTROPLATED S
Price: $45.00
Stackable Ring Sq+Rd Pave Eternity Band
SKU: S01R28360
Short Description: STACKABLE RING SQ+RD PAVE ETERNITY BAND IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: S01R28360
Price: $48.00

ETERNITY RING BAND 2MM ROUND & BAGUETTE ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES SET IN STERLING SILVER ELECTROPLATED RHODIUM
SKU: RP-197
Short Description: ETERNITY RING BAND 2MM ROUND & BAGUETTE ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA STONES SET IN STERLING SILVER ELECT ...Read more
Price: $57.00

Stackable Eternity Band Pave Ring
SKU: S01R28364
Short Description: STACKABLE RING ETERNITY BAND PAVE CZ'S IN S/S SKU: S01R28364
Price: $48.00

Stackable Ring Eternity Pave
SKU: S01R28366
Short Description: STACKABLE RING ETERNITY PAVE CUBIC ZIRCONIA IN S/S SKU: S01R28366
Price: $48.00

RING ETERNITY BAND COMMON PRONGS 4MM ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA
SKU: RC38
Short Description: RING ETERNITY BAND 4MM COMMON PRONGS ROUND ZIRCONITE CUBIC ZIRCONIA SET IN STERLING SILVER RHODIUM E ...Read more
Price: $60.00

Stackable Ring Eternity
SKU: S01R28365
Short Description: STACKABLE RING ETERNITY PAVE BAND IN S/S SKU: S01R28365
Price: $48.00
ETERNITY STERLING SILVER RING BAND
WITH BAGUETTES AND ROUND CUBICZIRCONIA STONES
SKU: RP197
Short Description: ETERNITY STERLING SILVER RING BAND WITH BAGUETTES AND ROUND CUBICZIRCONIA STONES SKU: RP197
Price: $78.00

Stackable Ring 1mm Eternity Band
SKU: 501R28335
Short Description: STACKABLE RING 1MM ETERNITY BAND IN S/S RHODIUM SKU: 501R28335
Price: $48.00

THREE STONE RING WITH ROUND CENTER AND MATCHING SIDESTONES
SKU: 602R71284
Short Description: THREE STONE RING WITH CUBIC ZIRCONIA ROUND STONE CENTERED ACCOMPANIED BY TWO 8MM ROUND STONES ON EACH
Price: $111.00

HALF BAND 5X6MM RD RING
SKU: 501R20301
Short Description: RING HALF BAND 5X6MM RD CZ’S IN S/S SKU: 501R20301
Price: $87.00

THREE STONE HALO EMERALD CUT AND HALF MOON STONES RING
SKU: 602R71246
Short Description: THREE STONE STERLING SILVER HALO RING FEATURING A 9X7 EMERALD CUT CENTER CZ COMPLIMENTED BY HALF MOON CZ’S
Price: $126.00
Round & Baguette Cut Eternity Sterling Silver Ring 694R2886

SKU: 694R2886

Short Description: Round & Baguette Cut Eternity Ring 694R2886

Price: $160.00
Post Wire 0.25Ctw Rd Cz In S/S Rhodium

SKU: PWIRE025

Short Description: Available in 0.50CTW, 1CTW, 1.5CTW, 2CTW, 3CTW, 4CTW, 6CTW
Available in YELLOW GOLD and WHITE

Price: $105.00

Stud Post Earrings

SKU: K3001

Short Description: E/R POST BASKET W/ 0.5CTW RD CZ
Available in 0.50CTW, 1CTW, 1.5CTW, 2CTW, 3CTW, 4CTW

Price: $105.00